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Abstract
The thesis research concerns an integrated framework of terrestrial and satel-
lite networks based on Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDM)
air interface which we call Hybrid Terrestrial-Satellite Mobile System (HTSMS).
HTSMS which enables frequency reuse amongst the two networks serves users in
urban areas via terrestrial Base Stations whilst satellite links provide service in
rural areas in a transparent and seamless manner. The thesis focuses on mitiga-
tion of Co-Channel Interference on the uplink of the satellite using Least Mean
Squares beamforming onboard the satellite.
We propose a preamble transmission strategy based on pilot re-allocation for supe-
rior Co-Channel Interference mitigation, speciﬁc to HTSMS. Within the preamble
framework, we further propose Fully-Dense Preamble, Partially-Dense Preamble
and Reduced-Length Preamble as possible schemes and analyse their performance
as compared to receiver side alternatives such as Variable Step Size-Least Mean
Squares and Normalised-Least Mean Squares beamforming. Results show that
the approach not only gives superior convergence but it enables better system
performance with less pilot transmissions.
Exploiting the susceptibility of the beamforming process to pilots, we further pro-
pose Novel Iterative Turbo Beamforming for the HTSMS with a Bit Interleaved
Coded Modulation-OFDM. The proposed technique is based on improving a pri-
ori information of the soft decoded data and uses both soft data and pilots to
perform adaptive beamforming in a turbo-like recursive manner. Results show
that proposed approach exhibits signiﬁcant bit error rate gains with only 1 iter-
ation.
Finally, to reduce the associated complexity of onboard beamforming, we ﬁrst
quantify performance advantages of adaptive beamforming against non-adaptive.
For the non-adaptive case, we propose onboard based semi-static beamforming
where the required beam orientation computed at the ground is transmitted to the
satellite at which beamforming weights are calculated. The proposed mechanism
is a practical and attractive alternative to existing non-adaptive beamforming
approaches, especially for satellite systems oﬀering broadcasting/ﬁxed services.
On comparison, results show that adaptive beamforming is superior, however
semi-static has comparable performance in speciﬁc scenarios. In light of this,
we propose a novel-semi adaptive beamformer. The proposed technique is a
switch-type beamforming, where a novel switching mechanism enables adaptive
and non-adaptive processing to coexist. The algorithm is also robust to both
spurious switching as well as other disturbances in the system. For HTSMS,
results show that semi-adaptive beamformer can save up to 98% of the ﬁltering
computing power without degradation to system performance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Wireless communications has seen enormous growth over the past decade or so.
The huge take up of mobile technology and exponential growth of the internet
has resulted in an increased demand for high capacity wireless systems. This
has lead to the evolution of 4G [1] networks which will employ Orthogonal Fre-
quency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) [2] at the physical layer. Similarly in
parallel, Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) [3–5] technology has emerged
as the most signiﬁcant breakthrough in modern communication providing higher
capacity by utilising multiple antenna arrangements at both the transmitter and
receiver side. The combination of OFDM with advanced antenna systems thus
forms an intuitive and formidable solution towards higher capacity communica-
tion systems and has already been adopted by standards such as 3GPP-LTE,
LTE Advanced and IEEE802.11a/g/n WLAN.
Success of a communication network does not only depend on provisioning of
high data rates, but also on the coverage it can oﬀer. Future networks also need
to incorporate global connectivity to ensure a rich customer base. Standalone,
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existing terrestrial mobile networks are unable to provide such coverage due to
lack of infrastructure in rural areas. This is where satellite networks are favoured
as they have the potential to oﬀer true global coverage as well as rapid network
deployment. However satellite links suﬀer from reduced signal penetration and
capacity/coverage issues in urban areas as well as at lower elevation angles.
The respective disadvantages of satellite and terrestrial networks motivates the
existence of hybrid architectures. In pursuit of global coverage, the Digital Video
Broadcasting (DVB) group has developed a standard called DVB-SH for delivery
of mobile TV from satellite to hand-held devices using OFDM air interface. DVB-
SH is a hybrid system developed for TV broadcast service to mobile users. In rural
areas, service is provided by the satellite links whereas in urban areas users are
served via the Complimentary Ground Component (CGC) or Terrestrial Repeater
(TR).
As similar hybrid topology has been pursued in the U.S. by SkyTerra, formerly
known as Mobile Satellite Ventures (MSV) [6]. MSV proposed a hybrid architec-
ture [7] to oﬀer two-way communication services to rural areas via satellite links
and to users in urban areas via an Ancillary Terrestrial Component (ATC). MSV
employs Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) in the physical layer combined
with a multiple antenna system to enhance system performance. The MSV design
is based on the concept of frequency reuse where ATCs and satellite users reuse
the spectrum dedicated to each other enabling higher system capacities. How-
ever frequency reuse induces Co-Channel Interference (CCI) from the terrestrial
terminals at the uplink of satellite. MSV incorporates CDMA based adaptive
Beamforming (BF) [8, 9]. BF [10] is a spatial ﬁltering technique that cancels
interference by forming nulls towards interference sources while providing high
gain in the desired directions.
Recently in Japan a project named Satellite/Terrestrial Integrated mobile Com-
munication System (STICS) [11] has been proposed. It aims to integrate the
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satellite and existing terrestrial mobile networks to full ﬁll the aim of global con-
nectivity. The STICS design is also based on a frequency reuse concept similar
to MSV and its choice of air interface is CDMA. However for the uplink CCI
scenario, they have not considered any interference mitigation approach. Their
study so far is focused towards estimation of uplink CCI induced by the terrestrial
users and the use of spatial guard-bands to mitigate it [12].
Traditionally satellite systems have been used as independent service platforms
with access to dedicated frequency bands. Hence interference from terrestrial
users has not been an issue. The inter-satellite system interference is managed
via having a minimum orbital distance between two adjacent satellite in space.
Satellite systems such as Inmarsat [13] have used interference avoidance as com-
pare to interference mitigation. However with the evolution of hybrid systems as
well as two-way communication between satellite networks and Mobile Satellite
System (MSS), interference mitigation on an adaptive basis becomes impera-
tive [8]. Two-way communication systems such as ICO [14] and MSV [6] have
proposed full-adaptive BF on the gateway [7, 8, 15, 16] to mitigate interference.
This approach is preferable to Onboard Based Beamforming (OBBF) since there
are substantial overheads associated with onboard BF networks such as hardware
mass, cost, power consumption and thermal control requirements.
Despite the beneﬁts of the ground based approach, payload complexity is a sensi-
tive function to the number of feed elements transmitted from the satellite gate-
way [17] which is signiﬁcantly higher in the case of Ground Based Beamforming
(GBBF). Furthermore, redundant transmit and receive processing channels are
required for each feed signal in order to compensate for imperfect feed characteris-
tics. Recently hybrid BF approaches have been proposed [18,19] that address the
trade-oﬀ between ground and onboard BF. However a BF capable satellite system
inherits instabilities due to payload/gateway component changes over tempera-
ture and life time, and propagation amplitude and phase dispersion eﬀects on the
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gateway link. These impact signiﬁcantly on the system performance and must be
compensated by a complex calibration system [20]. The complexity of this system
depends on where the BF is implemented with the calibration system being most
complex for GBBF.
With advancement of technology as predicted by Moore’s law, BF can potentially
be implemented onboard the satellite by having onboard digital processing [21].
In the case of OBBF, all the processing related to forming of beams can be done
onboard the satellite by using solar energy. Apart from providing more ﬂexibility
onboard the satellite, this would also result in signiﬁcant reduction of power
consumption at the gateway hence enabling a shift towards more eco-friendly
‘green satellite’ systems.
OBBF greatly reduces the number of feed elements transmitted from the satellite
to the gateway which not only reduces the feeder link bandwidth requirement, but
also leads to a far less complex calibration system. Moreover the onboard digital
payload design gives more ﬂexibility in the case of variation in traﬃc dynamics
and also if beam patterns need to be changed more frequently. Illustrated in
Fig. 1.1(b) is onboard, ground and hybrid BF employed to mitigate inter-cell
interference at the uplink of a satellite in a MSS. Fig. 1.1(a) depicts the general
trade-oﬀ between satellite payload complexity, complexity at the gateway and
feed signal space (bandwidth requirement) for onboard, ground and hybrid BF.
1.2 Motivation and Scope
The MSV system proposed a hybrid architecture of satellite and terrestrial net-
works. However as the coverage in urban areas is provided by ATCs, it inevitably
leads to additional set up and operational costs for the satellite operator. As the
system fails to exploit the existing terrestrial mobile infrastructure, the frequency
reuse between satellite and ATCs oﬀers global connectivity but does not increase
1.2. Motivation and Scope 5
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(b) Onboard, ground and hybrid beamforming in a Mobile Satellite System
Figure 1.1: Concept illustration of beamforming and complexity trade-oﬀ
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the overall spectrum available. Moreover, as MSV uses a CDMA based approach
it cannot function homogeneously with future 4G terrestrial networks that are
based on OFDM. While DVB-SH oﬀers an OFDM air interface, it again fails to
oﬀer an integrated platform for satellite and terrestrial networks. STICS proposes
an integrated framework of service via Base Stations (BTSs) and satellite. How-
ever its architecture is again based on CDMA and hence will not be compatible
with future 4G terrestrial networks.
Thus we conclude that an OFDM based hybrid architecture with complimentary
service from existing terrestrial mobile BTSs and satellite links will be needed in
future. A system where urban users are served via existing BTSs and rural users
by satellite links and with both systems are able to reuse spectrum dedicated to
each other. This would enable global coverage and rapid deployment of services
via the satellite network in rural areas.
In essence just as in the MSV design, the OFDM based hybrid system will also
suﬀer from interference. Here OFDM based BF can be employed which allows
more ﬂexibility due to the narrow band sub-carrier architecture of OFDM. More-
over, while adaptive BF for OFDM based systems has been extensively studied,
its speciﬁc implications to satellite systems is yet to be explored. Moreover, where
ground BF is traditionally used in satellite systems such as MSV [8] and ICO [15],
research needs to be done towards OBBF for future hybrid system architectures.
In real hybrid systems, interference would be induced both at the uplink as well
as the downlink. In the uplink, satellite is faced with interference while at the
downlink terrestrial systems are faced with interference from satellite. However,
we only consider adaptive BF for the uplink case following the MSV design [8] 1.
The downlink scenario on the other hand is very distinct to uplink scenario in
1MSV design only considers ground based adaptive BF for the uplink and assumes ﬁxed
beams for the downlink.
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terms of BF. In the uplink, the feedback loop of the spatial ﬁltering is “local” 2.
However for the downlink scenario, satellite would require feedback to perform
BF. This eﬀectively translates to 1-round trip delay for the satellite which is ≈
500 ms. Therefore tracking in the case of downlink can not be done as fast as for
the case of uplink. Having said that, adaptive BF can be utilised in the downlink
to “shape” the beams and form nulls in order to reduce the interference caused
to terrestrial systems. Downlink BF can optimized for the downlink as proposed
in [22–24] or done jointly with uplink BF as described for instance in [25]. Due
the distinct challenges for downlink BF, our work is focused towards uplink BF 3.
1.3 Objectives
Following the above motivation, we deﬁne the following objectives for this work:
• To envision and develop a hybrid architecture of satellite and terrestrial
networks that is based on an OFDM air interface and employs frequency
reuse.
• To investigate the applicability of BF for mitigating CCI induced by terres-
trial users on the satellite uplink and its application onboard the satellite.
• To study the impact of BF convergence on system performance of a hy-
brid architecture and propose solutions to enhance system performance.
Furthermore, investigate the interaction and interplay of BF and Channel
Estimation (CE) processes and how they eﬀect each other in the presence
of a wireless channel.
2The reference and received signals are both available at the satellite for processing.
3We further discuss downlink BF in Chapter 8.
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• Incorporation of Bit Interleaved Coded Modulation-OFDM (BICM-OFDM)
in the hybrid architecture and work towards proposing an approach that
uses both pilots as well as data for performing BF.
• Investigate the performance impact of adaptive and non-adaptive BF in a
hybrid scenario. As resources are scarce onboard the satellite, hence explore
the possibility of a semi-adaptive BF approach that could save on resources
without signiﬁcantly compromising system performance.
1.4 Major Contributions
The original achievements of the work can be summarised as follows:
• Development of an OFDM based Hybrid Terrestrial-Satellite Mobile System
(HTSMS) architecture in which satellite and existing terrestrial networks
integrate to provide seamless service to users. A system where users in ur-
ban areas can be served via BTSs and in rural areas to be served by satellite
links. As their regions of operation are spatially separated, both systems
should be able to use spectrum dedicated to each other thus enhancing the
overall capacity. The hybrid topology should be transparent to the end
user in the sense that similar mobile terminals would be utilised for both
satellite and terrestrial coverage areas.
Sharing of frequency induces CCI by terrestrial users and we employ On-
board Based Beamforming - Adaptive (OBBF-A) at the satellite end to
mitigate the CCI. We aim to focus on the uplink scenario considering in-
terference generated by terrestrial users to the satellite and investigate the
system performance in a realistic mobile-satellite channel.
• We then investigate the impact of beamformer convergence on system per-
formance as well as the interplay between BF and CE. We ﬁnd that the
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transient state of BF has signiﬁcant impact on system performance. In ad-
dition we note that during BF convergence, CE is performed on pilot sub-
carriers that are not interference free. To address these issues, we propose
a preamble based BF approach based on pilot-reallocation at the transmit-
ter side. Three distinctive schemes within a preamble based framework are
proposed, namely Fully-Dense Preamble (FDP), Partially-Dense Preamble
(PDP) and Reduced-Length Preamble (RLP). The advantage of the pro-
posed approach are twofold 1) More reference signals are available for the
BF during the convergence phase which reduces its transient state time
while maintaining the overall data throughput and 2) with FDP and RLP
schemes, we de-couple the BF and CE processes during the convergence
phase which enhances the BF performance. To establish the advantages
of a preamble based approach, its performance is compared to alternatives
such as Nomalised-Least Mean Squares (NLMS) and Variable Step Size-
Least Mean Squares (VSS-LMS) algorithms.
• We then introduce BICM to our OFDM based HTSMS architecture to im-
prove system performance. From our work on preamble based approach, we
found that the BF performance is extremely sensitive to OFDM pilot sig-
nals. If we increase the number of pilot sub-carriers per symbol, this would
result in superior BF performance. However this would compromise the
data throughput. Using the soft data from the decoding stage in conjunc-
tion with pilots, we propose a novel Iterative Turbo Beamforming (ITBF)
approach. The ITBF is a distinctive three stage beamformer that works on
turbo-like principles and exhibits signiﬁcant gain in terms of Bit Error Rate
(BER) over conventional non-iterative BF approaches.
• Shifting our focus to complexity constraint onboard the satellite, we inves-
tigate the applicability of onboard based, ground based and hybrid BF ap-
proaches. We then compare the performance of adaptive and non-adaptive
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BF for the MSS scenario. For the non-adaptive case, as opposed to con-
ventional architectures, we propose OBBF-Semi Static (OBBF-SS). OBBF-
SS is based on transmission of beam orientation from the gateway to the
satellite where a Beamforming Coeﬃcient Calculator (BCC) computes BF
weights which are then applied at the satellite. The BCC enables this via
simple circuitry without any need of signal processing. As the process does
not involve transmission of actual weights from ground to satellite, the BF
becomes less prone to signal distortions as well as consuming less band-
width. We then compare performance of OBBF-SS against OBBF-A and
OBBF-Equal Ratio Combining (OBBF-ERC) approach and ﬁnd the adap-
tive BF to be superior to others due to recursive CCI mitigation. However
at lower Eb/No, their performances are comparable. Furthermore, as com-
pared to existing static BF approaches, OBBF-SS oﬀers a practical and
attractive alternative to ground BF for satellite systems oﬀering broadcast
services.
• Irrespective of whether adaptive BF is implemented onboard the satellite,
on the gateway or in a hybrid form, it has associated complexities and issues
due to its recursive nature. Results of OBBF-SS indicate that there is some
possibility for semi-adaptive solutions. In the light of this, we propose a
switch-style novel semi-adaptive beamformer for the HTSMS scenario. The
beamformer is based on a novel switching mechanism that is both robust
to disturbance in the system as well as False Switching (FS). The novel
approach enables co-existence of adaptive and non-adaptive BF approaches
driven by the input signal characteristics. On comparison with full-adaptive
BF in HTSMS scenario, we ﬁnd the proposed algorithm enables up to 98%
ﬁlter computing power reduction without any compromise in system per-
formance.
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nications, IEEE Transactions on, (proposal under review).
• A. H. Khan, M. A. Imran, B. G. Evans, “Iterative turbo beamforming for
OFDM based hybrid terrestrial-satellite mobile system,” Communications,
IET (proposal under review).
Conferences
• A. H. Khan, M. A. Imran, B. G. Evans, “Ground based and onboard based
beamforming for hybrid terrestrial-satellite mobile system,” in 28th ICSSC
2010 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, California, USA,
Sep. 2010.
• A. H. Khan, M. A. Imran, B. G. Evans, “Preamble based adaptive beam-
former for hybrid terrestrial-satellite mobile system,” in 28th ICSSC 2010,
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, California, USA, Sep.
2010.
• A. H. Khan, M. A. Imran, B. G. Evans, “OFDM based adaptive beamform-
ing for hybrid terrestrial-satellite mobile system with pilot reallocation,”
Satellite and Space Communications, 2009. IWSSC 2009. IEEE Interna-
tional Workshop on, Siena, Italy, pp. 201 − 205, Sep. 2009.
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• A. H. Khan, M. A. Imran, B. G. Evans, “Adaptive beamforming for OFDM
based hybrid mobile satellite system,” in 27th ICSSC 2009, American In-
stitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Edinburgh, UK, April 2009.
The two contributions published in 28th ICSSC 2010, American Institute of Aero-
nautics and Astronautics, California, USA, Sep. 2010 together were awarded the
Best Student Technical Paper Award by the conference technical committee.
1.6 Thesis Organisation
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents the fundamen-
tal concepts of OFDM and BF. We further describe how CCI is induced in mobile
communication system in both uplink and downlink scenarios and elaborate how
BF can be employed to mitigate it. In Chapter 3 we present an overview of
satellite systems and hybrid MSS architectures. We then present our proposed
OFDM based Hybrid Terrestrial-Satellite Mobile System (HTSMS) and show how
the concept of adaptive BF can be exploited to mitigate terrestrially induced CCI
on the uplink of the satellite. In Chapter 4 we introduce our proposed preamble
based BF with pilot reallocation at the transmitter end. Chapter 5 introduces
BICM-OFDM for HTSMS and our proposed novel Iterative Turbo Beamforming
(ITBF) algorithm that uses both pilots and data to perform BF. In Chapter 6
we discuss the applicability of onboard, ground and hybrid BF approaches in a
MSS scenario and present our proposed OBBF-Semi Static BF approach and its
performance as compared to OBBF-A. Chapter 7 presents our proposed novel
semi-adaptive BF algorithm that is based on a novel switching mechanism that
enables co-existence of adaptive and non-adaptive BF while maintaining robust-
ness towards both spurious switching and noise in the system. Finally Chapter 8
concludes the thesis by summarising the major ﬁndings of the study as well as
highlighting some potential areas for further research.
Chapter 2
Beamforming in OFDM based Systems
In this chapter we introduce basic concepts related to Orthogonal Frequency Divi-
sion Multiplex (OFDM) and OFDM based communication systems. We further
introduce interference scenarios and elaborate how Beamforming (BF) can be
employed to mitigate interference in a multiple antenna system.
2.1 Introduction
Demand for high data rates has pushed researchers to develop new physical layer
technologies that are both cost eﬀective and robust. In light of this, OFDM
has attracted much attention as it is robust to distortion induced by frequency
selective wireless channels. Moreover, due to narrowband sub-carrier architec-
ture, OFDM enables simpler equalisation resulting in less complex as well as
cost eﬀective receiver design. Having profound beneﬁts over other technologies,
OFDM has been adopted by many high data rate wireless communication sys-
tems and standards. In the terrestrial arena, OFDM is speciﬁed in Digital Video
Broadcasting (DVB) [26] such as DVB-T and DVB-H standards for ﬁxed and
mobile digital multimedia broadcasting. OFDM has also penetrated in the in-
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ternet world with technologies such as Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)
and Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) standards IEEE 802.11a/g/n, IEEE
802.16 [27]. Within the framework of mobile-telephony, OFDM is also due to
replace Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) in the Long Term
Evolution (LTE) of Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) called
3GPP-LTE [28]. OFDM has also been employed extensively in satellite systems.
Standards such as DVB-S and DVB-S2 are based on OFDM technology. For
Mobile Satellite Service (MSS), DVB has developed the DVB-SH standard which
is speciﬁc to video broadcasting to hand-held devises.
In the quest for higher capacity systems, development of Multiple Input Multi-
ple Output (MIMO) systems is also without doubt one of the most signiﬁcant
breakthroughs of the last decade [3–5]. Having multiple antenna elements at the
transmitter and/or receiver enables higher capacity and improved system per-
formance. Hence advanced array processing and OFDM forms an intuitive and
comprehensive solution towards future high capacity systems. This is already
visible in standards such as Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
(WiMAX) [29,30] and 3GPP-LTE that have OFDM as the choice of air-interface
combined with multiple antenna systems.
All aforementioned activities are indications that OFDM will continue its dom-
ination as an air-interface option within the coming years. Moreover multiple
antenna system are bound to combine with OFDM technology paving the way
for higher capacity and higher performance systems.
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Figure 2.1: Concept illustration of sub-channels in FDM
2.2 Basic concepts of OFDM
2.2.1 Multi-carrier Systems
The concept of multi-carrier transmission or parallel data transmission, referred to
as Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM), was ﬁrst proposed in the 1950s [31].
In such a system, the total signal bandwidth B is divided equally into N non-
overlapping sub-channels as shown in Fig. 2.1. Each sub-channel is modulated
with independently generated narrow-band signals followed by their frequency
multiplexing. A Guard Interval (GI) is employed to avoid spectral overlapping
which eliminates Inter-Carrier Interference (ICI). At the receiver side, ﬁlters are
used to separate the signals arriving from diﬀerent sub-carriers [32].
In a conventional single-carrier system, the symbols are sequentially transmitted
with each symbol occupying the entire bandwidth B. A deep fade in the channel
for such a system can cause the entire link to fail [33]. On the contrary, in a multi-
carrier system a deep fade can only aﬀect a small percentage of the sub-channel.
Moreover, the erroneous errors can be corrected by using error control coding.
Moreover, the multi-carrier system has symbol duration relatively greater than
the multipath excess delay spread. This solves the inherent problem of Inter-
Symbol Interference (ISI) confronted in high-rate single carrier systems.
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2.2.2 OFDM
In FDM, use of non-overlapping sub-channels leads to poor spectral eﬃciency
and thus use of multi-carriers is not an attractive solution to solve the multi-
path self-interference problem. This is solved by OFDM, where the property
of sub-channel orthogonality allows overlapping of sub-channels without causing
ICI [32]. Hence in OFDM, unlike FDM, orthogonal overlapping sub-channels,
also referred to as sub-carriers, are used which provide a better means of avoiding
equalisation problems, combating impulsive noise and increasing the utilisation
of the available bandwidth [34]. The OFDM data can be visualised as a multi-
tone data which can be implemented using sinusoidal generators and coherent
demodulators. Alternatively, multi-tone data is eﬀectively the Fourier transform
of the original serial data and the coherent demodulators are eﬀectively the In-
verse Fourier transform, which is much more viable. Fig. 2.2 illustrates usage of
bandwidth in an OFDM system as compared to FDM and by transmitting over-
lapping sub-carriers saves ≈ 50% of the bandwidth. The ﬁgure also illustrates
how frequency synchronisation is crucial in the case of OFDM systems. Inability
to perform very accurate carrier synchronisation will result into sub-carriers not
being sampled at their peak energy points. This will result in interference energy
from adjacent sub-carriers as well as degraded useful signal energies.
Several ﬂavours of OFDM system are to be found in the literature [35]. This thesis
focuses on OFDM based on the Cyclic Preﬁx (CP) 1 which has been adopted by
most OFDM based terrestrial and satellite standards: IEEE 802.11a/g/n, IEEE
802.16, DVB-T/H/S/S2/SH, WiMAX, among others.
1See Section 2.2.2.1
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(b) Orthogonal multi-carrier approach
Figure 2.2: Illustration of multi-carrier transmission in FDM and OFDM
2.2.2.1 OFDM Signal Model
Prior to introducing the complete OFDM system architecture, it is imperative
to introduce the signal model of OFDM and some of the terminologies related
to OFDM. The OFDM signal without the CP insertion is made up of a sum of
N complex orthogonal sub-carriers. Each of these sub-carriers is independently
modulated with complex symbol x˜l,n where l is the OFDM symbol index and n
is the sub-carrier index. Within the symbol duration K, the lth OFDM symbol
can be represented as:
xl(k) =
1√
N
N−1∑
n=0
x˜l,ne
j2πnΔkgm(k − lK) , (2.1)
where gm(k) is a rectangular pulse shaping applied to each sub-carrier [27]. Δ
is the inter-carrier spacing. Subdividing the bandwidth into a large number of
individual sub-bands makes the bandwidth of these sub-bands much smaller than
the overall bandwidth. If the number of sub-bands are large enough, Δ can be
made much smaller than the coherence bandwidth of the channel.
Δ 	 Bc = Δ 	 1
τ
(2.2)
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Where Bc is the coherence bandwidth and τ is the excess delay spread of the
channel. xl(k) in (2.1) is referred to as the ‘useful OFDM symbol’ as it does not
include the CP. The total continuous time signal consisting of all OFDM symbols
is given by:
x(k) =
1√
N
∞∑
l=0
N−1∑
n=0
x˜l,ne
j2πnΔkgm(k − lK) . (2.3)
As consecutive OFDM symbol do not overlap, without loss of generality we can
consider a single OFDM symbol x(k) where l = 0. Since the bandwidth of a
symbol B = NΔ, the signal can be completely determined by its samples if
the sampling time Δk = 1
B
= 1
NΔ
. The samples of the signal can be presented
mathematically as:
xm =
1√
N
N−1∑
n=0
x˜ne
j2πnm
N . m = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 . (2.4)
Equation (2.4) presents exactly the N -point Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform
(IDFT). The sequence x(k) can be recovered from its IDFT using DFT:
x˜n =
1√
N
N−1∑
m=0
xme
j2πnm
N . n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 . (2.5)
IDFT and DFT are usually implemented in hardware using the Inverse Fast
Fourier Transform (IFFT) and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
2.2.2.2 Guard Time and Cyclic Preﬁx
One of the main attributes of OFDM is its computational eﬃciency due to
low complexity equalisation especially for high data rate transmission. In most
OFDM systems, a GI is inserted between consecutive OFDM symbols. This GI
is chosen to be larger than the maximum delay spread so that multipath compo-
nents from one symbol do not interfere with the next one. This can be presented
as:
KGI ≥ τmax (2.6)
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If the GI is composed of a ‘silent period’ in the time-domain according to (2.6), the
system will be free from ISI due to the suﬃcient inter-symbol distance. However,
the system may suﬀer from ICI causing the sub-carriers to loose orthogonality.
Hence to overcome the ICI problem as well as ISI, the OFDM symbol is cyclically
extended in the time-domain, so that any sub-carrier arising from direct or de-
layed replicas of the signal will continue to have an integer number of cycles with
an FFT interval. This ensures orthogonality among the diﬀerent sub-carriers as
long as GI remains larger than the delay spread. The process of extending CP
and ISI in an OFDM system is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. As depicted in Fig. 2.3(a),
the CP extension is done by copying the last G samples from the end of the useful
symbol. The beneﬁts of adding a CP come at a cost. As G samples are added to
the data blocks, there is an overhead of G/N , resulting in a data rate reduction
of N/(G+N). The transmit power associated with sending the CP is also wasted
since this preﬁx consists of redundant data. However, it is clear from Fig. 2.3(b)
that any preﬁx of length G appended to input blocks of size N eliminates ISI
between OFDM data blocks if the ﬁrst G samples of the block are discarded. To
maximise throughput, the symbol duration should be much larger than the CP.
Hence,
K  KGI (2.7)
On the contrary, the larger the K, the more the system is susceptible to fast
temporal fading, especially if the symbol period is larger than the channel coher-
ence time. In such a case, the orthogonality of sub-carriers will not be preserved
resulting in degraded performance [36].
2.2.2.3 OFDM System Model
Presented in Fig. 2.4 is the OFDM baseband system model. At the transmitter
end (Fig. 2.4(a)), ﬁrst random data is generated and modulated to complex sym-
bols using the desired modulation scheme. The output is converted to parallel
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(b) ISI between OFDM symbols
Figure 2.3: Illustration of CP and ISI
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(b) Receiver
Figure 2.4: OFDM baseband system model
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form by a Serial-to-Parallel (S/P) converter which is followed by N -point IFFT.
Now a CP of length G is appended at the start of each OFDM symbol. Finally,
the output of CP processing is transmitted serially into the wireless channel. At
the receiver end (Fig. 2.4(b)), the CP is discarded and the output is converted to
parallel form and passed to the FFT block. This block performs N -point FFT
to convert the OFDM data to the frequency-domain. Now the OFDM symbol is
converted back to serial form by Parallel-to-Serial (P/S) conversion which then
is ﬁnally followed by demodulation to yield the estimates of transmitted bits.
2.3 Temporal Interference and its Mitigation
2.3.1 Co-Channel Interference
One of the main resources of wireless communication is the frequency spectrum.
OFDM gives the advantage of high data rates with relatively less complex receiver
design and saves valuable bandwidth. In multi-user systems, such as terrestrial
cellular, frequency bands are used spatially. In such a scenario, interference occurs
when multiple users use the same frequency band. This is referred to as Co-
Channel Interference (CCI) and is the major impediment in the realisation of
high capacity communication systems. In cellular systems, CCI is introduced
due to the frequency reuse of neighbouring cells. CCI is inversely proportional to
distance and is the performance driving factor in communication systems rather
than Gaussian noise. CCI has diﬀerent impacts for uplink and downlink and
hence there are diﬀerent solutions applicable to both of these. Speciﬁc to region
A, Fig. 2.5 illustrates the CCI scenarios for both links. In the downlink the
transmitter sends orthogonal signals (time, frequency, code, space or hybrid)
to all users which belong to the particular system. The target user receives
interference from Base Stations (BTSs) of other cells. In the uplink the situation
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Figure 2.5: Uplink and downlink scenarios of Co-Channel Interference
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Figure 2.7: MISO and SIMO conﬁgurations
is more complex and severe. The concerned BTS needs to detect all users in its
system and also faces interference from other co-channel cells. Nevertheless, in
both the scenarios, interference mitigation is essential for proper functioning of
the system.
2.3.2 Beamforming for Interference Mitigation in Multi-
ple Antenna Systems
As mentioned in Section 2.1, OFDM and advanced array processing form an
intuitive and formidable solution towards future high capacity systems. With ad-
dition of multiple antennas, spatial ﬁltering comes into play which is extremely
beneﬁcial for interference mitigation. In this regard, Multiple Input Multiple
Output (MIMO) technology has emerged as the most signiﬁcant breakthrough in
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modern communications [3–5]. MIMO is a multiple antenna arrangement which
uses more than one antenna both at the transmitter and the receiver. An illustra-
tion of a MIMO system is depicted in Fig. 2.6. Other conﬁgurations in multiple
antenna system are Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) and Single input Mul-
tiple Output (SIMO), illustrated in Fig. 2.7. With multiple transmit/receiver
antennas oﬀer increased capacity [5], this comes at the cost of more complexity.
Specially implementing more than 1 antenna at a mobile terminal compromises
on weight and cost eﬀectiveness. However when considering BTSs or satellites,
implementation of multiple antennas becomes feasible and is a common prac-
tise in today’s state-of-the-art communication system. Considering the uplink
scenario in Fig. 2.5(a), the BTS A can have multiple antennas and in such a
case, spatial ﬁltering can be used to mitigate CCI. For the downlink scenario in
Fig. 2.5(b), multiple antennas can be used to transmit in the desired direction.
Similar scenarios can be envisioned for a satellite system where interference in
general can be mitigated based on the direction of the desired and interference
source.
2.4 Beamforming
As discussed in the previous section, having an array of antenna elements to
provide spatial ﬁltering is a way of mitigation interference. BF is a type of spatial
ﬁltering and the term Beamforming comes from the fact that spatial ﬁlters earlier
were designed to form ‘pencil’ beams. These pencil beams were formed to receive
a desired signal from a speciﬁc direction and reject signal generated by unwanted
sources.
In general, communication systems are designed so as to receive signals from a
wide range of locations. With such design, if the wanted as well as unwanted
signals use the same frequency band for communication, then this causes inter-
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ference at the receiver. Referring to Fig. 2.5, we can see that CCI is generated in
both uplink and downlink by transmitters due to operation in the same frequency.
Focusing on the uplink scenario in Fig. 2.5(a), user terminals in region B cause
interference to BTS serving region A. However, the interference signal is gener-
ated from diﬀerent locations as compared to signals coming from region A. This
spatial separation can be exploited in a way that BTS serving A forms a beam
to accept signals coming from the desired users in region A and simultaneously
suppress signals coming from interference sources in region B. Use of such BF
approaches for spatial ﬁltering is not only applicable to communication system
problems. It has also been successfully employed in other applications such as
for RADAR [37, 38], SONAR [39], Imaging [40], Astrophysical exploration [41],
Biomedical [42], to name a few.
Use of spatial ﬁltering with array of antenna elements oﬀers two principle advan-
tages: 1) An array of antenna elements or sensors is able to synthesise a much
larger spatial aperture as compared to a single physical antenna. Speciﬁc to the
CCI problem, the capability of interference mitigation is directly proportional to
the size (or length) of the spatial aperture. However, the physical size is not
relevant, rather its length in terms of wavelength is the crucial parameter. 2)
The second and more important advantage is that BF gives the ability to per-
form active signal suppression. This can be done by adaptively changing the
spatial ﬁltering functions to eﬀectively track the desired user and mitigate the
interference. Revisiting Fig. 2.5(a), if the desired user in region A or/and inter-
ference source in region B starts moving, then BF parameters can be adapted
in accordance to the change in their respective spatial locations. This feature is
highly desirable in mobile environments and the process is analogous to adaptive
ﬁltering.
Typically, beamformers can be classiﬁed into two diﬀerence types: narrowband
and wideband.
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Figure 2.8: Narrowband beamformer
2.4.1 Narrowband Beamformers
Fig. 2.8 illustrates the architecture of a narrowband beamformer. The technique
is typically used when signals at the input of antenna elements have narrowband
characteristics and a single steering vector w is applied to the entire received
sample. The key advantage of this approach is its reduced complexity: if the
number of antenna elements are S, then the size of steering vector | w |= S. This
however comes at the cost of performance degradation in the case when signals
at the input are wideband. The output of an S element conﬁguration at time k
can be presented as:
y(k) =
S∑
s=1
w∗sxs(k) , (2.8)
where ∗ represents the complex conjugate, and data as well as weights are assumed
to be of complex in nature.
2.4.2 Wideband Beamformers
The wideband beamformer is depicted in Fig. 2.9. This approach is employed in
the case of ﬁltering of wideband signals and more than one weight per antenna
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Figure 2.9: Wideband beamformer
element is utilised. The output with wideband beamforming can be presented
mathematically as:
y(k) =
S∑
s=1
Ks−1∑
ks=0
w∗s,kxs(k − ks) , (2.9)
where Ks − 1 is the number of delays in each of the element. Without loss of
generality, both the narrowband and wideband beamformers can be presented as:
y = wHx . (2.10)
2.4.3 Beamformer Response
A beamformer is analogous to an FIR ﬁlter in the sense that an FIR ﬁlter linearly
combines temporally sampled data whereas a beamformer linearly combines spa-
tially sampled data. Therefore, beamformer response can be deﬁned as a function
of location and frequency. Fig. 2.10 depicts how a spatially propagating complex
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Figure 2.10: Sampling of propagation signal by array of elements
plane wave with Direction-of-Arrival (DOA) θ and frequency  is sampled by the
array of antenna elements. Taking the ﬁrst element as the reference, x1(k) = e
jk
as Δ1(θ) = 0 and considering all the elements:
xs(k) = e
j[k−Δs(θ)] . s = 1, 2, . . . , S . (2.11)
Using (2.9) and (2.11) results in beamformer output:
y(k) = ejk
S∑
s=1
Ks−1∑
k=0
w∗s,ke
−j[Δs(θ)+ks]
= ejka(θ,)
, (2.12)
where Δ1(θ) = 0 and a(θ,) is the beamformer response.
2.5 Adaptive Beamforming
The w of the beamformer can only be considered as a constant value if the
statistics of the signal at the input of the beamformer remain unchanged. In
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wireless communication systems, as depicted in Fig. 2.5, the users are bound to
move causing a constant change in θ. Moreover, users can be present in any
location within the service region and hence weights cannot be hard-wired. The
beamformer should have the capability of changing its weights depending on the
DOA of desired and interference signals. This requires computation of weights at
frequent intervals and the subsequent class of BF is referred to as adaptive BF.
The BF process is recursive in nature and can generally be based on any of the
following criteria:
1. Minimum Mean Squared Error
2. Maximum Signal-to-Interference Ratio
3. Minimum Variance
Interestingly, whichever criterion is followed, the resulting solution of optimum
weights is the same. The theoretical results of optimum weights are all given by
the Wiener solution 2 which forms the basics of adaptive BF [43]. The optimum
weights for the beamformer are given as:
wopt = R
−1r , (2.13)
where
r = E{d(k)x(k)} R = E{x(k)xH(k)} . (2.14)
d is the reference signal and R is the covariance matrix of the received signal. As
diﬀerent weight criteria have the same optimum weights, this results in the same
SIR. Hence the choice of criteria is not critical, however the choice of adaptive
algorithm for weight adaptation is pivotal. The choice of algorithm would deter-
mine the complexity of the BF process, convergence behaviour, ease of practical
implementation and associated hardware complexities. A brief introduction of
2Also known as Wiener-Hopf equation
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the well known and widely used algorithms is given here, for further details the
reader is referred to [43].
2.5.1 Least Mean Squares
This is a well known technique for computation of ﬁlter weights adaptation. Apart
from BF, it also ﬁnds applications in other communication problems such as
Multi User Detection [44], Channel estimation [45], to name a few. It is based on
the steepest-descent method and needs a prior knowledge of the desired signal.
Least Mean Squares (LMS) is widely adopted due to its simplicity and reduced
complexity. However, the pit fall comes when the signal confronts propagation
environments which are statistically variant. This leads to larger spread of the
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix R, and thus slow convergence of the algo-
rithm.
2.5.2 Direct Sample Matrix Inversion
One of the methodologies to overcome the convergence problem of the LMS al-
gorithm is to directly invert R. This can be done if both desired and interference
signals are known but such knowledge eliminates the need for having a beam-
former in the ﬁrst place. Hence in practical scenarios, R and r are estimated in
a ﬁnite observation interval which depends on the statistics of the propagation
conditions. Theoretically the Direct Sample Matrix Inversion (SMI) algorithm
can converge more rapidly than LMS, but there are two major problems. One is
computation complexity which makes it less favourable for practical implemen-
tation. The second is numerical instability due to ﬁnite-precision arithmetic and
need for inverting of a large matrix [43].
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2.5.3 Recursive Least Squares
Recursive Least Squares (RLS) estimates R and r using weighted sum rather than
using intervals as is the case with SMI. These estimates are taken at each sample
of the received signal and are used to compute BF weights. The convergence of
RLS is an order faster than LMS, but at the cost of complexity. For the LMS
algorithm 2M multiples take place per update whereas for RLS, the ﬁgure is
4M2 +4M +2 multiples per update [10]. The second issue is that even with this
complexity, the convergence is still slow when SNR is low.
2.5.4 Constant Modulus Algorithm
The Constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA) follows an altogether diﬀerent ap-
proach. It adapts the weights without any reference signal and hence can be
referred to as a blind beamformer. It does BF by exploiting the nearly-constant
amplitude properties of most modulation formats. Hence, by forcing the received
signal to have constant amplitude, the CMA extracts the desired signal. The
approach looks attractive but has some short comings. Theoretically the conver-
gence of CMA is not guaranteed [43]. Another problem is that if the interference
source is strong enough, the algorithm will end up converging to the undesired
signal. This is highly likely in communication scenarios where the desired user
signal gets blocked and interference becomes dominant in the received signal.
2.6 Beamforming in OFDM systems
BF can eﬀectively be used as an interference mitigation technique which lends
itself well to OFDM systems. This is attributed to OFDM’s simpler equalisation
due to its narrowband sub-carrier architecture as compared to the broadband sin-
gle carrier architectures. Moreover, the sub-carrier architecture of OFDM allows
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Figure 2.11: Pre-FFT beamforming in OFDM system
the ﬂexibility of having two diﬀerent classes of BF: Pre-Fast Fourier Transform
(Pre-FFT) [46, 47] or symbol level BF and Post-Fast Fourier Transform (Post-
FFT) [48] or sub-carrier level BF.
2.6.1 Pre-FFT Beamforming
Symbol-level BF is one way of approaching interference mitigation in OFDM sys-
tems. In this case, a single complex weight per antenna element is used, just as
was the case with the narrowband beamformer, and hence the total number of
weights adapted at each recursion is equal to the number of antenna elements.
These BF weights are typically adapted every OFDM symbol. Fig. 2.11 illus-
trates the general architecture for such a beamformer. Weights are applied to
the received OFDM signal and the output of this process is summed up and con-
verted to the frequency domain by the FFT operation. Finally the OFDM symbol
being processed, corresponding to the desired signal, is demodulated. The de-
modulation is normally followed with weights adaptation in the time domain and
used for next the OFDM sample. The algorithms found in the literature for BF
diﬀer on how they adapt the weights. In [46,49], an LMS based Pre-FFT beam-
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Figure 2.12: Post-FFT beamforming in OFDM system
former is implemented and investigated in AWGN conditions. This architecture
is extended in [50] to include frequency-domain adaptive loading. An SMI based
beamformer is proposed for an OFDM system in [51] but has high complexity.
In [52,53] both LMS and SMI techniques have been employed and studied. In [52]
only the convergence behaviour comparison is established whereas in [53] system
performance has also been analysed in an AWGN channel.
2.6.2 Post-FFT Beamforming
Fig. 2.12 illustrates the architecture of a sub-carrier level beamformer. Serial-to-
Parallel (S/P) conversion is performed on the received signal for each antenna
element. This is followed by FFT, signal estimation and application of beam-
former weights. These signal estimates are used to update the weights in the
frequency-domain for the next OFDM symbol. It is evident that in the time-
domain beamformer in Fig. 2.11 the number of weights are equal to the number
of antenna elements. However, in Post-FFT BF, total weights to be updated
at each recursion are equal to the number of antenna elements × number of
sub-carriers (S × N). Therefore the beamformer complexity greatly increases.
However, this yields better performance [48]. This kind of architecture is speciﬁ-
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cally beneﬁcial in multi-path channels. Apart from traditional LMS, SMI, the BF
can also be performed blindly [54–58]. This is not only applicable to Post-FFT
BF but also for symbol level BF [59]. In such a case no reference signals are
required and hence system dependency on pilots decreased. Although for such
approaches, the algorithms convergence is not guaranteed [43].
In this thesis we employ an OFDM system in conjunction with Pre-FFT receiver
side BF for mitigation of CCI. The communication scenario under consideration
and system model is explained in the next chapter.
2.7 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented some basic concepts related to OFDM and its
advantages. We then elaborated the problem of Co-Channel Interference (CCI)
in communication systems and how BF in a multiple antenna system can be
employed to mitigate this CCI. We then describe BF, its types and diﬀerent
algorithms as presented in the literature for adaptive BF. Finally we present
and describe the model of an OFDM system which employs adaptive BF at the
receiver side.
Chapter 3
Hybrid Terrestrial-Satellite Mobile
System
This chapter provides a brief overview of satellite systems and the hybrid terrestrial-
satellite architectures is presented. We then present our proposed Hybrid Terrestrial-
Satellite Mobile System (HTSMS) with adaptive Beamforming (BF) at the satel-
lite end to mitigate uplink CCI. We incorporate realistic satellite channel models
and study the interaction between BF and Channel Estimation (CE) speciﬁc to
the satellite scenario. Part of the work presented here has been published in Proc.
AIAA on 27th ICSSC 2009 [60].
3.1 Introduction
Success of a communication network not only depends on provisioning of high
data rates, but also on the coverage it can oﬀer. Future networks also need to
incorporate global connectivity to ensure a rich customer base as customer satis-
faction and loyalty are positively aﬀected by service quality. The task of providing
service “wherever needed” and “whenever needed” puts signiﬁcant pressure on
35
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communication systems. Standalone existing terrestrial mobile networks fail to
provide this due to lack of infrastructure in rural areas. This is where satellite
networks are favoured as they have the potential to oﬀer true global coverage as
well as rapid network deployment. However satellite links suﬀer from reduced
signal penetration and capacity coverage issues in urban areas as well as at lower
elevation angles. This motivates the consideration of location/demand-based hy-
brid networks, where terminals can enjoy terrestrial coverage in urban areas and
be served by satellite links in rural areas.
3.2 Related Work
Arthur Clarke proposed in 1945 that a man-made earth satellite could be used for
communication by radio microwaves between distant locations in earth. Following
up the idea, the ﬁrst true communication satellite was launched in 1962 by Amer-
ican Telephone and Telegraph (AT & T) [61]. Since then, an enormous number of
communication satellites have been launched into the earth’s orbit. The satellite
payload capability with each generation has been growing in sophistication and
capability.
As envisioned by Arthur Clarke, satellite systems have been traditionally used
for broadcasting (one-way) services such as Television (TV) broadcasting to ﬁxed
locations. However, Mobile Satellite Systems (MSS) have been around since the
1980’s, in a similar time frame to terrestrial cellular communications. Systems
such as THURAYA started in early 2000 to provide GSM like service covering
ASIA and much of Europe [62]. Terrestrial cellular systems on the other hand
have shown enormous growth due to their cost-eﬀectiveness. However satellite
systems oﬀer some key advantages such as eﬀective service in rural areas with the
capability of rapid network deployment. Moreover services to aeronautical and
maritime is only viable via satellite networks. Satellite systems have also found
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application in disaster management where services are deployed within a short
frame of time to calamity hit areas.
Satellite service oﬀers key advantages such as wider area of coverage, rapid net-
work deployment, eﬃcient delivery of multicast and broadcast services. However
satellite systems suﬀer in heavily build up areas due to signal penetration issues,
especially in areas at low elevation. Terrestrial networks aim to provide users with
excellent service within urban areas. However, standalone they cannot guarantee
100% coverage even in urban areas, let alone rural areas. This is due to the cost
of infrastructure that is required to guarantee such global coverage. Due to their
respective advantages, satellite systems can complement well with terrestrial cel-
lular communications in this respect via an integrated terrestrial-satellite network
approach.
In the quest for global coverage and to exploit the advantages of both satellite
and terrestrial components, an OFDM based standard for delivery of mobile TV
to hand-held devices has been developed by Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB)
standard groupd [26], and called DVB-SH [63–65]. The DVB group has also
developed several other standards related to video broadcasting [66]. DVB-SH is
a hybrid system where service to rural areas is provided by the satellites. In urban
areas where satellite suﬀers from signal penetration and coverage issues, users are
served via Complimentary Ground Component (CGC) or Terrestrial Repeater
(TR). However incorporation of CGC in rural areas translate to additional cost
for the network operator. Moreover, as the system fails to exploit the existing
terrestrial mobile infrastructure, the frequency reuse between satellite and CCG
oﬀers global connectivity but does not increase the overall spectrum available.
Similar hybrid topology which combines terrestrial and satellite advantages has
been perused by SkyTerra, formerly known as Mobile Satellite Ventures (MSV) [6].
The MSV proposed hybrid architecture [7] oﬀers service to rural areas via satellite
links and to users in urban areas via Ancillary Terrestrial Components (ATCs).
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Figure 3.1: IMT-2000 spectrum allocation
MSV employs CDMA in the physical layer combined with multiple antenna sys-
tem to enhance system performance. Moreover, the service provisioning by the
MSV architecture is transparent to the end-user enabling the use of similar termi-
nals for both networks. This is achieved by deploying two satellites and exploiting
space diversity to ensure required link margin [9]. However just as in DVB-SH,
the MSV design aims to work in isolation of existing terrestrial infrastructure.
Furthermore, MSV physical layer is CDMA based and hence cannot function
homogeneously with future 4G terrestrial networks.
In a bid to bridge the gap between terrestrial and satellite networks, recently
a project named Satellite/Terrestrial Integrated Mobile Communication System
(STICS) [11] has been launched in Japan. STICS possesses both satellite and
existing terrestrial mobile communication systems and aims to provide service
to satellite-terrestrial dual-mode terminals depending on the positions of users
in the service area and status of the system (e.g. disaster scene). Moreover
to enable higher spectral eﬃciency, terrestrial and satellite share IMT-2000 Mo-
bile Satellite Service (MSS) band. The International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) has deﬁned the global requirement for 3G networks in IMT-2000 stan-
dard. The spectrum allocation for MSS band and Terrestrial-UMTS (T-UMTS)
within IMT-2000 standard is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Unlike MSV and DVB-SH,
STICS combines existing terrestrial infrastructure and satellite networks in the
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Figure 3.2: Hybrid Terrestrial-Satellite Mobile System
pursuit of integrating satellite and terrestrial mobile systems, reducing the over
all costs and enhancing system capacity. However like MSV, STICS is based on
CDMA and hence will be less adaptable w.r.t. 4G. Furthermore, the frequency
reuse of MSS band introduces interference. STICS study so far focuses on esti-
mation of the uplink interference levels as well as its reduction by using spatial
guard-bands [12].
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3.3 Hybrid Terrestrial-Satellite Mobile System
In the light of the hybrid architectures existing in the literature, it is clear that
a new hybrid framework needs to be devised which oﬀers 1) OFDM technology
at the physical layer to enable higher spectrum eﬃciency, reduced ISI and most
importantly enables homogeneous operations amongst future 4G terrestrial mo-
bile system, 2) oﬀers integrated satellite and terrestrial services by combining the
existing infrastructures of the respective networks.
Fig. 3.2 depicts the envisioned OFDM based HTSMS which we propose in [60].
Users in the urban areas are served via the existing terrestrial BTSs whereas
users in rural areas are served via satellite links. In this system, terrestrial and
satellite networks will reuse the common spectrum and hence increase the overall
capacity. The service provisioning by two diﬀerent technologies should be trans-
parent to the end-user, in the sense that the same mobile terminals should work
with both terrestrial as well as satellite networks. HTSMS being a transparent
and a complimentary architecture is low cost, provides higher data rates and in-
creased overall capacity. Furthermore, HTSMS enables global coverage and rapid
network deployment.
The frequency reuse amongst the two networks induces severe CCI which is the
main impediment to the realisation of high capacity communication systems. In
such a scenario, adaptive interference mitigation becomes imperative [8]. MSV
hybrid design incorporates CDMA based adaptive BF [43] to mitigate CCI by
forming nulls towards interference sources whilst providing high gains towards
the desired locations [8, 9].
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3.3.1 Adaptive Beamforming in HTSMS
In relation to our system, the nature of the hybrid architecture causes a consid-
erable increase in CCI on the uplink to the satellite. For such a scenario, we
employ an OFDM based Least Mean Squares (LMS) [46] beamformer onboard
the satellite to mitigate CCI. BF lends itself well due to OFDM systems due
OFDM’s simpler equalisation. This is attributed to its narrowband sub-carrier
architecture as compared to a broadband single carrier architectures. Moreover,
OFDM gives the ﬂexibility of having two diﬀerent classes of BF; Pre-Fast Fourier
Transform (Pre-FFT) [46, 47] or symbol level BF and Post-Fast Fourier Trans-
form (Post-FFT) [48] or sub-carrier level BF. Pre-FFT array processing has low
complexity because only one FFT and subsequent demodulation chain is required
whereas in Post-FFT spatial processing at sub-carrier level exhibits optimal per-
formance but with much higher complexity [48]. A sub-carrier clustering based
BF [67] approach is also found in the literature aiming to minimise the complexity
of Post-FFT approach. Recently a Multi-Stage Beamformer (MSB) [68] has been
proposed which employs both symbol level and sub-carrier level BF to trade-oﬀ
system performance and complexity amongst the two approaches. However due
to complexity constraints onboard the satellite payload, we only consider the
Pre-FFT approach for HTSMS.
With regards to BF, most of the work in the literature is focused on terrestrial
systems as mentioned earlier. There is some work for satellite scenarios [7–9]
but it is focused on CDMA based system. Moreover, considerable work relating
to terrestrial scenarios assumes just AWGN channel conditions. Others consid-
ering practical channel models neither relate to the terrestrial-satellite mobile
scenario [51, 54, 56, 58] nor to moderate or high user mobility. In the case of fre-
quency selective channel models, there is an interplay between BF and CE and
their interrelation which is an area yet to be explored.
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Figure 3.4: Interference Model
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Figure 3.5: OFDM system model for HTSMS
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3.4 System Model
HTSMS is envisioned to oﬀer global coverage by operating terrestrial and satel-
lite networks in an integrated framework. Fig. 3.3 depicts the devised system
scenario under study with a hybrid framework. We focus on the mitigation of
CCI induced by terrestrial mobile users from the perspective of a Geostationary
(GEO) satellite. With respect to the system, a link between mobile and satellite
is modelled as Single Input Multiple Output (SIMO). Total J users are considered
in the system, with one desired user denoted as d being served by the satellite
while the rest being served by terrestrial BTSs. After the signal passes through
the wireless channel, BF is applied at the satellite end to mitigate interference
induced by terrestrial users. The interference geometry corresponding to the de-
sired and interference signals and their respective Direction-of-Arrival (DOA) is
illustrated in Fig. 3.4. Due to onboard implementation constraints and less severe
satellite channel environment, we employ less complex time-domain symbol level
BF (Pre-FFT). We also assume no time or frequency oﬀsets exist in the system.
3.4.1 OFDM Transmitter Model
Fig. 3.5 illustrates the block diagram of the OFDM system with BF at the satellite
end and will be referred to throughout the chapter to follow the information ﬂow
in the system. At the transmitter end of the jth user (j = 1, ..., J), random source
data {o} is QPSK modulated and then Serial-to-Parallel (S/P) converted to {x˜q}.
Pilots {x˜p} are interspersed into data sequence {x˜q} at known pilot sub-carriers
{I} to form an N sub-carriers OFDM symbol x˜ = [x˜(0), x˜(1), . . . , x˜(N − 1)]T .
The values of pilot information are derived from a Pseudo Random Binary Se-
quence (PRBS), which is a series of values, one for each transmitted sub-carrier.
The pilots are modulated according to PRBS sequence, (n), corresponding to
their respective carrier index n. The PRBS is initialised so that the ﬁrst output
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bit from the PRBS coincides with the ﬁrst active carrier. A new value is gener-
ated by the PRBS on every carrier (whether or not it is a pilot). The polynomial
for the PRBS generator is:
X11 +X2 + 1 . (3.1)
Reference information, taken from the reference sequence, is transmitted in pilot
sub-carriers for every OFDM symbol. Pilot cells are always transmitted at the
“boosted” power level and the corresponding modulation is given by:
x˜(I) = 4
3
× 2
(
1
2
− (I)
)
. (3.2)
The amalgamation of pilots and QPSK data to form x˜ is followed by N -point
IFFT, resulting in x. This can be presented mathematically as:
x = FH x˜ , (3.3)
where
F =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 1 · · · 1
1 e−j2π(1)(1)/N · · · e−j2π(1)(N−1)/N
...
...
. . .
...
1 e−j2π(N−1)(1)/N · · · e−j2π(N−1)(N−1)/N
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (3.4)
A Cyclic Preﬁx (CP) of length G is appended at the start of the OFDM symbol
and the output x¯ = [x(−G), x(−G + 1), . . . , x(N − 1)]T is serially transmitted
over multi-tap time selective wireless channel, whose eﬀect can be presented as:
y¯[k] = x¯[k]⊗ h[k] , (3.5)
where k and ⊗ denote the time index and time convolution operation respectively.
3.4.2 Joint Adaptive Beamforming and Channel Estima-
tion
At the satellite, we model a Uniform Linear Array (ULA) whose output after
CP removal for the lth OFDM symbol (l = 1, . . . , L) for all the users can be
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represented as:
V = AYH +B , (3.6)
where [Y]n,j represents the received n
th sub-carrier for the jth user. Similarly
[B]s,n and [V]s,n represents the independent and identically distributed (i.i.d)
complex Gaussian noise ∼ CN (0, σ2) and ULA output at the sth antenna element
and nth sub-carrier respectively where s = 1, . . . , S is the array element index of
the ULA.A is the ULA response, where [A]s,j can be be presented mathematically
as:
a(s, j) = e(−j2π(s−1)da sin(θj)/λ) , (3.7)
where da is the inter-antenna element spacing in the ULA, θj is the DOA of the
jth user and λ is the carrier wavelength. We model a ULA with da = λ/2. The
output of the ULA is processed by the beamformer to mitigate CCI, which can
be expressed as:
z = wHV , (3.8)
z = [z(0), z(1), . . . , z(N − 1)] ,
w = [w(1), w(2), . . . , w(S)]T ,
where z is the weighted output of the beamformer and w are the applied complex
weights. This is followed by S/P conversion and transformation of z to the
frequency-domain, which can be expressed mathematically as:
z˜ = FzH . (3.9)
The proposed architecture utilises one weight per antenna element in a multi-path
fading environment. CE thus becomes essential before z˜ is decoded since diﬀerent
fading exists across OFDM sub-carriers. Several CE techniques can be employed
[69], however we employ the Least Squares (LS) algorithm. Representing the
channel transfer function at pilot positions, we get:
h˜p = (diag{x˜pd}−1)z˜p . (3.10)
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h˜p represents the channel estimates at pilot sub-carriers I for the desired user
and diag{·} represents a matrix formed by placing elements of a vector at the
diagonal entries of the matrix with zeros at all oﬀ-diagonal entries. Estimates
h˜p are then linearly interpolated and the output can be expressed as h˜. The
interpolation process can be expressed as:
h˜ = ﬁlt(h˜p) . (3.11)
Estimates h˜ are then used to reduce the channel eﬀect, which can be expressed
as:
r˜ = (diag{h˜}−1)z˜ . (3.12)
The data sub-carriers in r˜ are passed to the QPSK demodulator where they are
decoded into {oˆ}.
3.4.2.1 LMS Adaptive BF
For the subsequent OFDM symbol, computation of new complex weights is re-
quired. This computation is performed using a Mean Squared Error (MSE) based
adaptive algorithm which takes the error between the transmitted and received
pilot sequence of the desired user as an input. This error vector (prediction error)
in the frequency-domain at the pilot locations can then be expressed as:
e˜ = z˜p − x˜pd . (3.13)
The error vector in (3.13) is a sparse matrix, i.e. locations corresponding to
data sub-carriers are all zero. This has the advantage that it ensures better
normalisation within an FFT window. As we employ Pre-FFT based BF, the
weight adaptation takes place in the time-domain. Hence a frequency-to-time
transform is used to convert the error vector for the lth OFDM symbol to the
time-domain, which can be presented as:
e = FH e˜ . (3.14)
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After the computation of error the vector in (3.14), we implement the widely
used complex LMS algorithm to update the complex weights of the beamformer
following [46]. As the LMS adaptation aims to mitigate interference, it can be
referred to as interference aware BF. The LMS adaptation is given by:
w[l + 1] = w[l] + 2μV[l]e[l] . (3.15)
Substituting (3.14) into (3.15), we get:
w[l + 1] = w[l] + 2μV[l]FH e˜[l] . (3.16)
Here w[l] and w[l + 1] represent the beamformer’s complex weights for (l) and
(l+1) OFDM symbols. μ represents the positive step size which controls the rate
of convergence. The algorithm only converges [70] if:
μmin ≤ μ ≤ μmax , (3.17)
with
μmax ≤ 2
3 tr (R)
, (3.18)
where μmax is chosen to bound the MSE of the algorithm and depends on the
maximum eigenvalue of the received signal covariance matrix R. Whereas μmin is
chosen to provide minimum tracking capability to the algorithm. When constant
μ (FSS)1 is employed with LMS, μ will usually be close to μmin [70]. LMS with
optimised μ can be employed that adapts at each iteration according to (3.18).
In this chapter we employ FSS-LMS having a ﬁxed μ.
In terms of complexity of the full-adaptive beamformer, the computation process
for (3.15) in terms of addition and multiplication can be presented as:
LS(M +N(M + P )) ∀L , (3.19)
where M and P represent multiplication and addition operations respectively.
As M operations are far more complex than P , hence ignoring adder operations
1Fixed Step Size.
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simpliﬁes (3.19) to:
LSM(1 +N) ∀L , (3.20)
3.4.2.2 Optimum BF
Optimum BF (OBF) does not aim to minimise interference but maximise the gain
towards a particular direction. Hence OBF can be referred to as orientation aware
BF. To calculate the BF complex weights in the case of OBF, we reformulate (3.8)
by incorporating (3.6).
z = wH(AYH +B) . (3.21)
By examining (3.21) it is clear that in order to maximize the gain in a particular
direction, complex weights w should be equal to the array response of the antenna
elements. If θd is the desired beam direction, the BF weights calculation process
can be written as:
w = [w(1), w(2), . . . , w(S)]T , (3.22)
where
w(s) = exp(−j2π(s−1)da sin(θd)/λ) , (3.23)
and the relation between consecutive weights of l and l + 1 OFDM symbols can
be expressed as:
w[l + 1] = w[l] . (3.24)
We can see in (3.23) and (3.24) that no adaptation of weights takes place. This
can also be referred to as a static BF approach. These weights calculated at
the beginning for θd are continuously applied by the beamformer until all data
is decoded. Therefore compared to the full-adaptive beamformer, complexity is
greatly reduced as the optimum weights in (3.23) need to be calculated only once.
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3.5 Simulation and Discussions
3.5.1 Channel Model
We model a multi-path time selective channel model with parameters speciﬁc
to the terrestrial-satellite mobile scenario in order to analyse the system per-
formance. The multi-path phenomenon is modelled as a linear Finite Impulse-
Response (FIR) ﬁlter with multiple taps and time selectivity of the channel is
modelled using Jakes model [71]. The channel parameters considered are speciﬁc
to a terrestrial-satellite mobile scenario and were measured as part of the EU
project Mobile Applications & sErvices based on Satellite & Terrestrial inteR-
wOrking (MAESTRO) [72]. In this study we consider two of the MAESTRO
cases, namely Outdoor Rural (case 1) and Outdoor Urban (case 2). The channel
parameters for the two cases are presented in Table 3.1 while the respective power
delay proﬁles are plotted in Fig. 3.6. The rural case has Rician factor (K-factor)
= 10 dB whereas urban has K-factor = 7 dB.
Outdoor Rural Outdoor Urban
Tap Index Delay [ns] Power Loss [dB] Delay [ns] Power Loss [dB]
1 0 91.9 0 91.8
2 195.3 106.3 130.2 100
3 260.4 110.1
4 846.3 112.5
5 1171.9 110.2
6 1953.1 112.5
7 2734.3 112.5
Table 3.1: MAESTRO channel parameters
While we incorporate time-selectivity in our channel model using Jakes model [71],
we however assume that the angle of arrival diﬀerence is very small for a GEO
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Figure 3.6: Power delay proﬁles
satellite system as compared to terrestrial systems. To justify this assumption,
let us assume d as the distance between a user and satellite with the user directly
under the satellite. If the user moves from here in a straight line with a velocity
v for time t, then the diﬀerence in DOA with respect to the satellite for such a
scenario can be expressed as:
Δθ = tan−1
(
vt
d
)
. (3.25)
For a typical GEO satellite, d ≈ 35786 km. This eﬀectively means d 	 vt
resulting Δθ in (3.25) to be very small. For instance, with v = 60 km/hr and
t = 1 hr, Δθ = 0.096◦ and on a per minute basis this change is 0.0016◦/min.
In comparison, if we assume the same user moving in circular motion at the cell
edge of a cellular base station having cell radius r, the rate of change of Δθ with
respect to the base station can be presented as:
Δθ
t
=
v
2πr
× 360 . (3.26)
Using the same velocity and time and assuming a typical terrestrial cellular cell
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of r = 3 km, on a per minute basis is Δθ
t
= 19.1◦/min. Hence we can clearly see
that the DOA spread for a GEO satellite is extremely small as compared to the
terrestrial case.
3.5.2 Parameters
A SIMO OFDM system with per link, one transmit and multiple receive antenna
elements S = {3, 9} is modelled. However, actual number of antenna elements in
a satellite will be much more. For instance in the MSV system, the satellite has
total of 88 antenna elements covering whole of North America. However 9 is a
realistic value because 1) we are considering 1 desired user and several interferes
but the total users in the system J < 9 throughout the thesis, 2) Having more
antenna elements causes slower BF convergence and higher latency issues 2 and
3) This arrangement can be considered as a subset of the total antenna elements
which is selected as function of the interference sources. Hence if we have lesser
interference, we do not need to perform BF using all the elements but a subset
of them.
The power per interference user at the satellite end is set to −10 dBW. It must
be noted that we follow random distribution while modelling the Direction-of-
Arrivals of the users. This is done deliberately to verify the capability of beam-
former for a wide spread of Direction-of-Arrivals. The LMS step size for the
beamformer is μ = 0.0007.
3.5.3 Performance
Prior to presenting the results, we pause to investigate the way in which BF
convergence could be studied. In literature, the convention of presenting BF
2We discuss this in Chapter 8
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Figure 3.7: Beamforming convergence in terms of Mean Squared Error vs OFDM
symbols, antenna elements = 3 and SNR = 20 dB.
convergence is in terms of MSE (dB) against number of iterations passed (or in our
case OFDM symbols), for instance in [46]. MSE is the instantaneous mean error of
the beamformer. With the parameters deﬁned in Section 3.5.2, the convergence
of beamformer in terms of MSE against OFDM symbols for both AWGN and
wireless multi-tap time selective channel scenario 3 is depicted in Fig. 3.7 with
results similar to as presented in [46]. Another way of presenting the mean of any
data in statistical theory is the Cumulative Moving Average or Running Average.
Running average (or running mean) is a valuable tool and has been used in
3Outdoor Rural case, mobile speed = 3 km/hr
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km/hr, antenna elements = 3 and SNR = 20 dB.
several disciplines, like digital circuits [73], economics and sociology [74], motion
detection [75], adaptive traﬃc control [76] to measure “learning processes”. It
presents the running average of the data rather than the instantaneous mean.
In case of beamforming, if ωl is the MSE of the l
th OFDM symbol, then the
running average (or we call it the Cumulative MSE) for L OFDM symbols can
be presented as:
CMSEL =
[
ω1,
ω1 + ω2
2
,
ω1 + ω2 + ω3
3
, · · · ,
∑L
l ωl
L
]
. (3.27)
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Now using the running mean as deﬁned in 3.27, we present the CMSE and MSE
results for the same wireless channel scenario in Fig. 3.8. From the ﬁgure we
can clearly see that CMSE is a running average representation of the mean of
the same data and hence both of these could be used interchangeably to analyse
mean of statistical data against time 4.
3.5.3.1 Results
In the ﬁrst scenario, we present the results for a rural environment with mobile
speed = 3 km/hr. Fig. 3.9 presents a snap shot of the short term BF prediction
error in terms of Cumulative MSE (CMSE) in dB against OFDM symbols. In
other words this ﬁgure presents the transient and the steady state behaviour of
BF in terms of prediction error for a speciﬁc SNR level. The error is presented in
cumulative form so as to average the MSE over time and eﬀectively shows how
BF MSE converges to its steady state. For both S = 3 and S = 9 conﬁguration,
we assume the same channel conditions and Fixed LMS step size (μ) 5. By ﬁxing
these parameters, we ensure that the convergence speed for both the cases is
same and hence we only analyse the performance in terms “which achieves lower
CMSE”. We observe that with S = 9, the BF shows superior performance (by
achieving lower CMSE) as compared to the case with S = 3. Moreover we also
note that CMSE reduces with OFDM symbol numbers for both antenna element
conﬁguration and then becomes more or less constant indicating convergence.
The minimum CMSE achieved for S = 3 is ≈ −6.5 dB while for the case of S = 9
is ≈ −7.5 dB.
Fig. 3.10 depicts the long term BF prediction error at the pilot sub-carriers in
terms of Mean Squared Error (MSE) in dB. The MSE at any instant can be
4In our case BF prediction error against OFDM symbols
5This is done to ensure that channel or the step size does not aﬀect convergence. Thus S = 9
does not converge faster to the S = 3 case even though it may appear to.
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Figure 3.9: Beamforming convergence in terms of Cumulative Mean Squared
Error vs OFDM symbols in rural environment with mobile speed = 3 km/hr,
antenna elements = 3 & 9 and SNR = 20 dB.
derived from (3.13) and is plotted vs desired user Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). We
can note that as the available SNR increases, the MSE reduces indicating reduced
diﬀerence between received and transmitted pilots of the desired user. In other
words, at higher SNR, disturbances in the system are low and hence improved BF
is observed. We can also observe that 9 antenna element conﬁguration onboard
the satellite yields far superior interference mitigation as compare to the case of
3. This is attributed to better CCI mitigation by the beamformer due to a higher
degree of freedom available by having ULA with increased antenna elements.
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Figure 3.10: Beamforming prediction error in terms of Mean Squared Error
vs desired user SNR in rural environment with mobile speed = 3 km/hr and
antenna elements = 3 & 9.
The MSE achieved at SNR = 20 dB for both antenna element conﬁguration is
consistent with results presented in 3.9.
The main aim of BF is to reduce the interference in the system caused by the
undesired sources. Hence to have further insight as well as validate beamformer’s
performance, we analyse the beam patterns in Fig. 3.11. We can observe that for
both antenna element conﬁgurations, a high gain is projected towards the desired
DOA whereas low gain is provided towards the direction of interferes. We also
note that with the S = 9 case, gains projected towards interference source are
lower as compared to when S = 3. This eﬀectively means suprior interference
mitigation with more antenna element. To quantify how much interference is
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Figure 3.11: Beam patter in rural environment with mobile speed = 3 km/hr,
antenna elements = 3 & 9 and SNR = 20 dB.
mitigated, we deﬁne a metric - Beamforming Gain (BFG) - as the gain projected
towards the desired direction relative to the direction of interference sources. BFG
corresponding to Fig. 3.11 is depicted in Fig. 3.12. We can see that for S = 3
conﬁguration, the interference from the user at −20◦ is suppressed by 8.24 dB
whereas from the user at 80◦ is suppressed by 13.6 dB. The suppression improves
with the S = 9 case, as user at −20◦ is suppressed by 11.4 dB whereas the user
at 80◦ is suppressed by 14 dB.
Fig. 3.13 shows the system performance in terms of Bit Error Rate (BER) versus
desired user SNR with diﬀerent antenna element conﬁgurations. We again note
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Figure 3.12: Beamforming Gain in rural environment with mobile speed = 3
km/hr, antenna elements = 3 & 9 and SNR = 20 dB.
that the BER improves for higher SNR. We can also observe that with increased
number of antenna elements, the BER performance is superior. Both of these
observations are consistent with the results presented earlier. To put the result
in perspective, we quantify the BER Gain (BERG) provided for two extreme
scenarios: Scenario 1 - SNR = 0 dB and Scenario 2 - SNR = 20 dB. For Scenario
1, S = 9 conﬁguration provides a BER gain of ≈ 7 dB against the S = 3
case whereas for Scenario 2, the gain increases to ≈ 16 dB. This highlights the
performance advantages available by increasing the number of antenna elements
as it paves the way for better BF due to superior CCI mitigation.
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Figure 3.13: Bit Error Rate vs desired user SNR in rural environment with mobile
speed = 3 km/hr and antenna elements = 3 & 9.
3.5.4 Impact of Environment and Mobility
In Section 3.5.3, we analysed BF as well as system performance in a rural envi-
ronment. Now we investigate the impact in an urban environment on the system
and compare it to the rural case. Moreover, we consider a mobile speed of up to
60 km/hr. In the ﬁrst scenario, we choose pedestrian mobile speed of 3 km/hr
with both MAESTRO channel cases to study the eﬀect of environment. Fig. 3.14
presents the MSE results for these scenarios. It can be seen that over all possible
SNR values tested, the BF process performs better in the rural case. This is at-
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Figure 3.14: Beamforming prediction error in terms of Mean Squared Error vs
desired user SNR in rural and urban environment with mobile speed = 3 km/hr
and antenna elements = 3 & 9.
tributed to a lower Rician K-factor as well as a more frequency selective channel
corresponding to the urban area. We also observe a performance improvement
in terms of MSE when either the SNR or number of antenna elements are in-
creased. To better analyse the result, we deﬁne a generic Precision Gain (PG) as
the improvement achieved by the superior case in terms of MSE as compared to
the inferior case(s) at a speciﬁc SNR value. In this chapter, PG is deﬁned as the
improvement in MSE for the case of rural environment as compared to urban.
We reconsider the two extreme scenarios earlier described in Section 3.5.3. In
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Figure 3.15: Beamforming convergence in terms of Cumulative Mean Squared
Error vs OFDM symbols in rural and urban environment with mobile speed = 3
km/hr, antenna elements = 3 & 9 and SNR = 20 dB.
Scenario 1, the S = 3 conﬁguration provides a PG of 0.43 dB, which increases
to 1.04 dB with S = 9 conﬁguration. In Scenario 2, the PG increases to 1.33 dB
from 0.43 dB for the S = 3 case while for the S = 9 conﬁguration, PG provided
by BF process is 1.63 dB as opposed to the earlier 1.04. Hence we can see that
PG increases when either SNR or antenna elements increase and is always higher
in the rural environmental. This eﬀectively translates to better BF in rural areas
and at high SNR values.
In Fig. 3.15 we show a snap shot of the short term BF prediction error in terms
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Figure 3.16: Bit Error Rate vs desired user SNR in rural and urban environment
with mobile speed = 3 km/hr and antenna elements = 3 & 9.
of CMSE over a period of time for the same scenario. We can again observe
that BF performs better for the rural case as compare to urban case and the
performance improves as we increase the number of antenna elements. Moreover
we also note that at ﬁrst, MSE reduces with the number of OFDM symbols for
both antenna element conﬁgurations and environments and then becomes more
or less ﬂat indicating convergence. The minimum CMSE achieved is consistent
with the results presented in Fig. 3.14.
The overall system performance is presented in Fig. 3.16 which compares BER
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Figure 3.17: Beamforming prediction error in terms of Mean Squared Error vs
desired user SNR in rural and urban environment with mobile speed = 60 km/hr
and antenna elements = 3 & 9.
vs the desired user SNR. Irrespective of the environment and number of antenna
elements, we note that an increase in SNR improves the BER which is attributed
to the reduction in complex Gaussian noise. Moreover, in the case of 3 antenna
elements, as the user moves from an urban to a rural area we observe improvement
in system performance due to the milder channel conditions. Moreover, if the
number of antenna elements are increased from 3 to 9 in the same scenario,
signiﬁcant improvement in BER is observed.
In practice, user speeds are much higher and evaluation of performance in such
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Figure 3.18: Precision Gain improvement for two scenarios relative to urban
environment with mobile speed = 3 & 60 km/hr and antenna elements = 3 & 9.
scenarios is necessary. Hence we now study the BF performance for the case of
higher user speed in rural as well as urban environment. Fig. 3.17 shows the MSE
of BF for user speed of 60 km/hr for both the MAESTRO cases. Congruent with
earlier results, we note that increase in either the SNR or number of antenna
elements results in improved performance. However for the scenario under study,
we can also observe degradation in MSE due to higher mobile speed as compared
to the case of 3 km/hr. Higher speed translates to increased time selectivity in
the channel and higher ICI, which in turn results in poor CE. Furthermore, we
observe degradation in MSE as compared to the case of 3 km/hr in Fig. 3.14
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Figure 3.19: Beamforming convergence in terms of Cumulative Mean Squared
Error vs OFDM symbols in rural and urban environment with mobile speed =
60 km/hr and antenna elements = 3 & 9.
when users in rural areas move to urban areas. To highlight this observation, in
Fig. 3.18 we compare the improvement in PG as the user moves from urban to
rural environments for the two mobile speeds in the extreme scenarios described in
Section 3.5.3. It is clear from the results that in general, a higher PG is observed
as the user moves from urban to rural environments. Moreover, improvement is
noted for the case of 9 antenna elements as compare to 3 antenna elements. As
the interference scenario remains unchanged, performance degradation in MSE
depicted in Fig. 3.17 and Fig. 3.18 at higher mobile speed is dominated by poor
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Figure 3.20: Bit Error Rate vs desired user SNR in rural and urban environment
with mobile speed = 60 km/hr and antenna elements = 3 & 9.
CE rather than BF. This also highlights the importance of CE and whilst BF
tries to mitigate interference, it is unable to compensate the channel eﬀect.
For the high mobility case, we now discuss how the short term CMSE is aﬀected.
Fig. 3.19 shows the comparison of CMSE against number of OFDM symbols for
a similar scenario. We again note the consistent trend of improved CMSE as
number of OFDM symbols or receive antenna elements increases. Moreover, the
performance in rural case is superior when compared to the urban case. We can
also observe a much higher minimum CMSE value irrespective of the antenna
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Figure 3.21: Bit Error Rate vs desired user SNR in rural environment with mobile
speed = 3 & 60 km/hr and antenna elements = 3 & 9.
elements as compare to the 3 km/hr case in Fig. 3.15. This is consistent with our
results discussed in Fig. 3.17 and Fig. 3.18.
The main metric for analysis of system performance of our model is BER. Fig. 3.20
presents the results for the 60 km/hr scenario. We observe again that as noise
reduces in the system, a superior BER is achieved. Moreover, improved BER
is observed with increase in antenna elements for the rural case as compared to
the urban case. To gain further insight into system performance, we compare the
BER results for the rural case only at two speeds. These are depicted in Fig. 3.21.
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Figure 3.22: Bit Error Rate vs desired user SNR in urban environment with
mobile speed = 3 & 60 km/hr and antenna elements = 3 & 9.
We can clearly see the eﬀect of speed when the environment remains constant.
Severe degradation is observed when the speed increases from 3 to 60 km/hr
irrespective of the SNR value or number of antenna elements. The impact is so
large that the performance of the 9 antenna case with 60 km/hr is worse than the
case with 3 antenna elements at 3 km/hr. This magniﬁes the importance of CE in
the system and shows that BF alone cannot yield acceptable system performance.
A similar result is presented for the urban environment in Fig. 3.22. The general
tend observed is the same, however the BER degrades further as compared to
Fig. 3.21 due to worse channel conditions in the urban environment as was also
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Scheme Attributes
INC Interference sources are considered in the system
BER computation considers all OFDM symbols received
NINC No Interference is considered in the system
BER computation considers all OFDM symbols received
IC Interference sources are considered in the system.
BER computation ignores ﬁrst L˜ OFDM symbols
NIC No Interference is considered in the system.
BER computation ignores ﬁrst L˜ OFDM symbols
NINC-OBF No Interference is considered in the system.
BER computation considers all OFDM symbols received
Optimum BF is performed (Section 3.4.2.2)
Table 3.2: Modelled schemes to investigate error ﬂoor and convergence behaviour
observed in Fig. 3.20.
3.5.5 Convergence Issue and Concurrent BF & CE Prob-
lem
A comprehensive analysis of system performance for the proposed HTSMS was
presented in Section 3.5.3 and Section 3.5.4. From the BER results we can clearly
observe that there is an error ﬂoor irrespective of the antenna elements conﬁg-
uration, rural/urban environment or the mobility scenario. To have a complete
insight into the system behaviour, we de-couple the BF and CE processes by op-
erating the system in an AWGN only scenario. Hence only the BF processing is
performed with Gaussian noise as the only disturbance in the system. Tabulated
in Table 3.2 are ﬁve distinctive schemes that we deﬁne to analyse the error ﬂoor
and its impact on convergence behaviour of the system. Fig. 3.23 presents the
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Figure 3.23: Bit Error Rate vs desired user SNR for INC scheme,
antenna elements = 3 & 9.
BER results for INC scheme. We note that BER reaches ≈ 10−4 which is lower
than in the case of the wireless channel (≈ 10−3). However, interestingly the error
ﬂoor still exists in the absence of the wireless channel.
Now to get a picture of system behaviour in the absence of interference as well
as the channel, we investigate performance of the NINC scheme and compare it
to INC. The BER for the INC and NINC is plotted in Fig. 3.24. We observe
that BER performance further improves, however the error ﬂoor still exists. This
eﬀectively means that the error ﬂoor is least aﬀected due to the channel state,
mobile speed or the interference in the system.
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Figure 3.24: Bit Error Rate vs desired user SNR for INC and NINC scheme,
antenna elements = 3 & 9.
As adaptive BF starts, some OFDM symbols are consumed by the BF process
for the purpose of convergence of the weights. This behaviour was observed in
Section 3.5.3 and Section 3.5.4. BF is an adaptive process that tries to adapt
its weights so as to accept the desired signal and reject signals from interference
sources. Even if there is no interference in the system, BF still takes some time
for weights convergence so as to accept the signal from the desired direction. To
get an idea of how the performance is aﬀected if we don’t include the convergence
phase in BER computation, we ignore (clip) L˜ initial OFDM symbols. For the
interference and interference fee scenario, these are referred to as IC and NIC
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Figure 3.25: Bit Error Rate vs desired user SNR for IC and NIC scheme, L˜ = 1000
and antenna elements = 3 & 9.
schemes respectively, we ignore the ﬁrst 1000 OFDM symbols to see the impact
on the error ﬂoor as well as the BER performance. Fig. 3.25 presents the BER
and it can be seen that no error ﬂoor at all persists in the system, irrespective of
whether interference is present or absent. We also note that with the 9 antenna
elements conﬁguration, the performance of interference and interference free cases
are almost identical. Furthermore, this elaborates that having more antenna
elements can improve system performance. This magniﬁes the importance of BF
convergence and its impact on system performance. This motivates us to devise
techniques that can improve BF convergence. Furthermore, the result in Fig. 3.25
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Figure 3.26: Bit Error Rate vs desired user SNR for IC, NIC and NINC-OBF
schemes, antenna elements = 3 & 9.
validates our system model as the BER is comparable to the other results found
in literature [46].
To further validate our work, we compare the results in Fig. 3.25 to the case
when OBF is performed, presented in (3.21)−(3.24). We employ the scheme
NINC-OBF and the BER results are shows in Fig. 3.26. We can clearly see that
BER curves for NIC and NINC-OBF exactly overlap each other. This means
the performance of BF with clipping the initial L˜ is the same as OBF in the ab-
sence of interference. This further validates our implemented BF capable OFDM
transceiver architecture.
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Figure 3.27: Bit Error Rate vs desired user SNR with and without clipping in
rural environment with mobile speed = 3 km/hr, antenna elements = 3 & 9 and
L˜ = 1000.
Finally we investigate how the clipping impacts system performance in the pres-
ence of channel fading and time selectivity. Hence we revisit the scenario in
Section 3.5.4 and present the BER results in Fig. 3.27 for the rural environment
with user speed of 3 km/hr with and without clipping. We can observe that
ignoring the ﬁrst 1000 symbols produces a performance improvement in BER,
however the improvement is not as drastic as was seen in the case of the AWGN
channel scenario. The reason for this is related to CE while BF is converging.
From results presented earlier, we know that CE has signiﬁcant impact on system
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performance. During the transient state of the BF process when it is trying to
converge the CE block is also operating in parallel. We refer to this problem as
the concurrent processing of BF and CE. During the BF transient state, CE is
carried out on pilot sub-carriers which are not interference free. Hence in the
presence of the interference, CE cannot yield accurate results. While accurate
estimation requires the signal at the output of the beamformer to be interference
free, this is not available to the CE block until the beamformer converges.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we proposed an OFDM based HTSMS where satellite and existing
mobile terrestrial networks amalgamate in a transparent fashion. Adaptive BF
onboard the satellite is then utilised to mitigate uplink CCI arising due to fre-
quency reuse. We have investigated this system in rural and urban environments
with diﬀerent schemes and mobile speeds and evaluated system performance.
The simulation results show an improved system performance with increase in
antenna elements. This was expected since more elements translate to better
interference mitigation. In addition, as the user travels from a rural to an urban
area, degradation in performance is observed. We also investigate the existence
of the error ﬂoor in BER results due the BF. We devise schemes namely INC,
NINC, IC, NIC to investigate the problem and ﬁnd that the ﬂoor primarily exists
due to the convergence time. We also present the results with Optimum BF in the
absence of interference (NINC-OBF) which validate our system model. We have
further investigated the interplay between BF and CE. We ﬁnd that even though
the beamformer tries to converge to the desired user, it is not able to cancel the
channel eﬀect. Thus the channel estimator is essential and the beamformer alone
cannot produce acceptable performance. We also identify that concurrent opera-
tions of BF and CE can lead to poor performance in the presence of interference.
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We address this problem in the next chapter and propose a preamble based BF
approach to solve the problem.
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Chapter 4
Preamble based Beamforming for
HTSMS
This chapter provides an overview of the approaches that can improve BF con-
vergence. We then propose a preamble incorporated beamformer based on pilot
reallocation for the HTSMS. Subsequently, we compare the proposed approach
with several existing algorithms to establish its performance advantages. Part of
the work presented here has been published in Proc. IEEE on IWSSC 2009 [77]
and in Proc. AIAA on 28th ICSSC 2010 [78].
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3 we proposed an OFDM based HTSMS architecture which combines
the advantages of satellite and terrestrial networks. HTSMS, based on frequency
reuse between satellite and terrestrial networks, oﬀers true global coverage in
an integrated framework. However frequency reuse induces CCI to the satellite
from terrestrial users for which we employed an LMS based Pre-FFT adaptive
BF. We then studied the system performance in satellite channel scenarios and
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investigated the interplay between BF and CE. Concurrent processing of BF and
CE was identiﬁed as problematic in the presence of interference. In this chapter we
ﬁrst discuss factors that inﬂuence the performance of LMS based OFDM BF and
then based on the discussion propose a preamble based BF approach as a potential
solution to the aforementioned problem. Advantages of using the preamble based
approach are twofold, 1) Reduction of convergence time which in-turn translates
to faster BF and hence better system performance and 2) De-coupling the BF and
CE processes during transient state enabling CE on interference mitigated sub-
carriers. Simulation results show that preamble based transmission methodologies
outperform alternative receiver side strategies such as NLMS, VSS-LMS.
4.2 Related Work and Problem Formulation
BF or any adaptive ﬁltration based process aims to approach the scenario speciﬁc
optimal solution. This phase of reaching an optimal point is referred to as the
transient state. Once reached, the phase thereafter is referred to as the steady
state. Speciﬁc to BF, the transient state deﬁnes the convergence behaviour of the
beamformer and is critical to overall system performance as shown in Chapter 3.
Within the domain of LMS BF, factors that inﬂuence the convergence behaviour
are 1) numbers of BF weights, 2) LMS step size μ, 3) number of reference signals
and 4) design of reference signals or OFDM frame structure.
To improve performance of an OFDM beamformer, the number of complex weights
can be increased by employing a Post-FFT [79] approach where the total number
of weights per antenna element are greater than one. However this makes the BF
process more complex [48]. An alternative approach to improve performance is
to employ a larger array of antenna elements. This would contribute to superior
interference mitigation. However this not only increases the hardware costs but
also increases BF convergence time.
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Another approach to enhance the convergence performance of the BF is to op-
timise the LMS step size μ. In conventional LMS, μ is considered constant
and independent of the received signal characteristics and algorithm’s conver-
gence behaviour. This is referred to as Fixed Step Size-LMS (FSS-LMS) as we
employed in Chapter 3. Deviation from this convention is Variable Step Size-
LMS (VSS-LMS) [70, 80] that adaptively changes μ to achieve the objective of
faster conversion and minimum misadjustment. Another variant of LMS is the
Normalised-LMS (NLMS) [81, 82] that oﬀers faster convergence for both corre-
lated and whitened data input [83]. VSS-LMS and NLMS can oﬀer faster con-
vergence while having slightly higher complexity as compared to FSS-LMS but
is much simpler as compared to employing Post-FFT or increasing the number
of antenna elements.
Yet another aspect that inﬂuences the beamformer’s convergence is the design
of pilots [53], which are responsible for coherence detection. The impact of pi-
lots has been studied extensively for OFDM systems with focus on CE [45, 69,
84–86]. In the OFDM based Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
(WiMAX) [29, 30] system, the uplink frame structure constitutes of preamble
symbols which are formed of pilots. Traditionally preambles are not transmitted
in the uplink [87] due to the presence of interference. But with BF mitigating
interference, preamble transmission on the uplink becomes viable for improved
detection performance [88].
In non-blind OFDM based BF, the resources utilised to reach the steady state
impact the overall data throughput. Irrespective of the LMS beamformer, using
a preamble based transmission can signiﬁcantly reduce the transient state time
thus enabling faster detection and better performance. However, preamble trans-
mission would consume power as well as bandwidth. While the use of preamble
incorporated transmission is found in the literature, its applicability and optimi-
sation speciﬁc to BF is to the best of our knowledge not studied. In light of this
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we propose an adaptive beamformer based on pilot reallocation [77,78]. The main
idea is to disperse the pilots from OFDM symbols and reposition them to form
a preamble at the transmitter side. This preamble, transmitted prior to data
OFDM symbols, guarantees faster convergence without aﬀecting data through-
put. Within it also lies the solution of the concurrent BF and CE processing
problem. During preamble transmission, the receiver initiates BF whilst CE as
well as decoding of the desired user data only begins after this preamble phase.
This decouples CE from BF as CE only takes place after interference is mitigated
by BF.
We also study the impact of pilot density in the preamble and its length on the
beamformer’s convergence, throughput and overall system performance. Schemes
studied include Fully-Dense Preamble (FDP), Partially-Dense Preamble (PDP)
and Reduced-Length Preamble (RLP). The preamble in FDP and PDP schemes
are 100% and 50% constituted of pilot sub-carriers respectively. In case of the
FDP, due to its predetermined preamble length, some of the pilots are still trans-
mitted even after the beamformer converges, thus wasting valuable throughput.
In this regard we propose RLP, a scenario tailored preamble length that saves on
resources. For the scenario observed in the given simulation, RLP is 35% shorter
than FDP in terms of preamble length. However as mentioned earlier, pilot de-
sign is not the only solution to improve beamformer convergence. Application of
VSS-LMS, NLMS or other variants of LMS algorithm would also eﬀect the tran-
sient behaviour of the beamformer. Employing a Pre-FFT beamformer due to
complexity constraints onboard the satellite, we compare the performance of the
proposed schemes with FSS-LMS, NLMS and VSS-LMS. Our results show that
the preamble based approach provides far better convergence than FSS-LMS,
NLMS and VSS-LMS in a terrestrial-satellite scenario.
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Figure 4.1: OFDM system for HTSMS with preamble based transmission strate-
gies
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4.3 System Model
The HTSMS uplink scenario and the interference model is the same as depicted in
Chapter 3, Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 respectively. A link between mobile and satellite
is modelled as SIMO with one desired user and J−1 interference users. Preamble
based transmission is employed at the user terminal end whilst communicating
with the satellite network. After the signal passes through the wireless channel,
Pre-FFT BF is applied at the satellite end to mitigate interference. We also
assume that no time or frequency oﬀsets exist in the system.
4.3.1 OFDM Transmitter Model with Pilot Reallocation
Fig. 4.1 illustrates the transceiver architecture of the proposed OFDM based
HTSMS and will be referred to throughout the remainder of the chapter in order
to follow the information ﬂow in the system. In conventional OFDM transmis-
sion, pilots are uniformly interspersed at known locations over all OFDM symbols.
However in the presence of interference this results in poor CE during the tran-
sient BF state. To address this problem we propose a pilot reallocation scheme
where predeﬁned numbers of pilots from every symbol are dispersed to form a
preamble. This enables the beamformer at the receiver to converge prior to any
CE processing.
In the proposed preamble based architecture, transmission takes place in two
phases, namely Preamble Phase (PP) and Data Phase (DP). If in the conventional
scheme a total of Np pilots are uniformly distributed and Np′ pilots per OFDM
symbol are transmitted during DP of the proposed scheme, then the preamble
length can be presented mathematically as:
L
′
=
⌊
(Np −Np′ )× L
N −Np′
⌋
(Np −Np′ ) ≥ 0 , (4.1)
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where N and L represent the total number of sub-carriers in an OFDM symbol
and total number of OFDM symbols transmitted respectively. We formulate three
distinctive preamble based transmission strategies; namely Fully-Dense Preamble
(FDP), Partially-Dense Preamble (PDP) and Reduced-Length Preamble (RLP).
They diﬀer in their structure and how the reallocated pilots are derived from (4.1)
to form the preamble. If a total of Npp pilots per OFDM symbol are transmitted
during the PP, then for the diﬀerent transmission strategies this can be presented
mathematically as:
Npp =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
N l ≤ L′ (FDP,RLP)
N
2
l ≤ L′ (PDP)
, (4.2)
where l = 1, 2, . . . , L
′
, L
′
+ 1, . . . , L is the indexing of OFDM symbols. It is clear
from (4.2) that for the FDP and RLP cases, all the dispersed pilots form the
preamble. However for RLP the preamble length is 35% shorter than for FDP.
During the PP phase of PDP, half of the sub-carriers are pilots and half are data.
The OFDM frame structure for the FDP, RLP and PDP transmission strategies
is depicted in Fig. 4.2.
During DP of all the schemes and PP for the case of PDP only, random source
data {o} for the jth user (j = 1, ..., J), is QPSK modulated and then S/P con-
verted to {x˜q}. Pilots {x˜p} are inserted into data sequence {x˜q} at known pilot
sub-carrier locations I to form an OFDM symbol x˜ = [x˜(0), x˜(1), . . . , x˜(N − 1)]T
withN sub-carriers. For the case of FDP and RLP, x˜ consists of only pilots during
PP whereas for PDP, x˜ is formed of both pilots and data throughout the trans-
mission. Irrespective of the transmission strategy and phase, x˜ is then converted
to the time-domain by N -point IFFT that can be presented mathematically as:
x = FH x˜ , (4.3)
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Figure 4.2: OFDM frame structure for proposed preamble based transmission
strategies
where
F =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 1 · · · 1
1 e−j2π(1)(1)/N · · · e−j2π(1)(N−1)/N
...
...
. . .
...
1 e−j2π(N−1)(1)/N · · · e−j2π(N−1)(N−1)/N
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (4.4)
A CP of length G is appended at the start of the OFDM symbol and the output
x¯ = [x(−G), x(−G + 1), . . . , x(N − 1)]T is serially transmitted over a multi-tap
time selective wireless channel, whose eﬀect can be represented as:
y¯[k] = x¯[k]⊗ h[k] , (4.5)
where k and ⊗ denote the time index and time convolution operation respectively.
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4.3.2 Joint Adaptive Beamforming and Channel Estima-
tion
At the satellite end, the ULA output for the lth OFDM symbol (l = 1, . . . , L) for
all the users after CP removal can be represented as:
V = AYH +B , (4.6)
where Y, B and V represents the received signal, i.i.d complex Gaussian noise
and ULA output respectively as deﬁned earlier in Chapter 3, page 46. A is the
ULA response, where [A]s,j can be presented mathematically as:
a(s, j) = e(−j2π(s−1)da sin(θj)/λ) . (4.7)
The output of the ULA is processed by the beamformer to mitigate CCI. This is
given by:
z = wHV , (4.8)
z = [z(0), z(1), . . . , z(N − 1)] ,
w = [w(1), w(2), . . . , w(S)]T ,
where z is the weighted output of beamformer and w are the applied BF complex
weights. This is followed by S/P conversion and transformation of z to the
frequency-domain, which can be mathematically expressed as:
z˜ = FzH . (4.9)
z˜ in (4.9) is now processed by the CE block. For FDP and RLP schemes CE is
not performed during PP (l ≤ L′) and solely BF processing takes place. However
during DP as well as throughout the PDP scheme, both CE and BF processes
take place concurrently. Fig. 4.3 illustrates receiver behaviour under proposed
transmission strategies during PP and DP. Now employing the LS algorithm [69]
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Figure 4.3: Receiver behaviour against proposed schemes
in accordance with Fig. 4.3 for CE, the channel transfer function at pilot locations
is given by:
h˜p = (diag{x˜pd}−1)z˜p . (4.10)
Estimates h˜p are then linearly interpolated to obtain estimates across all sub-
carriers. This can be represented as:
h˜ = ﬁlt(h˜p) (4.11)
Estimates obtained in (4.11) are then used to reduce the channel eﬀect, which
can be expressed as:
r˜ = (diag{h˜}−1)z˜ . (4.12)
The data sub-carriers in r˜ are passed to the QPSK demodulator where they
are decoded into {oˆ}. For the next OFDM symbol, new complex weights are
computed using a MSE based adaptive beamforming algorithm as described in
Chapter 3, page 47. This error vector at the input of the beamformer in the
frequency-domain can be expressed as:
e˜ = z˜p − x˜pd . (4.13)
As the weight adaptation takes place in the time-domain, hence a frequency-to-
time transform is used to convert the error vector to the time-domain, which can
be represented as:
e = FH e˜ . (4.14)
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The time-domain error vector obtained in (4.14) is then used to perform adaptive
BF.
4.3.3 LMS and FSS-LMS Beamformer
We employ the LMS algorithm to adapt BF complex weights until all OFDM
symbols have been decoded. The LMS adaptation is given by:
w[l + 1] = w[l] + 2μV[l]e[l] . (4.15)
Substituting (4.14) in (4.15), we obtain:
w[l + 1] = w[l] + 2μV[l]FH e˜[l] . (4.16)
Here w[l] and w[l + 1] represent the beamformer’s complex weights for [l] and
[l+1] OFDM symbols. μ represents the positive step size which controls the rate
of convergence such that [70]:
μmin ≤ μ ≤ μmax , (4.17)
with
μmax ≤ 2
3 tr (R)
. (4.18)
When constant μ (FSS)1 is employed with LMS, μ will usually be close to
μmin [70]. For the HTSMS in this chapter, we employ LMS with optimised μ
that adapts at each iteration according to (4.18). FSS-LMS is the same as LMS
with μ satisfying (4.17). However it uses FSS and hence μ is not optimised at
every iteration. The complexity of FSS-LMS is described in Chapter 3, page 48.
As compared to it, the optimised LMS requires one additional step corresponding
to (4.18).
1Fixed Step Size.
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4.3.4 NLMS Beamformer
The NLMS algorithm whilst having potentially faster convergence also exhibits
stable behaviour for a known range of μ, independent of the input data correlation
statistics [83]. The NLMS ﬁlter update is given by:
w[l + 1] = w[l] +
2μV[l]FH e˜[l]
‖V[l]‖2 . (4.19)
As compared to optimised LMS, one additional step of normalisation is required
as indicated in (4.19).
4.3.5 VSS-LMS Beamformer
The choice of μ in LMS adaptation reﬂects a trade-oﬀ between misadjustment
and the speed of adaptation. VSS-LMS aims to optimise μ as a function of the
prediction error. A large prediction error increases μ to enable faster adaptation
towards the optimal solution. When the algorithm is near to an optimal solution,
μ is reduced resulting in smaller misadjustment, thus yielding overall improved
performance. The VSS-LMS adaptation is of the following form:
w[l + 1] = w[l] + 2μ[l]V[l]FH e˜[l] , (4.20)
where
μ[l + 1] =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
μmax μ
′
[l + 1] > μmax
μmin μ
′
[l + 1] < μmin
μ
′
[l + 1] otherwise
, (4.21)
and
μ
′
[l + 1] = αμ[l] + γFH e˜[l] . 0 < α < 1 . γ > 0 . (4.22)
The step size μ is controlled by the parameters α and γ. α is referred to as
the forgetting factor and is chosen in the range of (0, 1). The parameter γ is
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usually small and is chosen in conjunction with α to meet the misadjustment
requirements. More details can be found in [70]. The additional overhead over
the optimised LMS algorithm is essentially one more weight update at each time
step reﬂected in (4.21).
4.4 Simulation and Discussions
4.4.1 Performance
A SIMO OFDM system with per link one transmit and multiple receive antenna
elements S = {2− 6} was modelled. Total sub-carriers in an OFDM symbol are
32. For all transmission schemes, we take L as 10, 000. A conventional scheme
(no preamble) has I = {1, 8, 16, 24, 32} hence a total of 5 pilots (Np) per OFDM
symbol are transmitted. On the other hand, preamble based transmission schemes
have I = {1, 11, 22, 32} and hence 4 pilots (Np′ ) per OFDM symbol during DP. In
the proposed FDP, using (4.1) yields preamble size (L
′
) as 357 OFDM symbols.
For the RLP transmission scheme, L
′
is 35% shorter than FDP which comes out
as 200 symbols. In the PDP case, since the preamble is not all pilots but 50% of
both data and pilots, L
′
is twice the size of FDP which results in 714 symbols.
Moreover, we employ several BF algorithms2 with the proposed and conventional
transmission schemes. Table 4.1 shows the transmission strategies and the BF
algorithm applied to each of them. For all schemes, signal bandwidth was taken
as 5 MHz with centre frequency being 3 GHz. In this study we consider both
MAESTRO conﬁgurations, namely Outdoor Rural and Outdoor Urban. The
channel model we follow was given in Chapter 3 while the parameters are the
same as tabulated in Table 3.1.
2As stated in Section 4.3.2.
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Transmission Beamforming
Strategy Algorithm
Conventional FSS-LMS
NLMS
VSS-LMS
FDP, PDP LMS
RLP LMS
Table 4.1: Transmission strategies and the corresponding BF employed
4.4.2 Stability and Convergence
The discussion in this section considers one desired user at 40◦ azimuth while
interference users are located at −70◦, −35◦ and 30◦ azimuth in accordance with
Fig. 3.4 (Chapter 3, page 42). The power per interference user at the satellite end
is set to −10 dBW. We ﬁrst analyse the convergence behaviour of the schemes.
Fig 4.4 depicts the convergence of diﬀerent transmission strategies in terms of
CMSE against OFDM symbols with 6 antenna elements conﬁguration onboard
the satellite. We observe that FDP and RLP schemes converge to a low CMSE
much faster as compared to PDP, which is then followed by VSS-LMS, NLMS
and FSS-LMS. Furthermore the converged CMSE of FDP and RLP is the lowest
which is followed by PDP and then the non-preamble approaches. This clearly
highlights the potential advantage of using preamble based schemes for BF as
compared to conventional approaches. Not only does it provide faster conver-
gence, the MSE achieved is far lower than non-preamble approaches. Moreover,
as the performance of RLP and FDP are similar, implementation of RLP in this
case increases the throughput to 86% whereas for the conventional approaches
throughput is 84%.
In Fig. 4.5 we show the results of changes in the variance of the MSE, thus reﬂect-
ing the ﬂuctuation of the BF with diﬀerent schemes against desired user SNR. The
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Figure 4.4: Beamforming convergence in terms of Cumulative Mean Squared
Error vs OFDM symbols in rural environment with mobile speed = 3 km/hr,
antenna elements = 6 and desired user SNR = 20 dB.
result indicate reduced variance of FDP, PDP and RLP versus FSS-LMS, NLMS
and VSS-LMS with the 4 antenna elements conﬁguration. RLP and PDP per-
form better than others with similar performance, followed by PDP and then the
non-preamble approaches. This metric shows how the weights computation pro-
cess of a preamble beamformer is more robust as compared to the non-preamble
approach. The variance of the MSE of the proposed schemes exhibit further re-
duction with an increase in antenna elements to 6. Hence the proposed schemes
have the potential of more stable BF as compared to the conventional strategies.
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Figure 4.5: Variance of Mean Squared Error vs desired user SNR in rural envi-
ronment with mobile speed = 3 km/hr and antenna elements = 4 & 6.
In the Fig. 4.4 we observed the short term BF performance for the ﬁrst 100
OFDM symbols. This corresponds to the PP phase of the proposed strategies
during which the density of pilots for the preamble based approaches is higher as
compare to the conventional cases. Hence for fair comparison, we must analyse
BF performance in terms of its long term precision to establish the performance
advantages of the proposed preamble approach. Therefore we evaluate BF pre-
diction error in terms of MSE of the studied schemes against desired user SNR
in Fig. 4.6. It is evident from the ﬁgure that the preamble based approaches
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Figure 4.6: Beamforming prediction error in terms of Mean Squared Error
vs desired user SNR in rural environment with mobile speed = 3 km/hr and
antenna elements = 6.
exhibit much lower MSE as compare to the conventional cases irrespective of
the SNR. Moreover, the minimum MSE obtained for all the schemes studied is
consistent with the CMSE results in Fig. 4.4. To put this result in perspective,
lets consider two extreme scenarios: Scenario 1 - SNR = 0 dB and Scenario 2
- SNR = 20 dB. We deﬁne the Precision Gain (PG) metric which is a measure
of BF prediction error of schemes under study relative to FSS-LMS. PG for the
two scenarios under observation is presented in Fig. 4.7. For Scenario 1, FDP
and RLP provide around 4.7 and 5 dB PG respectively which is followed by PDP
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Figure 4.7: Precision Gain for the two scenarios.
which provides around 2 dB PG. NLMS and VSS-LMS oﬀer only 0.5 and 0.25 dB
PG respectively. Whereas for Scenario 2 where SNR is high, FDP, RLP and PDP
provide around 11.7, 10.9 and 4.9 dB PG respectively. On the other hand NLMS
and VSS-LMS oﬀer 0.5 and 0.2 dB PG. Hence clearly not only does the preamble
based approach improve convergence, it also displays superior MSE performance
even through it uses one less pilot during DP.
Fig. 4.8 shows the system performance in terms of BER versus desired user SNR
with diﬀerent antenna element conﬁguration. For the 2 antenna elements case,
none of the schemes is able to mitigate interference as the number of interference
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Figure 4.8: Bit Error Rate vs desired user SNR in rural environment with
mobile speed = 3 km/hr and antenna elements = 2− 6.
users is more than the antenna elements. For the 4 antenna elements conﬁgu-
ration, the proposed schemes exhibit superior BER performance as compared to
conventional approaches, especially at high SNR’s. It is worth highlighting here
that even though the proposed schemes have less eﬀective CE due to one less
pilot in each OFDM data symbol, the overall system performance is still superior
as it is dominated by CCI mitigation. In the 6 antenna elements case, VSS-LMS
performance is quite similar to the proposed schemes. This is attributed to the
combination of increase in antenna elements and one additional reference sig-
nal per OFDM symbol. However with RLP, we not only achieve the objective
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of interference mitigation but do it whilst having higher data throughput. The
FSS-LMS and NLMS show inferior performance as compared to the others due
to non-optimisation of the adaptation step size μ. This result also highlights the
importance of the step size in the performance of LMS based signal processing.
4.4.3 Impact of Interference, Channel and Mobility
Having established that the preamble based beamformer outperforms the con-
ventional schemes in Section 4.4.2, we now shift our focus to how the preamble
based strategies perform in high mobility scenarios. We will also investigate how
increased numbers of interference users impact the system performance. While
studying the preamble approaches in Section 4.4.2 we assumed the environment
to be outdoor rural. Therefore in this section we also quantify the performance
of the beamformer with preamble based approach in an urban environment.
The transceiver parameters remain unchanged except for the number of inter-
ference users that are increased from 3 to 4 located at −70◦, −35◦, 65◦ and 80◦
azimuth while antenna elements onboard the satellite are reduced to 3. There-
fore we increase the interference subjected to the satellite by terrestrial users. We
compare PDP against conventional OFDM transmission without any preamble.
It should be noted that we assume a wide range of interference locations for the
purpose of analysis.
Fig. 4.9 presents the results in terms of achieved BER. We observe a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence in performance amongst proposed and conventional schemes. It is how-
ever clear that as compared to results in Section 4.4.2, the system performance
degrades. This is attributed to increased numbers of interference users as well
as fewer antenna elements onboard the satellite. However even in these severe
conditions, the preamble approach having one less pilot per OFDM symbol shows
superior performance when compared to the conventional case. It is also inter-
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Figure 4.9: Bit Error Rate vs desired user SNR for two schemes in rural environ-
ment with mobile speed = 3 & 60 km/hr and antenna elements = 3.
esting to note that even at 60 km/hr mobile speed, the preamble based approach
outperforms the conventional case. One would expect that with fewer pilots dur-
ing DP and more Inter Carrier Interference (ICI), the preamble approach would
suﬀer due to inaccurate CE. However, simulation results show that the pilot real-
location scheme still exhibits better performance in terms of BER. This highlights
the importance of CCI mitigation and how system performance can be improved
if channel estimates are obtained by processing interference mitigated signal.
Fig. 4.10 represents the results for both schemes in rural and urban environments.
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Figure 4.10: Bit Error Rate vs desired user SNR for two schemes in rural and
urban environment with mobile speed = 3 km/hr and antenna elements = 3.
It can be seen that the proposed preamble approach outperforms the conventional
case in both rural and urban environment. However, the BER performance gain
achieved in urban environments is less than in the rural case which is attributed
to the harsher channel conditions associated with the urban scenario.
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4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented our proposed preamble based beamformer. We
formulated Fully-Dense Preamble (FDP) and Partially-Dense Preamble (RLP)
and investigated their performance in conjunction with LMS based spatial ﬁlter-
ing with channel models speciﬁc to a mobile satellite scenario. We have shown
that the preamble based approach exhibits superior performance by decoupling
BF and CE processes enabling CE to be performed on interference mitigated
OFDM sub-carriers. We then proposed a Reduced-Length Preamble (RLP) strat-
egy which not only enabled higher throughput, but also exhibited superior CCI
mitigation as compared to conventional schemes. The proposed strategies also
show more stable BF as compared to the conventional approaches. It was also
noted that the VSS approach can signiﬁcantly boost the capability of LMS based
BF by adapting the step size μ based on the prediction error. Simulation results
verify that superior BF convergence contributes critically towards obtaining the
short term goal of faster convergence and long term objectives of better over-
all system performance in HTSMS. Finally, we analysed the performance of the
PDP scheme against FSS-LMS with higher number of interferes to antenna ele-
ment ratio in high mobility as well as diﬀerent environments. Simulation results
verify that even at higher speed, the proposed approach shows promising results
without increase in total number of transmitted pilots. We also conclude that the
BF in OFDM systems are sensitive to pilot sub-carriers as well as OFDM frame
structure and will exploit this observation in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Iterative Beamforming for HTSMS
This chapter provides an overview of iterative processing and its applications to
diﬀerent communication problems. We then formulate our novel Iterative Turbo
Beamforming (ITBF) for HTSMS based on Bit Interleaved Coded Modulation-
OFDM (BICM-OFDM). Subsequently, we compare the proposed ITBF with non-
iterative BF. Part of the work presented here is under review in IET Communi-
cations 2010 [89].
5.1 Introduction
In the proposed preamble based BF presented in Chapter 4, we observed that
the BF performance exhibits a high degree of sensitivity to the number of pilot
sub-carriers in an OFDM symbol. During the transient state, as we increased the
number of pilots from conventional to PDP and then to FDP, we noted signiﬁcant
improvements both in terms of BF prediction error (short term and long term) as
well as in the over all system performance. Therefore, in the context of our model
if we increase the number of pilot sub-carriers, we can enhance the interference
mitigation process but achieve this at the cost of data throughput. We however
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of turbo decoder
also receive data in conjunction with the pilots in an OFDM receiver. If this
data could be used in some way with pilots sub-carriers to perform BF, this may
enable superior performance without scariﬁes of data throughput. In light of this,
we propose a novel iterative beamformer which uses both pilots as well as data to
do BF. Depending on the reliability of the data received, we formulate a data and
pilot driven BF which exhibits signiﬁcant gains in terms of system performance.
5.2 Related Work and Algorithm Formulation
The innovative iterative turbo receiver proposed by Berrou et al. [90] demon-
strated that turbo codes exhibit near Shannon capacity in an AWGN channel.
The receiver is designed in two stages, and turbo processing is referred to as
an iterative exchange of soft decisions between these two stages. Speciﬁcally,
the turbo receiver constitutes of three components namely, inner decoder, outer
decoder and a de-interleaver that are connected to each other in the form of a
feedback loop. Fig. 5.1 shows the basic structure of the turbo decoder.
Each of the two decoders in Fig. 5.1 is based on a Soft-Input Soft-Output (SISO)1
decoder to solve a symbol-by-symbol maximum a posteriori probability (MAP)
detection problem e.g. BCJR algorithm [91]. The quantity fed from one SISO
decoding stage to the next irrespective of the path followed is referred to as ex-
1Appendix A
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Figure 5.2: Concept illustration of information ﬂow in a SISO decoder
trinsic information which is generally deﬁned in terms of Log-Likelihood Ratio
(LLR). LLR is an estimate of the a posteriori probability (APP) of a transmission
sequence, given an observation of the received sequence. Speciﬁcally, extrinsic in-
formation generated by a decoding stage is deﬁned as the diﬀerence between LLR
computed for a set of systematic (message) bits at the output of that decoding
stage. On the other hand intrinsic information, represented by a LLR, is applied
to the input of the decoding stage. Illustration of the concept of information ﬂow
w.r.t extrinsic and intrinsic information in a SISO decoder is depicted in Fig. 5.2.
In an iterative process the extrinsic LLR from one decoding stage serves as a
priori information to the next decoding stage. In eﬀect the extrinsic information
is the incremental information gained by exploiting the dependencies that exist
between a message bit of interest and incoming raw data bits processed by the
decoder. The magnitude of LLR is associated with the quality of extrinsic infor-
mation which in turn corresponds to the reliability of the decoding decision. This
reliability is a measure of the certainty of “what was transmitted” and is referred
to as soft estimates. Based on this priori information, the decoder computes new
APPs which are again fed back to the ﬁrst decoder as a priori information and
so on. The demodulation stage takes place after the ﬁnal iteration and takes into
account the reliability factor. Based on a two-stage turbo decoder depicted in
Fig. 5.1, the ﬂow of information in a turbo-decoder is presented in Fig. 5.3. The
ﬁrst decoding stage uses the SISO decoder to produce soft estimates of systematic
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Figure 5.3: Information ﬂow in a turbo decoder
bit xt, expressed in terms of LLR as:
Γ˜1(xt) = ln
P (xt = 1|r, ζ1, Γ2(x))
P (xt = 0|r, ζ1, Γ2(x)) , t = 1, 2, . . . , T , (5.1)
where I and D represents interleaving and de-interleaving operations respectively.
r is the set of noisy systematic bits, ζ1 is the set of noisy parity-check bits gener-
ated by encoder 1, and Γ2(x) is the extrinsic information about the set of message
bits x obtained from the decoding stage 2 and fed back to decoding stage 1. The
extrinsic LLR at the output of the decoding stage 1 can be presented as:
Γ1(x) = Γ˜1(x)− Γ2(x) (5.2)
where
Γ˜1(x) =
T∑
t=1
Γ˜1(xt) (5.3)
The iterative turbo receiver design is not limited to decoding of turbo codes.
The turbo principle has been successfully applied to other communication prob-
lems such as channel estimation, joint source and channel coding, synchroniza-
tion, multi-user detection. Turbo receiver design also ﬁnds its use in interference
mitigation applications such as BF. Sellathurai and Haykin in [92] proposed an
iterative beamformer for multi-transmit, multi-receive wireless communication
systems. They present a MAP decoder based iterative receiver in conjunction
with a soft iterative interference canceller that employs turbo-like processing for
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Bell Labs Layered Space-Time (BLAST) architecture [3]. Using similar turbo
principles, authors in [93, 94] present iterative BF and multi-user detection for
CDMA based systems. Hunziker et al in [95] propose a Sample Matrix Inversion
(SMI) working in conjunction with MAP working iteratively to mitigate system
interference. By employing the iterative BF, authors show eﬀective CCI cancella-
tion in wireless ad-hoc networks with uncoordinated channel access and propose
it as an alternative to collision avoidance protocols. The author extended their
work for SIMO OFDM wireless ad-hoc system in [96] and showed eﬀective CCI
mitigation using similar SMI based iterative beamformer. Authors in [97] propose
an iterative symbol-level transmit and receive beamformer with the objective of
SINR maximisation whereas authors in [98] propose a smooth beamformer based
on orthogonal iterations across sub-carriers. Speciﬁc to OFDM, recently Zhao
et al. [87] proposed a turbo based channel estimator which aims to reduce ICI
induced in OFDM systems due to users mobility. Most of the aforementioned
iterative receiver designs for BF are non-OFDM systems. Work in [96] is based
on OFDM but is related to ad-hoc networks and focuses on collision avoidance.
Moreover, authors use SMI based BF which is complex as compared to LMS.
Work in [87] is again based on OFDM but focuses towards ICI mitigation through
enhanced turbo channel estimation and does not involve BF or CCI mitigation.
In this chapter we propose a novel symbol-level LMS based iterative beamformer
that uses a turbo processing approach to mitigate CCI for HTSMS uplink sce-
nario. Compared to conventional non-iterative BF methods, the proposed beam-
former uses both pilots and soft decoded data information with the turbo principle
to enhance interference mitigation. As compared to the aforementioned iterative
approaches, the proposed technique is a three-stage OFDM based LMS beam-
former which improves BF and system performance w.r.t the soft data input.
More speciﬁcally, the beamformer is based on improving the a priori information
of the soft decoded data and the pilots by adapting BF weights according to
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Figure 5.4: BICM-OFDM system for HTSMS with ITBF
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the respective levels of reliability. The turbo-like iterative procedure signiﬁcantly
enhances BF performance which in turn leads to improved system performance.
5.3 System Model
The HTSMS scenario and the uplink interference model is the same as depicted in
Chapter 3, Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 respectively. A link between mobile and satellite
is modelled as SIMO with one desired user and J−1 interference users. After the
signal passes through the wireless channel, symbol-level iterative BF is applied
at the satellite end to mitigate interference induced by BTS users. Again no time
or frequency oﬀsets exist in the system.
5.3.1 BICM-OFDM Model for HTSMS
Transceiver architecture for a BICM-OFDM HTSMS is presented in Fig. 5.4 and
will be referred to throughout the chapter to follow the information ﬂow in the
system. At the transmitter end, information bits {o} of the jth user (j = 1, . . . , J)
are generated. These information bits are encoded into {t} and then interleaved
into {c}. The Interleaved bits are then mapped into QPSK complex symbols and
Serial-to-Parallel (S/P) converted to {x˜q}. Pilots for the user considered {x˜p}
are interspersed into data sequence {x˜q} at known pilot sub-carriers {I}. This
process forms an N sub-carriers OFDM symbol that can be expressed as:
x˜ = [x˜(0), x˜(1), . . . , x˜(N − 1)]T . (5.4)
This is followed by conversion of the OFDM symbol to the time-domain by a
N -point IFFT. This can be presented mathematically as:
x = FH x˜ , (5.5)
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where
F =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 1 · · · 1
1 e−j2π(1)(1)/N · · · e−j2π(1)(N−1)/N
...
...
. . .
...
1 e−j2π(N−1)(1)/N · · · e−j2π(N−1)(N−1)/N
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (5.6)
At the start of the OFDM symbol, a CP of length G is appended and the output
x¯ = [x(−G), x(−G + 1), . . . , x(N − 1)]T is serially transmitted. At the satellite
end, the ULA output after CP removal for the lth OFDM symbol (l = 1, . . . , L)
for all the users can be presented as:
V = AYH +B , (5.7)
where Y, B and V represents the received signal, i.i.d complex Gaussian noise
and ULA output respectively as deﬁned earlier in Chapter 3, page 46. A is the
ULA response, where [A]s,j can be presented mathematically as:
a(s, j) = e(−j2π(s−1)da sin(θj)/λ) . (5.8)
5.3.2 Iterative Turbo Beamforming (ITBF)
In the proposed ITBF, a QPSK demapper and a MAP decoder work in an it-
erative fashion. At each iteration, BF complex weights are computed based on
received pilots and soft decoded data from previous iterations. The ITBF com-
prises of three distinctive stages, namely Rudimentary Beamforming Stage (RBS),
Iterative Beamforming Stage (IBS) and Termination Beamforming Stage (TBS).
The ULA output V for the lth OFDM symbol is processed by the Pre-FFT
beamformer. This is expressed as:
zi = w
H
i (AY
H +B) , (5.9)
where zi = [zi(0), zi(1), . . . , zi(N − 1)] is the weighted output of the BF corre-
sponding to the desired user, while wi = [wi(1), wi(2), . . . , wi(S)]
T represents the
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beamformer’s complex weights for the ith iteration. When i = 0, this stage is
referred to as RBS as BF weights applied correspond to the previous OFDM
symbol (wi[l] = wI [l − 1]). Now zi is S/P converted followed by FFT. This can
be presented mathematically as:
z˜i = F(w
H
i AY
H +wHi B)
H . (5.10)
For the case of an AWGN channel, data sub-carriers in z˜i are directly de-multiplexed
into r˜qi which are passed to the QPSK demapper. However for the wireless
channel scenario, CE is performed on z˜i to yield r˜i which is then followed by
de-multiplexing of data-sub-carriers r˜qi . For the sake of brevity, we deﬁne the
demapper task as computation of APP’s given received vector r˜qi , channel esti-
mates h˜qi , and outputs extrinsic information, or LLRs Γ
1
i for the v
th coded bit cv
in desired user’s transmitted data sequence x˜q. This is given by:
Γ1i (cv(x˜
q(n))) = ln
∑
b∈U+v P (x˜
q(n) = b | r˜qi (n), h˜qi (n),Γ2i )∑
b∈U−v P (x˜
q(n) = b | r˜qi (n), h˜qi (n),Γ2i )
, (5.11)
P (x˜q(n) = b | r˜qi (n), h˜qi (n),Γ2i ) =
1
2πσ2
exp
(
−‖r˜
q
i (n)− h˜qi (n)x˜q(n))‖2
2σ2
)∏
u =v
P (cu(x˜
q(n)) ,
(5.12)
where U−v and U
+
v represent the constellation set that contains all the symbols
whose vth bit is 0 and 1 respectively. Γ1i is de-interleaved and passed to the MAP
decoder. The MAP decoder outputs and feedbacks the extrinsic information
Γ2i (cv(x˜
q(n)). Γ2i is interleaved and then used to compute the soft data symbols
as follows:
ˆ˜x
q
i (n) =
∑
b∈U
b · P (x˜q(n) = b) , (5.13)
P (x˜q(n) = b) =
log2|U |∏
u=1
P (cu(x˜
q(n))) , (5.14)
where| U | denotes the cardinality of the set U . The soft data symbols for the
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QPSK case can be computed by:
ˆ˜x
q
i (n) =
1√
2
(tanh(Γ2i (c0(x˜
q(n))/2) + j tanh(Γ2i (c1(x˜
q(n))/2)) . (5.15)
The conventional LMS beamformer requires the diﬀerence between transmitted
and received pilots as an input (as described in Chapter 3, page 47). However
with the proposed beamformer, soft data symbols and received pilots work in
conjunction to perform BF. Hence the error vectors corresponding to soft data
and pilots are given by:
e˜qi =
ˆ˜x
q
i − x˜q. (5.16)
e˜pi = z˜
p
i − x˜p . (5.17)
Error vectors e˜qi and e˜
p
i are mapped to known sub-carrier locations to obtain the
frequency-domain Combined Error (CEf) vector e˜i = [e˜i(0), e˜i(1), . . . , e˜i(N−1)]T .
As we employ Pre-FFT BF, CEf is converted to the time-domain which can be
presented mathematically as:
ei = F
H e˜i . (5.18)
ei is used to update BF weights for the next iteration. Using (5.18), the LMS
adaptation is given by:
wi+1[l] = wi[l] + 2μV[l]ei[l] . (5.19)
Substituting (5.18) into (5.19) we get:
wi+1[l] = wi[l] + 2μV[l]F
H e˜i[l] . (5.20)
The new BF weights wi+1 are used for the next iteration in (5.9). For 1 < i < I,
the process presented in (5.9)−(5.20) is referred to as IBS. The IBS continues for
the desired number of iterations. In the ﬁnal stage (i = I) referred to as TBS, the
output of the MAP decoder is decoded into {oˆ} using hard-decision. Moreover,
wi+1 computed during TBS are used for the next OFDM symbol which is given
by:
wI [l + 1] = wI [l] + 2μV[l]eI [l] , (5.21)
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where [l] and [l + 1] in (5.21) correspond to complex weights for consecutive
OFDM symbols. μ represents the positive step size which controls the rate of
convergence such that [70]:
μmin ≤ μ ≤ μmax , (5.22)
with
μmax ≤ 2
3 tr (R)
. (5.23)
For the HTSMS, we employ LMS with optimised μ that adapts at each iteration
as well as every OFDM symbol l according to (5.23). The complexity of non-
iterative optimised LMS has already been described in Chapter 4, page 89. Hence
in addition to that, I weight updates per OFDM symbol are performed. Hence
ITBF is more complex as compared to conventional LMS BF. However, the tech-
nique would become viable if considerable gains can be achieved with minimal
iterations. The pseudo-code representation of the proposed ITBF algorithm is
presented as Algorithm 1.
5.4 Simulation and Discussions
5.4.1 Coding and Uncoded OFDM Systems
Prior to proceeding to the performance of the ITBF receiver, we pause to verify
the performance of the employed coded system in the absence of interference.
Until now we have only worked and veriﬁed operation of the uncoded OFDM
design for HTSMS. Therefore before we consider BICM-OFDM for HTSMS, it is
imperative to verify the implementation of BICM-OFDM system and its perfor-
mance. Fig. 5.5 is the block diagram of the modelled single-link BICM-OFDM
systems. Binary data {o} is encoded and interleaved to {t}. The interleaved
bits {t} are mapped into QPSK complex symbols. The output of the QPSK
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Algorithm 1 Iterative Turbo Beamforming
Initialise: (l, s, i, μ)
Require:
∑s=S
s=1 w(s) = 1 for l = 1
μmin ≤ μ ≤ μmax for every l
1: while l ≤ L do
2: for i = 1 to I for every l do
3: if i = 1 then
4: wi[l] = wI [l − 1]
5: Apply wi[l]
6: Compute CEf
7: Compute wi+1[l]
8: else if 1 < i < I then
9: wi[l] = wi−1[l]
10: Apply wi[l]
11: Compute CEf
12: Compute wi+1[l]
13: else if i = I then
14: wI [l] = wi−1[l]
15: Apply wI [l]
16: Compute CEf
17: Compute wI [l + 1]
18: Decode data {oˆ}
19: end if
20: end for
21: end while
modulator is S/P converted to x˜ and passed to the IFFT block. The IFFT block
converts the OFDM signal to the time-domain and outputs x which is converted
to serial form y and transmitted. At the receiver side i.i.d. complex Gaussian
noise ∼ CN (0, σ2) is added to y. The noisy signal r is S/P converted followed
by FFT that converts the signal back into the frequency-domain. The output
of FFT operation r˜ is converted to serial form and fed to the QPSK demapper.
The demapper outputs {c˜} which are the LLR or the reliability indicator for
the transmitted sequence {c}. These are de-interleaved into {t˜} and passed to
the decoding stage. Based on hard-decision, the decoder outputs {o˜} which are
estimates of the transmitted information bits.
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Figure 5.5: Single-link BICM-OFDM system
Performance
32 OFDM sub-carriers per OFDM symbol (N) where considered in the system.
A rate-1/2 (5, 7)8 convolution encoder combined with random interleaver was
employed at the transmitter end. At the receiver side we employ random de-
interleaver combined with MAP as well as Viterbi decoding [99]. System per-
formance is analysed in AWGN channel conditions for both coded and uncoded
OFDM systems. No interference is considered in the system.
Fig. 5.6 presents the simulated and theoretical BER results for coded and uncoded
OFDM system in absence of interference. The result veriﬁes our implementation
of the BICM. As BF has already been veriﬁed in Chapter 3, we can now move
forward and integrate our coded system with HTSMS and employ ITBF at the
receiver side.
5.4.2 Performance of ITBF
A SIMO BICM-OFDM system with 32 sub-carriers (N) having 5 pilots per
OFDM symbol (Np) is modelled. 1 × 2 and 1 × 4 SIMO conﬁgurations are
employed. In accordance with Fig. 3.4 (Chapter 3, page 42), one desired user
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Figure 5.6: Performance of coded and uncoded OFDM systems in AWGN channel.
was modelled at 40◦ while interference users were located at −70◦,−35◦ and
60◦ azimuth respectively. A rate-1/2 (5, 7)8 convolution encoder and random
interleaver/de-interleaver are employed in an AWGN channel condition. The
power per interference user at the satellite end is set to −5 dBW which is higher
then the interference level considered in previous chapters. The proposed ITBF
is compared with conventional non-iterative adaptive LMS beamformer.
Fig. 5.7 presents a snap shot of the short term BF prediction error in terms of
Cumulative MSE (CMSE) in dB against OFDM symbols for the case of 2 antenna
element conﬁguration. In other words this ﬁgure presents the transient and the
steady state behaviour of BF in terms of prediction error for a speciﬁc SNR level.
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Figure 5.7: Beamforming convergence in terms of Cumulative Mean Squared
Error vs OFDM symbols, antenna elements = 2 and Eb/No = 8 dB.
The error is presented in cumulative form so as to average the MSE over time
and eﬀectively shows how BF MSE converges to its steady state. We can see
that ITBF converges faster as well as attains a lower CMSE as compared to the
conventional case. Moreover, within the ITBF framework, further improvement
in the minimum CMSE is achieved as well as speed of convergence is observed
with increased number of iterations (i). Eﬀectively, iterative BF translates to
better CCI mitigation as well as shorter transient state time.
Now if we increase the number of antenna elements to 4, we can observe in Fig. 5.8
that a much lower CMSE is obtained by all the studied schemes as compared to
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Figure 5.8: Beamforming convergence in terms of Cumulative Mean Squared
Error vs OFDM symbols, antenna elements = 4 and Eb/No = 8 dB.
S = 2 case. However, convergence speed in case of proposed ITBF is superior
as compared to the conventional case. We can also observe further reduction in
minimum CMSE achieved as well transient time with increased number of itera-
tions. To compare the case of 2 and 4 antenna elements, we present a snapshot
of the CMSE for the two conﬁgurations at l = 300 in Fig. 5.9. We can observe
an increasing trend of improved CMSE as the iterations increase when BF has
processed 300 OFDM symbols irrespective of the number of antenna elements
employed. Moreover, we can observe that CMSE reduces for S = 4, with ITBF
showing superior performance.
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Figure 5.9: Snapshot of Cumulative Mean Squared Error at 300th OFDM symbol,
antenna elements = 2 & 4 and Eb/No = 8 dB.
Another perspective of BF performance is how the BF complex weights adapt
w.r.t time. Fig. 5.10 presents the CBFW for the case of S = 2. It is evident
that BF weights for the conventional case exhibit highest latency in terms of
convergence. With one iteration, the weights convergence speed is enhanced
which is further improved with 2 iterations. For the case of S = 4, the BF
weights adaptation is shown in Fig. 5.11. We observe a similar trend to the case
with 2 antenna elements. These results further validate CMSE results as well as
the performance advantage of the proposed iterative approach.
The CMSE depicted in Fig. 5.7−5.9 give an idea as to how ITBF improves BF
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Figure 5.10: Beamforming convergence in terms of Cumulative Beamform-
ing Weights (Abs) of one of the antenna elements vs OFDM symbols,
antenna elements = 2 and Eb/No = 8 dB.
convergence as well as prediction error. However since CMSE is only evaluated at
pilot locations, whereas BF takes place using both pilots and data, results do not
depict the true performance advantages of the ITBF. Therefore it is imperative
to analyse the error rate performance of the ITBF as compared to the conven-
tional non-iterative BF. Hence we look at the BER in Fig. 5.12 to explore the
performance advantages of ITBF.
It is evident from the BER result that ITBF outperforms the conventional case
irrespective of Eb/No. With only one iteration, the ITBF provides a BERG of ≈
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Figure 5.11: Beamforming convergence in terms of Cumulative Beamform-
ing Weights (Abs) of one of the antenna elements vs OFDM symbols,
antenna elements = 4 and Eb/No = 8 dB.
1.5 dB with 2 antenna elements. This gain increases to ≈ 2.5 dB when 4 antenna
elements are employed. Furthermore at a worst case scenario of Eb/No = 0
dB, the proposed approach exhibits far superior performance compared to the
conventional case. To quantify the BER improvements, we present the BERG
achieved by ITBF as compared to the conventional case in Fig. 5.13 for the two
extreme scenarios; Scenario 1 − Eb/No = 0 dB and Scenario 2 − Eb/No = 7
dB. We clearly note a consistent increase in gain achieved as we increase the
number of iterations for the Scenario 1 case. When we move to Scenario 2 having
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Figure 5.12: Bit Error Rate vs desired user Eb/No, antenna elements = 2 & 4.
high Eb/No, we can see a further improvement in BER increasing upto 2.6 dB.
Irrespective of the scenarios, we can observe increased BERG as we increase S
from 2 to 4.
Finally as we observed in Chapter 3 that the convergence period has pronounced
impact on the BER. If we ignore some initial OFDM symbols in the BER com-
putation process, BER improves signiﬁcantly. Fig. 5.14 present the BER per-
formance for the case S = 2, if we ignore the ﬁrst 500 OFDM symbols in BER
computation. It is evident that for the case of 2 antenna elements, clipping or
no clipping translates to almost similar performance irrespective of non-iterative
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Figure 5.13: Bit Error Rate Gain for the extreme scenarios, antenna elements = 2
& 4.
or ITBF approach. This indicates that channel coding reduces the impact of BF
transient state on system performance. As we increase the number of antenna
element to S = 4, we see in Fig. 5.15 that clipping oﬀers slightly better per-
formance. However the performance gap is not as signiﬁcant as in Chapter 3.
Hence employing channel coding not only provides us with the opportunity of
introducing a novel ITBF algorithm, but also enabled us to reduce the impact of
BF convergence on system performance as well as eliminating the error ﬂoor.
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Figure 5.14: Bit Error Rate vs desired user Eb/No with and without clipping,
antenna elements = 2 and L˜ = 500.
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we ﬁrst introduced channel coding and interleaving / de-interleaving
functionality in our OFDM based HTSMS. We then validated the performance
of the channel coding by comparing it to the theoretical bounds. Exploiting the
coding in the system, we then formulated a novel iterative BF algorithm which
uses both pilots as well as data with the turbo principle to perform CCI mitiga-
tion. The proposed ITBF comprises three distinctive stages namely; Rudimentary
Beamforming Stage (RBS), Iterative Beamforming Stage (IBS) and Termination
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Figure 5.15: Bit Error Rate vs desired user Eb/No with and without clipping,
antenna elements = 4 and L˜ = 500.
Beamforming Stage (TBS). We then compared the performance of proposed ap-
proach to the conventional non-iterative case and report considerable gain in
terms of system performance in high interference level scenarios. As we increase
the number of iterations for the ITBF, we observe improved system performance.
Even in worse case scenarios such as at Eb/No = 0 dB, the proposed algorithm
outperforms the conventional case providing signiﬁcant gain. Finally we investi-
gate how incorporation of channel coding eﬀects the error ﬂoor problem reported
in Chapter 3. We ﬁnd that by introducing channel coding we can largely eliminate
the error ﬂoor problem.
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Chapter 6
Ground vs Onboard Beamforming
In this chapter we present an overview of onboard and ground based BF together
with their advantages and associated problems. We then propose a semi-static
BF approach which makes beam patterns lesser prone to amplitude and phase
distortions. Moreover, it also reduces signalling bandwidth requirement in the
uplink from the gateway. We then compare the performance of semi-static and
full adaptive BF for the HTSMS scenario. Part of the work presented here has
been published in Proc. AIAA on 28th ICSSC 2010 [100].
6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3−5 , we employ full adaptive BF at the satellite end. For brevity, we
refer to this as Onboard Based Beamforming-Adaptive (OBBF-A). This topol-
ogy is suited for Mobile Satellite System (MSS) scenarios, such as HTSMS, where
beams need to be adapted more frequently. However in the case of the satellite
payload, OBBF-A is currently not cost eﬀective due to higher onboard complexity
requirements, power consumption issues and associated costs. The less complex
solution is to opt for Ground Based Beamforming (GBBF) saving valuable on-
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board resources. Despite the beneﬁts of GBBF, high feeder link bandwidth is
required to support uplink and downlink transmissions. Moreover with GBBF,
the satellite payload complexity is a sensitive function of the feed signals trans-
mitted via gateway uplinks and downlinks. Furthermore, performance of GBBF
is highly sensitive to the gateway calibration system which must compensate for
instabilities induced due to payload/gateway component changes with tempera-
ture and life as well as propagation amplitude and phase dispersion eﬀects. Hence
clearly, the choice of BF not only depends on complexity but also on performance.
In this chapter we investigate ground based and onboard based BF solutions for
a BICM-OFDM architecture in our proposed HTSMS. We also propose a semi
static hybrid space/ground BF and show that it is a far less complex solution
compared to onboard adaptive BF. We then investigate the applicability of on-
board and ground based approaches and quantify their performance advantages
for the HTSMS case.
6.2 Related Work
Current generations of satellite system such as ICO [14, 16, 20] and MSV [7]
have employed GBBF with full adaptivity with MSS scenario; we refer to this
as GBBF-Adaptive (GBBF-A). GBBF-A is the simpler alternative to OBBF-A
and is based on the exchange of radiating element feeder signals between satellite
and gateway. The BF is realised in the gateway with all the ﬂexibility oﬀered
by on-ground digital signal processing. This approach is preferable with respect
to OBBF-A since there are substantial overheads associated with onboard BF
networks such as hardware mass, cost, power consumption and thermal control
requirements. Hence GBBF-A reduces the cost, weight and power consumption
issues associated with having complex dynamic BF hardware onboard the satellite
by moving this hardware to the ground station.
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Despite the beneﬁts, GBBF-A still requires a large amount of transceiver hard-
ware to pass the individual feed signals through gateway uplinks and downlinks,
to and from the ground station. The payload complexity is a sensitive func-
tion of the number of feed signals transmitted across the satellite’s gateway
link [17]. For example, a circular coverage region divided into C
′
cells would
require C = (
√
C ′ +
√
F )2 feeds, where F equals the number of feeds used in
synthesizing each beam. For instance, if C
′
= 162 and F = 50 then C = 392
feeds. This transmitter and receiver hardware is carried onboard the satellite and
is undesirable due to aforementioned problems. Furthermore, redundant trans-
mit and receive processing channels are required for each feed signal in order to
compensate for imperfect feed characteristics.
Recently, hybrid onboard/ground BF solutions [18,19] have been proposed to ad-
dress the trade-oﬀ between ground and space BF. It splits the BF process between
the satellite and the gateway. Coarse BF is performed onboard the satellite with
the objective of reducing the feed signal space to a subspace, thus decreasing the
required feeder link bandwidth. This is followed by ﬁne BF at the gateway thus
improving the overall system performance. However both classical GBBF-A as
well as the hybrid BF [18,19] topology have instabilities due to payload/gateway
component changes with temperature and life time, and propagation amplitude
and phase dispersion eﬀects which have to be compensated by a complex ground
based BF calibration system [20]. Moreover with the hybrid BF, primary and
redundant feed links are still required, forcing the need for bandwidth resources,
onboard complexity as well as a complex calibration system on the ground. With
the OBBF-A, feed link requirements as well as complexity of ground based cal-
ibration system are greatly reduced. This however is achieved at the cost of
complexity and power consumption onboard the satellite. Illustration of ground,
onboard and hybrid beamforming in a MSS and their respective trade-oﬀ is shown
in Chapter 1, page 5.
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Irrespective of whether adaptive processing is done onboard the satellite or gate-
way, both have associated complexities and problems. Inmarsat satellites [101]
have used GBBF in a non-adaptive fashion, which can also be referred to as
GBBF-Static (GBBF-S). The BF coeﬃcients are realised at the ground and up-
loaded to the satellite where they remain unchanged. Inmarsat satellites have
the capability of uploading new BF coeﬃcients, however this is not done on a
frequent basis. The GBBF-S greatly reduces the onboard as well as ground sta-
tion complexity, feeder link bandwidth requirement and the need of redundant
feeds. However, the process of uploading the ﬁlter coeﬃcients (weights) requires
excessive signalling bandwidth. More importantly, the process is also prone to
amplitude and phase distortion during the transmission which potentially trans-
lates to inaccurate beam patterns. Moreover in the MSS, the non-adaptive beam
pattern may result in performance degradation due to non-adaptive interference
cancellation. Hence clearly, the choice of BF not only depends on complexity
and resources, but is also a function of performance advantages of the respective
approaches. Hence the primary question to answer is how much performance
improvement is achieved with adaptive processing in a MSS scenario.
The question above drives the trade-oﬀ between complexity and performance
and is both scenario as well as system dependent. From the literature, work is
found on onboard adaptive BF impact on complexity and the possible solutions,
as described earlier. However, performance analysis between adaptive and non-
adaptive BF solutions, speciﬁcally in an HTSMS architecture is to the best of
our knowledge not studied.
To analyse and quantify the performance advantages, we employ adaptive and
non-adaptive BF for the HTSMS. For the adaptive case, OBBF-A is implemented
onboard the satellite with per symbol BF (Pre-FFT) approach. To avoid upload-
ing of BF coeﬃcients from the gateway for the non-adaptive case, we propose
OBBF-Semi Static (OBBF-SS) as opposed to aforementioned GBBF-S for MSS,
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which is a hybrid of ground and onboard BF. OBBF-SS is referred to as semi
static as BF weights are not hard-wired and can be changed when required. In
OBBF-SS, based on the coordinates of the required focus point on the earth
surface, we calculate the speciﬁc direction in which this receive beam should be
oriented. In order to point the beam in a speciﬁc direction, this required orien-
tation is calculated at the ground station and transmitted to the satellite. The
calculation process for BF coeﬃcients is done onboard the satellite without any
need of complex signal processing. Addition of simple circuity onboard the satel-
lite enables this capability while the satellite can still have a transparent payload
design (analogue or digital). This signiﬁcantly reduces the signalling bandwidth
requirement in the uplink from the gateway as only the orientation is communi-
cated rather than the actual BF coeﬃcients. Moreover the approach makes beam
patterns less prone to amplitude and phase distortions.
To establish comparison, we also employ another variant of non-adaptive BF,
namely OBBF-Equal Ratio Combining (OBBF-ERC). In OBBF-ERC BF coeﬃ-
cients are set such that signals from all antenna elements are summed up in equal
proportion. We investigate and analyse the performance of OBBF-A, OBBF-SS
and OBBF-ERC for the BICM-OFDM based HTSMS.
6.3 System Model
We focus on adaptive and non-adaptive CCI mitigation from the perspective of
a GEO satellite in the HTSMS scenario. The uplink scenario and interference
model is the same as depicted in Chapter 3, Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 respectively.
A link between mobile and satellite is modelled as SIMO with one desired user
and J − 1 interference users. OBBF-A is employed with the Pre-FFT approach
as earlier. We also assume no time or frequency oﬀsets exist in the system.
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6.3.1 BICM-OFDM Transmitter Model
Fig. 6.1 illustrates the transceiver architecture of the proposed BICM-OFDM
based HTSMS and will be referred to throughout the chapter to follow the in-
formation ﬂow in the system. At the transmitter end, binary information bits
{o} corresponding to the jth user are generated. Bits are encoded into {t} and
then interleaved into {c}. The Interleaved bits {c} are then mapped into QPSK
complex symbols and S/P converted to {x˜q}. Pilots for the user considered {x˜p}
are interspersed into data sequence {x˜q} at known pilot sub-carriers {I}. This
process forms an N sub-carriers OFDM symbol that can be expressed as:
x˜j = [x˜j(0), x˜j(1), . . . , x˜j(N − 1)]T . j = 1, . . . , J . (6.1)
For the sake of brevity, we drop the subscript j that indicates user indexing.
After formation of the OFDM symbol, x˜ is converted to the time-domain by a
N -point IFFT. This can be presented mathematically as:
x = FH x˜ , (6.2)
where
F =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 1 · · · 1
1 e−j2π(1)(1)/N · · · e−j2π(1)(N−1)/N
...
...
. . .
...
1 e−j2π(N−1)(1)/N · · · e−j2π(N−1)(N−1)/N
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (6.3)
At the start of the every OFDM symbol, a CP of length G is appended and the
output x¯ = [x(−G), x(−G + 1), . . . , x(N − 1)]T is serially transmitted over the
wireless channel, whose eﬀect can be represented as:
y¯[k] = x¯[k]⊗ h[k] . (6.4)
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Figure 6.1: BICM-OFDM system model for the HTSMS with OBBF-A and
OBBF-SS
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6.3.2 Beamforming Capable Receiver
The signals from desired and interference sources are received at the satellite
antenna elements (satellite end in Fig. 6.1). The ULA output after CP removal
for the lth OFDM symbol (l = 1, . . . , L) for all the users can be represented as:
V = AYH +B , (6.5)
where Y, B and V represents the received signal, i.i.d complex Gaussian noise
and ULA output respectively as deﬁned earlier in Chapter 3, page 46. A is the
ULA response, where [A]s,j can be presented mathematically as:
a(s, j) = e(−j2π(s−1)da sin(θj)/λ) . (6.6)
The output of the ULA is processed by the beamformer to mitigate CCI. This is
given by:
z = wHV . (6.7)
Substituting (6.5) into (6.7), we get:
z = wH(AYH +B) , (6.8)
z = [z(0), z(1), . . . , z(N − 1)] ,
w = [w(1), w(2), . . . , w(S)]T ,
where z is the weighted output of beamformer and w are the applied BF complex
weights. This is followed by S/P conversion and transformation of z to the
frequency-domain, which can be mathematically expressed as:
z˜ = FzH . (6.9)
Using (6.9) and (6.8),
z˜ = F(wHAYH +wHB)H . (6.10)
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The data sub-carriers in z˜ are de-multiplexed into r˜q which are then passed to the
QPSK demapper as described in Chapter 5, page 111. The demapper outputs
LLRs Γ for the vth coded bits cv in the desired user transmitted data sequence
x˜qd given received vector r˜
q, channel estimates h˜q.
Γ(cv(x˜
q
d(n))) = ln
∑
b∈U+v P (x˜
q
d(n) = b | r˜q(n), h˜q(n))∑
b∈U−v P (x˜
q
d(n) = b | r˜q(n), h˜q(n))
, (6.11)
P (x˜qd(n) = b | r˜q(n), h˜q(n)) =
1
2πσ2
exp(−‖r˜
q(n)− h˜q(n)x˜qd(n))‖2
2σ2
) , (6.12)
where U−v and U
+
v represent the constellation set that contains all the symbols
whose vth bit is 0 and 1 respectively. The conditional probability given in (6.11)
is computed using (6.12). The LLRs of the coded bits are de-interleaved and
passed to the MAP decoder which outputs the decoded bits {oˆ}.
6.3.2.1 LMS based OBBF-A
For the next OFDM symbol, computation of new complex BF weights is required.
This computation is performed using a MSE based LMS adaptive algorithm as
described in Chapter 3, page 47. This error vector at the input of the beamformer
in the frequency-domain can be expressed as:
e˜ = z˜p − x˜pd . (6.13)
As we employ Pre-FFT BF, e˜ is converted to the time-domain which can be
presented mathematically as:
e = FH e˜ . (6.14)
The time-domain error vector obtained in (6.14) is then used in the adaptive
beamformer onboard the satellite (OBBF-A). OBBF-A has the objective of in-
terference minimisation and hence can be referred to as interference aware BF.
When OBBF-A is pursued as the BF choice, boundary B2 in Fig. 6.1 deﬁnes the
split between onboard and gateway operations. Moreover region R in Fig. 6.1
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is only implemented with OBBF-A as it constitutes the blocks responsible for
adaptive BF. For the case of OBBF-A, we employ LMS algorithm to adapt the
complex BF weights until all OFDM symbols have been decoded. The LMS
adaptation is given by:
w[l + 1] = w[l] + 2μV[l]e[l] . (6.15)
Using (6.14) and (6.15), we get:
w[l + 1] = w[l] + 2μV[l]FH e˜[l] , (6.16)
where w[l] and w[l + 1] represent the beamformer’s complex weights for [l] and
[l+1] OFDM symbols. μ represents the positive step size which controls the rate
of convergence such that [70]:
μmin ≤ μ ≤ μmax , (6.17)
with
μmax ≤ 2
3 tr (R)
. (6.18)
For the HTSMS, we employ LMS with optimised μ that adapts at each itera-
tion according to (6.18). The complexity of beamformer is same as described as
described in Chapter 4, page 89.
6.3.2.2 OBBF-SS
OBBF-SS unlike OBBF-A does not aim to minimize interference but maximisa-
tion of the gain towards a particular direction. Hence OBBF-SS can be referred to
as orientation aware BF. In relation to our HTSMS model in Fig. 6.1, the bound-
ary B1 deﬁnes the split between space and ground operations when OBBF-SS is
employed. Moreover, blocks in region R are not implemented as they form the
adaptive processing unit. Hence only BF weight application takes place onboard
the satellite while remaining operations are transferred to the ground station.
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Figure 6.2: OBBF-SS schematic
This signiﬁcantly reduces onboard complexity, payload mass and the associated
costs.
A generalised schematic of OBBF-SS is illustrated in Fig. 6.2. Based on the
required beam focus point on the earth surface, the ground processing unit of
OBBF-SS calculates the speciﬁc direction in which the beam should be oriented.
This orientation is transmitted to the satellite where the onboard BF unit calcu-
lates the required BF coeﬃcients. The task of weight calculation does not require
any signal processing and can be accomplished with simple circuitry which we
refer to as Beamforming Coeﬃcient Calculator (BCC) in Fig. 6.2. At the input
of BCC are the beam orientations and at the output are the BF coeﬃcients.
BCC calculates weights with the objective of maximizing gain towards a speciﬁc
direction. To calculate these weights, we revisit (6.8).
z = wH(AYH +B) . (6.19)
By examining (6.19) it is clear that in order to maximize the gain in a particular
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direction, complex weights w should be equal to the array response of the antenna
elements. The BCC circuitry enables the weight calculation process via (6.21)
− (6.22). These weights are then applied by the space beamformer. If θd is the
desired beam direction, the BF weights at the output of BCC can be expressed
as:
w = [w(1), w(2), . . . , w(S)]T , (6.20)
where
w(s) = exp(−j2π(s−1)da sin(θd)/λ) , (6.21)
and
w[l + 1] = w[l] . (6.22)
After the application of BF weights, the beamformer output is multiplexed and
transmitted to the ground station via the feeder links where they are decoded.
The complexity of OBBF-SS is same as of optimum BF in Chapter 3, page 49.
6.3.2.3 OBBF-ERC
OBBF-ERC is neither interference aware nor orientation aware BF. It simply
sums up signals from all antenna elements in equal proportion. The BF coeﬃ-
cients for the case of OBBF-ERC are the same as (6.20). All the elements of w
are the same and equal to 1
S
where S are the total number of antenna elements.
OBBF-ERC is employed onboard the satellite in the same way as OBBF-SS with
minimal complexity. With OBBF-ERC, boundary B1 in Fig. 6.1 deﬁnes the
split between ground and space operations, while blocks in region R are not
implemented.
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6.4 Simulation and Discussions
A SIMO OFDM system with per link one transmit and multiple receive antenna
elements S={2,4} was modelled. Total sub-carriers in an OFDM symbol are 32
and L (OFDM symbols) is taken as 40,000. I = {1, 8, 16, 24, 32} hence Np = 5.
In accordance with Fig. 3.4 (Chapter 3, page 42), one desired user was modelled
at 40◦ azimuth while interference users were located at −70◦, −35◦ and 60◦ az-
imuth. A rate-1/2 (5, 7)8 convolution encoder is employed for channel coding.
Random interleaving/de-interleaving is adopted in the simulations with QPSK
as the modulation scheme. We compare the performances of OBBF-A, OBBF-SS
and OBBF-ERC for BICM-OFDM based HTSMS.
6.4.1 Performance
We ﬁrst investigate beamformers’ performance in terms of their precision (pre-
diction error). This is plotted in Fig. 6.3 in terms of MSE (dB) against desired
user Eb/No. We note that as the number of antenna elements increases from 2 to
4, reduction in MSE is observed. This is due to superior interference mitigation
as a result of more antenna elements onboard the satellite. We can also observe
that as available Eb/No increases, the performance of all studied BF schemes im-
prove. This is attributed towards reduced Gaussian noise in the system. Speciﬁc
to the studied schemes, we observe that irrespective of the number of antenna
elements, OBBF-ERC shows poor performance as its MSE is non-negative for
all values of Eb/No. For all antenna elements conﬁgurations and Eb/No levels
tested, OBBF-A provides superior precision which is followed by OBBF-SS. This
is because OBBF-A is trying to provide high gain in the direction of the desired
user as well as simultaneously minimise gain towards the direction of interference
users. However when Eb/No is low, the performance of OBBF-A and OBBF-SS
are similar. To put this result in perspective, lets consider two extreme scenarios
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Figure 6.3: Beamforming prediction error in terms of Mean Squared Error vs
desired user Eb/No, antenna elements = 2 & 4.
that were simulated: Scenario 1 − Eb/No = 0 dB and Scenario 2 − Eb/No =
8 dB. We deﬁne the Precision Gain (PG) metric as a measure of BF prediction
error of the respective schemes as compared to OBBF-ERC. PG for the two men-
tioned scenarios is presented in Fig. 6.4. It is evident from the ﬁgure that in
the low Eb/No regime irrespective of the number of antenna elements, the PGs
for OBBF-A and OBBF-SS are comparable. However as the available Eb/No
increases, PG improves. Furthermore, with higher number of antenna elements,
adaptive processing provides a much higher PG as compared to the semi static
approach.
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Figure 6.4: Precision Gain for OBBF-A and OBBF-SS relative to OBBF-ERC.
To have further insight into the results, we illustrate the beam patterns for the
studied beamformers in Fig. 6.5 with S = 4, Eb/No = 8 dB. We can observe
that OBBF-A and OBBF-SS provide high gain at 40◦ which is the desired user
direction, whereas OBBF-ERC fails to do this. OBBF-A achieves this orientation
by adapting BF coeﬃcients and OBBF-SS by having the prior knowledge of this
direction. However in the case of interference users present at −75◦, −35◦ and
60◦, only OBBF-A adapts the BF coeﬃcients in a way to provide lower gain in
these direction relative to 40◦. Hence OBBF-A outperforms the rest in terms of
prediction error by providing higher gain in the desired direction relative to the
gains provided to interference sources.
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Figure 6.5: Beam patterns for studied schemes, antenna elements = 4 and
Eb/No = 8 dB.
To elaborate on performance diﬀerences shown in Fig. 6.5, we analyse the Beam-
forming Gain (BFG) of the beamformers under study. Fig. 6.6 depicts the BFG
provided by the respective beamformers for the aforementioned scenario. We can
see that irrespective of the direction of the interference source, OBBF-A exhibits
superior BFG. In other words, it suppresses interferes sources better than the
rest of the beamformers. This is due to OBBF-A being desired direction as well
as interference aware. BFG of OBBF-SS follows that of OBBF-A as it is only
desired direction aware and not interference aware. OBBF-ERC has the lowest
BFG in all directions as it is neither desired direction not interference aware.
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Figure 6.6: Beamforming Gain for studied schemes, antenna elements = 4 and
Eb/No = 8 dB.
BFG further veriﬁes the outcome of prediction error as well PG.
Fig. 6.7 shows the system performance in terms of BER versus desired user Eb/No
with diﬀerent antenna element conﬁgurations. We note that with increase in
antenna elements or Eb/No, the BER achieved for the studied schemes improves.
However, irrespective of the Eb/No or antenna element conﬁguration, OBBF-ERC
gives poor performance which is consistent with all the previous results. For the 2
antenna elements case, OBBF-A and OBBF-SS BER performance is comparable.
This is a consequence of 1) higher prediction error as depicted in Fig. 6.3 and
2) with the S = 2, the ratio of interference to antenna elements is greater than
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Figure 6.7: Bit Error Rate vs desired user Eb/No, antenna elements = 2 & 4.
1 which makes BF less eﬀective. With S = 4 however, OBBF-A outperforms
the competitors, especially at high Eb/No regime. On the contrary at very lower
Eb/No values, the BER performance of OBBF-A and OBBF-SS is similar which
is consistent with other results.
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we proposed OBBF-SS, a semi static hybrid space/ground BF
approach. The OBBF-SS is far less complex than the adaptive solution and sig-
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niﬁcantly reduces onboard and gateway complexity as well as feed link bandwidth
requirements. We also employ LMS based full adaptive onboard BF and ERC BF
techniques for a BICM-OFDM based HTSMS. We analysed their performance in
terms of prediction error, beam pattern and Bit Error Rate (BER). We deﬁne
Prediction Gain (PG) and Beamforming Gain (BFG) as the metrics to quantify
BF performance. Simulation results show that OBBF-A is superior due to being
interference aware. This however is achieved at the cost of higher complexity on-
board the satellite. On the contrary, at low Eb/No regime as well as with higher
interference users to antenna elements ratio, the performance of non-adaptive
OBBF-SS is very much comparable to the full adaptive approach. Moreover,
as compared to existing static BF approaches, OBBF-SS oﬀers a practical and
attractive alternative for satellite systems oﬀering services such as TV broadcast-
ing, broadband internet. As the non-adaptive scenario does not perform poorly,
we can conclude that the full-adaptive process may not be required at all times in
HTSMS scenario. Hence there exists space for semi-adaptive based BF solution
that may have the potential to relax the onboard power requirements as well as
perform far better than the non-adaptive approach. We exploit this observation
in next chapter and proposed a novel semi-adaptive BF mechanism.
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Chapter 7
Semi-Adaptive Beamforming for HTSMS
In this chapter we propose a novel semi-adaptive BF which switches between
adaptive and non-adaptive processing depending on the input signal character-
istics at the satellite antenna elements. We develop a novel switch based BF
mechanism which is robust to both disturbance in the system as well as False
Switching (FS). Subsequently, we compare the proposed semi-adaptive against
full adaptive BF and quantify the performance advantages. Part of the work pre-
sented here is under review in IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications
2010 [102].
7.1 Introduction
Full-adaptive processing whether implemented onboard the satellite or at the
gateway has its associated complexities and issues. The proposed OBBF-SS in
Chapter 6 oﬀers a practical and attractive alternative for satellite systems oﬀering
broadcasting services. However this approach is not suitable for scenarios where
beams need to be changed on a more frequent basis. For the HTSMS case, we
observe in Chapter 6 that although adaptive BF is superior, semi-static perfor-
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mance is comparable in speciﬁc scenarios. From this we conclude that adaptive
processing w.r.t BF may not be required at all times. Hence building on this,
we here propose a novel semi-adaptive BF, referred to as OBBF-Semi Adaptive
(OBBF-SA). The proposed technique is a switch-type onboard BF that enables
adaptive and non-adaptive processing to coexist. For the OBBF-SA, we develop
a novel and robust switching mechanism which is independent of disturbance in
the system. We investigate the performance of this approach as compared to full
adaptive BF in terms of both system performance as well computational gains.
7.2 Related Work and Algorithm Formulation
In HTSMS we implement BF onboard the satellite. State-of-the-art satellite
systems employ GBBF-A as discussed earlier. The approach is preferable with
respect to space BF as there are substantial overheads associated with onboard BF
networks such as hardware mass, cost, power consumption and thermal control
requirements. Despite the beneﬁts, GBBF-A has issues such as requirement of
large amount of transceiver hardware, redundant channels for feed signals and
complex ground calibration system. In pursuit of addressing the trade-oﬀ, hybrid
onboard/ground BF solutions [18, 19] have been proposed where some parts of
the BF are done onboard and some at the gateway.
Splitting of BF between space and ground component of a satellite network as
in [18,19] reduces the computation needs onboard the satellite. However, a com-
plex calibration system is still required at the gateway to compensate for prop-
agation amplitude and phase dispersion eﬀects. Moreover the topology is still
sensitive to instabilities due to payload component changes in temperature and
over its life time as well as similar gateway component changes.
We now examine the trade-oﬀ between ground and space BF from a diﬀerent
perspective. The main motivations behind aforementioned hybrid topologies are
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1) To reduce the computational requirements for the space components and 2)
to reduce the number of feeds transmitted to the gateway for ground process-
ing. The more we move towards the space BF approach, the feed requirements
reduce but complexity onboard the satellite increases. However noting our re-
sults from Chapter 6, we know that adaptive processing may not be required at
all times. Hence by developing a comprehensive mechanism that can switch oﬀ
and on the adaptive processing onboard the satellite as and when required can
achieve both the objectives - 1) reduced complexity and power requirements on-
board the satellite and 2) reduced signal space transmitted from space to gateway
as BF takes place on the satellite end. Therefore, exploiting our results in Chap-
ter 6, we devise a semi-adaptive BF framework which has reduced computational
requirements without compromising on system performance.
We propose a novel switch-type semi-adaptive BF algorithm which switches be-
tween adaptive and non-adaptive processing depending on the input signal char-
acteristics at the satellite antenna elements. DiRienzo et al. [103] develop a
semi-adaptive smoothing algorithm for power spectrum estimation. Their work
is extended by Yang et al. [104] which uses the same approach for spectrum es-
timation. As oppose to the aforementioned approaches, we develop a novel slope
based switching mechanism which enables adaptive and non-adaptive process-
ing to coexist. The proposed BF algorithm is independent of disturbance in the
system and is robust to False Switching (FS).
In order to formulate the semi adaptive BF, we revisit LMS ﬁltering. In LMS, the
adaptation process is based on the energy of instantaneous errors. The weight
update recursion is given by:
w[k + 1] = w[k] + μe[k]x[k] . (7.1)
Here [k] presents the time indexing. The instantaneous error e[k] can be presented
as:
e[k] = d[k]− xT [k]w[k] , (7.2)
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where the desired user signal d[k] is given by:
d[k] = xT [k]w∗[k] + δ[k] . (7.3)
By substituting (7.3) into (7.2), we obtain:
e[k] =xT [k](w∗[k]−w[k]) + δ[k] ,
=ε[k] + δ[k] ,
(7.4)
where ε[k] and δ[k] can be referred to as the random error and the error ﬂoor
respectively. For the conventional full-adaptive LMS, e[k] is used in (7.1) to
recursively adapt w[k] at every k leading to consistent reduction in e[k]. In an
ideal case when δ[k] = 0:
lim
k→∞
e[k] → 0 . (7.5)
With reference to spatial ﬁltering, (7.5) refers to perfect interference mitigated
state where low gains have been projected to the direction of interference sources
while high gain towards the direction of the desired signal. In the ideal environ-
ment, state (7.5) would be achieved and e[k] → 0. This can be an indicator used
to switch-oﬀ the adaptivity of LMS process. Speciﬁc to the satellite payload,
this can save valuable resources such as onboard computing power. However the
error ﬂoor persists due to the presence of noise in the system and therefore the
state (7.5) is not achieved. Moreover instantaneous e[k] ﬂuctuates around its
mean and hence is not stable. Therefore in a practical system, e[k] alone cannot
be deﬁned as an appropriate Beamforming Switching Metric (BSM). To solve this
problem we need to derive a suitable BSM that can be used to switch BF from
adaptive to non-adaptive state and vice versa. For an OFDM based system, we
ﬁrst analyse MSE obtained for the lth OFDM symbol.
ωl =
1
Np
.
Np∑
n=1
e2l (n) . l = 1, . . . , L . (7.6)
Np and e in (7.6) represent the number of pilots and error vectors corresponding
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to the lth OFDM symbol respectively. The variance of ωl can be given as:
ΨL−1 =
1
L− 1
L−1∑
l=1
(ωl − ω¯)2 + δ´ , (7.7)
where ω¯ presents the block mean and δ´ presents the variance ﬂoor due to distur-
bance in the system. The variance in (7.7) is computed over a window of L − 1
OFDM symbols. This is deﬁned as Monitoring Window (MW) whose size incre-
mentally grows from 1 to L − 1 as OFDM symbols are received. When the Lth
OFDM symbol is received, the variance over ‖ MW ‖= L as a function of (7.6)
and (7.7) can be expressed as:
ΨL =
1
L
((L− 1)ΨL−1 + (ωl − ω¯)2 + δ´) . (7.8)
As ‖ MW ‖→ ∞, (7.8) can be expressed as:
lim
L→∞
ΨL =
(L− 1)ΨL−1
L
+
(ωl − ω¯)2 + δ´
L
.
ΨL ≈ ΨL−1 + (ωl − ω¯)
2 + δ´
L
.
ΨL ≈ ΨL−1 .
(7.9)
In similar fashion to (7.8), ΨL−1 can be further expressed as:
ΨL−1 =
1
L− 1((L− 2)ΨL−2 + (ωl−1 − ω¯)
2 + δ´) . (7.10)
with
lim
L→∞
ΨL−1 ≈ ΨL−2 . (7.11)
Now if we compute the slope between (7.8) and (7.10), it can be formulated as:
∇ΨL =ΨL −ΨL−1
=
[
1
L
((L− 1)ΨL−1 + (ωl − ω¯)2 + δ´)
]
−[
1
L− 1((L− 2)ΨL−2 + (ωl−1 − ω¯)
2 + δ´)
]
=
(L− 1)2ΨL−1 − L(L− 2)ΨL−2 + (L− 1)(ωl − ω¯)2 − L(ωl−1 − ω¯)2
L(L− 1)
(7.12)
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Eq. 7.12 is simply the slope between two consecutive variance values ΨLand ΨL−1.
We can also observe that the slope ∇Ψ is independent of the variance ﬂoor δ´.
Now as ‖ MW ‖→ ∞, (7.12) can be expressed as:
lim
L→∞
∇ΨL =
[
(L− 1)2ΨL−1 − L(L− 2)ΨL−2
L(L− 1)
]
+
[
(L− 1)(ωl − ω¯)2 − L(ωl−1 − ω¯)2
L(L− 1)
]
≈
[
L2ΨL−1 − L2ΨL−2
L2
]
+
[
L(ωl − ω¯)2 − L(ωl−1 − ω¯)2
L2
]
≈ ΨL−1 −ΨL−2 + (ωl − ω¯)
2 + (ωl−1 − ω¯)2
L
.
(7.13)
And using (7.9), (7.13) can be further simpliﬁed to:
lim
L→∞
∇ΨL → 0 . (7.14)
As ∇Ψ → 0 irrespective of the δ´, ωl and ω¯, hence it is not eﬀected by the BF
prediction error. Therefore, ∇Ψ can be eﬀectively used as a BSM in the presence
of disturbances in the system. Moreover as the ∇Ψ is measured over a MW, it
is more reliable as compared to instantaneous error e[k]. However, we note that
in (7.13) when ‖ MW ‖= ∞ (L → ∞), the contribution of variance computed
over L symbols towards the ∇ΨL is null.
lim
L→∞
(ωl − ω¯)2 + (ωl−1 − ω¯)2
L
→ 0 . (7.15)
In other words when L is large, ∇Ψ is insensitive to changes in the characteristics
of the input signal x. With respect to BF, this condition makes the BSM immune
to changes in user locations and hence BSM becomes incapable of turning back on
the adaptive processing when needed. To solve this problem, we deﬁne a Moving
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Monitoring Window (MMW) such that:
‖ MMW ‖= ρ . ρ 	 ∞ . (7.16)
Deﬁning generically, MMW moves g symbols while performing continuous moni-
toring of ∇Ψ. Now with the MMW, state (7.15) can be reformulated as:
lim
L→ρ
(ωl − ω¯)2 + (ωl−1 − ω¯)2
L
 0 . (7.17)
Therefore the state (7.14) and (7.15) is not achieved as ∇Ψ will show variation
if characteristics of x change. Moreover, as L  ∞, it implies ∇ΨL  0 and
would vary within given bounds. Hence, for the case of i.i.d. complex Gaussian
noise ∼ CN (0, σ2) in the system, we drive the bounds of the ∇Ψ in terms of σ2
and ρ. The variance of the mean of ∇Ψ can given by:
Ω = Var
(
1
ρ
ρ∑
l=1
∇Ψl
)
. (7.18)
As all the variables have the same variance σ2, division by ρ becomes a linear
transformation. Hence (7.18) can be simpliﬁed to:
Ω =
σ2
ρ
. (7.19)
We can observe that if the condition (7.16) is relaxed and ρ → ∞, Ω → 0 which
is consistent with (7.14). With respect to BF, imposing MMW will result into
∇Ψ varying within the bound derived in (7.19). This is given by:
| ∇Ψ | ≤ | Ω | . (7.20)
The state (7.20) is achieved when BF convergence has taken place and ∇Ψ be-
comes an eﬀective BSM. It not only provides the switching functionality, it also
takes into account any instantaneous changes in the received signal character-
istics as well as system noise. However taking into account a practical BSM
enabled BF system, there is a probability of False Switching (FS). Furthermore,
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Figure 7.1: Moving Monitoring Block (MMB) schematics
the switching mechanism needs to be stable and robust. To ensure that the BSM
does not trigger FS and to make it more stable, we monitor ∇Ψ over consecutive
MMWs, each of size ρ rather than a single MMW. To enable this, we constitute a
block, referred to as Moving Monitoring Block (MMB), of f consecutive MMWs
which slides over g symbols. Illustration of MMB and its operation is depicted
in Fig. 7.1. When all f MMWs meet the criteria as in (7.20), a Beamforming
Triggering Flag (BTF), denoted by Λ, is set to 0 causing switch from adaptive
to non-adaptive processing. If at any time after the switch has been made, all f
MMWs violate the criteria in (7.20), adaptive BF is switched back on by setting
Λ to 1. Provisioning of MMB ensures that the switching mechanism is robust and
BSM does not trigger a false BF switch from adaptive to non-adaptive and vice
versa. The pseudo-code representation of the proposed semi-adaptive algorithm
is represented as Algorithm 2.
In order to verify the derived bounds and working of the proposed algorithm,
Fig. 7.2 and 7.3 indicate ∇Ψ for the case of OFDM BF with MW and MMW. We
can observe in Fig. 7.2 that for the case of MW where L = ∞, ∇Ψ is within the
bounds derived in (7.19). However after around 200 OFDM symbols, ∇Ψ = 0
which is consistent with (7.14). We can also see that as OFDM symbols increase,
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Algorithm 2 Semi-Adaptive LMS Beamforming
Initialise: (s, l, μ, f, g, ρ, MMB)
Require: Λ (BTF) ← 1 for l = 1∑s=S
s=1 w(s) = 1 for l = 1
μmin ≤ μ ≤ μmax for every l
1: while l ≤ L do
2: input el for every l
3: Compute ∇Ψ and Ω over MMB
4: if Λ = 1 and |∇Ψ| ≤ |Ω| then
5: Λ ← 0
6: w[l + 1] = w[l]
7: else if Λ = 1 and |∇Ψ| ≥ |Ω|
8: Λ[l] = Λ[l − 1]
9: Compute of w[l + 1] ⇒ w[l]
10: else if Λ = 0 and |∇Ψ| ≥ |Ω|
11: Λ ← 1
12: w[l + 1] = w[l] + μe[l]x[l]
13: else
14: Λ[l] = Λ[l − 1]
15: Compute of w[l + 1] ⇒ w[l]
16: end if
17: Move MMB over g OFDM symbols
18: end while
no ﬂuctuation is observed in ∇Ψ, which is again consistent with observation
in (7.15). Hence w.r.t BF, when the number of OFDM symbols are large, changes
in interference proﬁle or changes in the system would not be traceable. On the
other hand for the MMW case with ρ = 50, ∇Ψ is within the bounds after ≈
125 OFDM symbols. Interestingly we can also observe that ∇Ψ is not a constant
value with increase in OFDM symbols and at all times its variation is within
the bounds. This veriﬁes (7.17) and that BSM with MMW will be able to track
changes in the system. Hence for this particular scenario, we can potentially
trigger the switch at the 150 symbol point. However if we employ MMB topology
with for instance f = 3, the ∇Ψ monitoring will continue until 250 symbol and
the switch can only take place when l ≥ 250. The advantage of using the MMB
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Figure 7.2: ∇Ψ vs OFDM symbols with σ2 = 1, ρ = 50, g = 10, N = 32, Np = 5
and antenna elements = 4.
approach is hence twofold. 1) It ensures that algorithm is stable and robust
towards FS. 2) By deﬁning parameter f , we can eﬀectively control the number
of symbols prior to which a switch cannot be triggered. The number of initial
symbols which perform adaptive BF irrespective of ∇Ψ can be deﬁned as:
Lmin = ρ× f (7.21)
As we reduce σ2 to 0.1, we can note from Fig. 7.3 the bounds are automatically
adjusted to a much tighter value in accordance with (7.19). Moreover, ∇Ψ is
operated within these bounds after ≈ 100 OFDM symbols and again at this
point a switch can be triggered. However using the MMB approach with f = 3,
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Figure 7.3: ∇Ψ vs OFDM symbols with σ2 = 0.1, ρ = 50, g = 10, N = 32,
Np = 5 and antenna elements = 4.
the switch can be triggered at the 200 symbol point. Comparing the two ﬁgures,
we can also conclude that with low noise variance, switching can be performed
earlier than the case when noise is high. These ﬁgures in general verify our
switching mechanism with BSMmetric, and speciﬁcally the earlier derived bounds
in (7.18)−(7.19) and states mentioned in (7.14), (7.15) and (7.17).
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7.3 System Model
The HTSMS uplink scenario and the interference model is the same as depicted in
Chapter 3, Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 respectively. A link between mobile and satellite
is modelled as SIMO with one desired user and J−1 interference users. After the
signal passes through the wireless channel, semi-adaptive Pre-FFT BF is applied
at the satellite end to mitigate interference induced by BTS users. No time or
frequency oﬀsets exist in the system.
7.3.1 BICM-OFDM Transmitter Model
In Fig. 7.4 we show the transceiver architecture of the proposed BICM-OFDM
based HTSMS and will be referred to throughout the chapter to follow the infor-
mation ﬂow in the system. Binary information bits {o} corresponding to the jth
user are generated at the user terminal end. Generation of bits {o} is followed by
encoding them into {t} which are then interleaved into {c}. The Interleaved bits
{c} are then mapped into QPSK complex symbols and S/P converted to {x˜q}.
Pilots for the user considered {x˜p} are interspersed into data sequence {x˜q} at
known pilot sub-carriers {I}. The output of this process is an N sub-carriers
OFDM symbol that can be expressed as:
x˜j = [x˜j(0), x˜j(1), . . . , x˜j(N − 1)]T . j = 1, . . . , J . (7.22)
For the sake of brevity, we drop the subscript j that indicates user indexing.
After formation of OFDM symbol, x˜ is converted to the time-domain by a N -
point IFFT. This can be represented mathematically as:
x = FH x˜ , (7.23)
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Figure 7.4: BICM-OFDM system model for the HTSMS with OBBF-SA at the
satellite end
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where
F =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 1 · · · 1
1 e−j2π(1)(1)/N · · · e−j2π(1)(N−1)/N
...
...
. . .
...
1 e−j2π(N−1)(1)/N · · · e−j2π(N−1)(N−1)/N
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (7.24)
At the start of the every OFDM symbol, a CP of length G is appended and
the output x¯ = [x(−G), x(−G + 1), . . . , x(N − 1)]T is serially transmitted over
wireless channel, whose eﬀect can be presented as:
y¯[k] = x¯[k]⊗ h[k] . (7.25)
7.3.2 BICM-OFDM Receiver with Semi-Adaptive BF
The signal from desired and interference sources is received at the satellite antenna
elements (satellite end in Fig. 7.4). The ULA output after CP removal for the lth
OFDM symbol (l = 1, . . . , L) for all the users can be presented as:
V = AYH +B , (7.26)
where Y, B and V represents the received signal, i.i.d complex Gaussian noise
and ULA output respectively as deﬁned earlier in Chapter 3, page 46. A is the
ULA response, where [A]s,j can be presented mathematically as:
a(s, j) = e(−j2π(s−1)da sin(θj)/λ) . (7.27)
The output of the ULA is processed by the beamformer to mitigate CCI. This is
given by:
z = wHV . (7.28)
Substituting (7.26) into (7.28), we get:
z = wH(AYH +B) , (7.29)
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z = [z(0), z(1), . . . , z(N − 1)] ,
w = [w(1), w(2), . . . , w(S)]T ,
where z is the weighted output of the beamformer and w are the applied BF
complex weights. This is followed by S/P conversion and transformation of z to
the frequency domain, which can be mathematically expressed as:
z˜ = FzH . (7.30)
Using (7.30) and (7.29),
z˜ = F(wHAYH +wHB)H . (7.31)
The data sub-carriers in z˜ are de-multiplexed into r˜q which are then passed to the
QPSK demapper as described in Chapter 5, page 111. The demapper outputs
LLRs Γ for the vth coded bits cv in the desired user transmitted data sequence
x˜qd given received vector r˜
q, channel estimates h˜q.
Γ(cv(x˜
q
d(n))) = ln
∑
b∈U+v P (x˜
q
d(n) = b | r˜q(n), h˜q(n))∑
b∈U−v P (x˜
q
d(n) = b | r˜q(n), h˜q(n))
, (7.32)
P (x˜qd(n) = b | r˜q(n), h˜q(n)) =
1
2πσ2
exp(−‖r˜
q(n)− h˜q(n)x˜qd(n))‖2
2σ2
) , (7.33)
where U−v and U
+
v represents the constellation set that contains all the symbols
whose vth bit is 0 and 1 respectively. The conditional probability given in (7.32)
is computed using (7.33). The LLRs of the coded bits are de-interleaved and
passed to the MAP decoder which outputs the decoded bits {oˆ}. For the next
OFDM symbol, new complex BF weights are computed as described in Chapter 3,
page 47. This error vector at the input of the beamformer in frequency domain
can be expressed as:
e˜ = z˜p − x˜pd . (7.34)
As we employ Pre-FFT BF, e˜ is converted to the time-domain which can be
presented mathematically as:
e = FH e˜ . (7.35)
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The time-domain error vector obtained in (7.35) is then used in the adaptive
beamformer.
7.3.2.1 Full-Adaptive Beamformer
For the full-adaptive case, the BF weights are computed at every OFDM symbol
(l) continuously until all OFDM symbols have been decoded. The LMS adapta-
tion is given by:
w[l + 1] = w[l] + 2μV[l]e[l] . (7.36)
Using (7.35) and (7.36), we get:
w[l + 1] = w[l] + 2μV[l]FH e˜[l] , (7.37)
where w[l] and w[l + 1] represent the beamformer’s complex weights for [l] and
[l+1] OFDM symbols. μ represents the positive step size which controls the rate
of convergence such that [70]:
μmin ≤ μ ≤ μmax , (7.38)
with
μmax ≤ 2
3 tr (R)
. (7.39)
For the HTSMS, we employ LMS with optimised μ that adapts at each iteration
according to (7.39).
7.3.2.2 Proposed Semi-Adaptive Beamformer
The semi-adaptive beamformer introduced in Section 7.2 uses e˜ to compute the
MSE ω as in (7.6) for every OFDM symbol. This is followed by calculation of
Ψ and ∇Ψ using (7.8) and (7.12) respectively over a MMB which comprises of f
consecutive MMWs each of size ρ. The MMB slides g OFDM symbols to perform
continuous monitoring of ∇Ψ. The value of g deﬁnes the frequency of potential
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triggers from adaptive to non-adaptive and vice versa. If g remains 1, it translates
to a potential trigger every OFDM symbol whereas a large number corresponds
to a slow triggering process. To enable continuous monitoring, g ≤ (f × ρ).
When the receiver starts the BF process (l = 1), weights update takes place as
in (7.35) − (7.36). As the ∇Ψ monitoring continues, after certain number of
OFDM symbols deﬁned in (7.21) (l ≥ Lmin), criteria in (7.20) over a MMB is
met which sets Λ to 0. This triggers non-adaptive BF is given by:
w[l + 1] = w[l]. (7.40)
In terms of the OFDM symbol, the point where the switch is triggered is denoted
as Ls. Monitoring of ∇Ψ continues after this switch and if at any time criteria
in (7.20) is violated over a MMB, Λ is set to 1 triggering back the adaptive BF
processing given in (7.35)−(7.36).
7.3.2.3 Complexity Analysis of Semi-Adaptive against Full-Adaptive
BF
The complexity for (7.36) in terms of addition and multiplication can be presented
as:
βA = LS(M +N(M + P )) ∀L . (7.41)
The semi-adaptive algorithm has adaptive BF phase which has similar complexity
function as depicted in (7.41). The monitoring phase of semi-adaptive algorithm
constitutes of computation of 1) the variance function Ψ 2) the slope function
∇Ψ 3) computation of threshold Ω and 4) switching decision. For the MMB
processing introduced in Section 7.2, these factors with the aim of minimising
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multiplication operations can be expressed as:
βSA =
AdaptiveBF︷︸︸︷
βA′ +
Monitoring︷ ︸︸ ︷
βΨ + β∇Ψ + βs + βΩ .
= [LsS(M +N(M + P ))]+[(
L
ρ
)
× {4M + (ρ+ 2)P}
]
+[
2P + (f − 2){M + P}+
(
L− fρ
g
)
P +
(
L− fρ
ρ
)
{M + P}
]
+[(
L− fρ
g
+ 1
)
P
]
+
[γsM ] .
(7.42)
Here γs is the number of times Ω in (7.19) needs to be evaluated due to change in
system noise disturbance. If available SNR does not change, Ω will be computed
once, as in our case. Proof of the expression is presented in Appendix B. Now
splitting (7.42) intoM and P components and simplifying it for the case of γs = 1:
βmA = M [LS(1 +N)] . (7.43)
βpA = P [LSN ] . (7.44)
βmSA = M
[
LsS(1 +N) +
5L
ρ
− 1
]
. (7.45)
βpSA = P
[
LsSN +
3L+ ρL
ρ
+
2(L− fρ)
g
+ 1
]
. (7.46)
After obtaining composite computation expressions in (7.43)−(7.46), we deﬁne
the potential gain of semi-adaptive beamformer as:
 =
(
βmSA
βmA + β
p
A
+
βpSA
βmA + β
p
A
)
, (7.47)
where  can be looked as the relative ﬁlter computing power requirement of semi-
adaptive algorithm if 1 unit is expended by the full-adaptive case.
Lemma 1 : M operations are a factor fm complex than P .
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AsM operations are far more complex than P , we assign a factor fm to P in (7.43)
and (7.45) such that M = fmP . Now substituting (7.43)−(7.45) into (7.47) and
combining the M and P components, we get:
 =
⎛⎝fm
[
Ls(1+N)
L
+ 5
ρS
− 1
LS
]
+
[
LsN
L
+ 3+ρ
ρS
+ 2(L−fρ)
gLS
+ 1
LS
]
fm [1 +N ] + [N ]
⎞⎠ . (7.48)
Lemma 2 : M operations are far complex than P , hence assume 1
fm
= 0.
With Lemma 2 ,  in (7.48) can be reformulated as:

m1 =
Ls(1+N)
L
+ 5
ρS
− 1
LS
(1 +N)
.
=
Ls
L
+
(
5
ρS(1 +N)
− 1
LS(1 +N)
)
.
(7.49)
Lemma 3 : L is a large number, hence 1
LS(1+N)
≈ 0.
Using Lemma 3 , (7.49) can be simpliﬁed to:

m2 =
Ls
L
+
5
ρS(1 +N)
, (7.50)
where the factor Ls
L
and 5
ρS((1+N))
represent the relative computing power con-
sumption in semi-adaptive beamformer due to BF and MMB operations respec-
tively as compared to the full-adaptive beamformer.
Lemma 4 : ρS((1 +N))  5.
Finally with Lemma 4 , m2 in (7.50) can be further approximated to:

′ ≈ Ls
L
. (7.51)
Here 
′
will be the minimum computing power consumption of semi-adaptive
beamformer as compared to full-adaptive BF. On the other hand,  in (7.48)
is the maximum computing power requirement assuming switching takes place
once.
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7.4 Simulation and Discussions
A SIMO BICM-OFDM system with 32 sub-carriers (N) having 5 pilots per
OFDM symbol (Np) is modelled. 1 × 2 and 1 × 4 SIMO conﬁgurations are
employed. In accordance with Fig. 3.4 (Chapter 3, page 42), one desired user was
modelled at 40◦ while interference users were located at −70◦,−35◦ and 60◦ az-
imuth respectively. Total number of symbols transmitted (L) are taken as 40,000.
A rate-1/2 (5, 7)8 convolution encoder and random interleaver/de-interleaver are
employed in an AWGN channel condition. The power per interference user at
the satellite end is set to −5 dBW. The input parameters for the proposed semi-
adaptive algorithm are tabulated in Table 7.1:
Parameter Notation Value
‖ MMW ‖ ρ 50
Number of consecutive MMWs f 10
combined to form a MMB
Number of OFDM symbols g 50
MMB slides
BTF Λ 1
Table 7.1: Input parameters for proposed semi-adaptive beamformer
7.4.1 Semi-Adaptive Switching
Using the aforementioned parameters, the proposed OBBF-SA is then compared
to conventional full-adaptive LMS beamformer for HTSMS. Fig. 7.5 presents the
plot of Real-time Beamforming Weights (RBFW) of one of the antenna elements
in terms of their absolute value for σ2 = 1.0 & 0.16. For the case of high distur-
bance level in the system (σ2 = 1.0), we can clearly observe that the semi-adaptive
algorithm switches oﬀ the adaptive processing when l = 650. Hence after 650
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OFDM symbols, no new weights are computed and previous computed weights
are applied to the received signal until all the data corresponding to the desired
user has been decoded. For the case of σ2 = 0.16, we can see that BF converges
much quicker. Moreover, due to lower level of disturbance in the system, the
switch takes place when l = 500. From this point onwards OBBF-SA halts com-
putation of new weights and the current weights are used for all the remaining
OFDM symbols. Hence we can see that with lower level of noise in the system,
the proposed algorithm initiates the switch much earlier as compared to the case
with high noise. Furthermore, using ρ and f in (7.21), we can calculate Lmin as
500 OFDM symbols. This means that the semi-adaptive algorithm should not
allow any switching for l < Lmin and hence Ls ≥ Lmin irrespective of ∇Ψ and
Ω. We can see that for both the cases in Fig. 7.5, the switch takes place after a
minimum of 500 OFDM symbols have been received which veriﬁes 7.21.
7.4.2 Complexity Gain
We will analyse the impact of the switching on overall performance later, but
lets pause to see how much computational saving can be achieved by employ-
ing the proposed approach. With parameters tabulated in Table 7.1 and us-
ing (7.48)−(7.51), Fig. 7.6 presents the computational advantage in terms of
computing power consumption of the proposed semi-adaptive beamformer rela-
tive to 1 unit computing power consumption of the full-adaptive case with S = 4.
For the case σ2 = 1, the switch from adaptive to non-adaptive is triggered when
Ls = 650. The minimum relative computing power consumption (lemma 4 )
for the case is 0.0163 and if include the MMB processing as well, (lemma 1 -
3 ), the maximum computing power consumption goes upto 0.0177. This eﬀec-
tively means signiﬁcant saving of resources as semi-adaptive algorithm switches
oﬀ adaptive BF while using minimum energy during MMB processing. When the
system noise reduces with σ2 = 0.16, the switch is triggered earlier and Ls = 500.
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Figure 7.5: Beamforming convergence in terms of Real-time Beamforming
Weights (Abs) of one of the antenna elements vs OFDM symbols with ρ = 50,
f = 10, g = 50, σ2 = 1.0 & 0.16 and antenna elements = 4.
This further reduces the computing power consumption of the semi-adaptive with
minimum computing power consumption of 0.0125 and maximum of 0.0139. This
gain in terms of % is presented in Fig. 7.7. With Ls = 650, the semi-adaptive
requires 98.29% lesser ﬁlter computing power as compared to full-adaptive. More-
over, when Ls = 500, the gain increases to 98.67%. Hence irrespective of the noise
level, the semi-adaptive is far less complex as compared to the full-adaptive case.
This computer power saving is attributed to the freezing of computation of adap-
tive ﬁltering associated with BF. This computer power saving relates to freezing
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up the computing facility for alternative use.
7.4.3 Performance
At ﬁrst we study the beamformer’s convergence in terms of received pilots against
time. As oppose to results in Fig. 7.5, this analysis would tell us whether switching
oﬀ the adaptive BF had any eﬀect on the spatial ﬁltering. Therefore in Fig. 7.8
we plot the magnitude of the received pilots | z˜p | corresponding to the desired
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user. We can see that irrespective of the σ2, the received pilots converge towards
the desired value and stay converged even after adaptive BF has been switched
oﬀ. For the case of σ2 = 1, Ls = 650 and even after the switch the received pilots
remain converged. Similarly for the case of σ2 = 0.16, the adaptive BF is switched
oﬀ with Ls = 500 and even after this the received pilots remain converged. We
do however observe that with less noise, the convergence is superior as compared
to the case with higher noise.
Now we investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Fig. 7.9 presents
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Figure 7.8: Absolute values of pilots received vs OFDM symbols with ρ = 50,
f = 10, g = 50, σ2 = 1.0 & 0.16 and antenna elements = 4
the short term prediction error performance of the proposed approach in terms
of CMSE against OFDM symbols for 2 and 4 antenna element conﬁguration.
We note that the trend is similar to what has been observed for the case of
full-adaptive BF in earlier chapters. With more antenna elements, we see faster
convergence and lower CMSE achieved. As we receive more symbols, a decline in
CMSE is observed until minimum possible CMSE is achieved.
After analysing the prediction error performance as a function of time for a single
Eb/No value, we investigate how the proposed algorithm performs in terms of
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Figure 7.9: Beamforming convergence in terms of Cumulative Mean Squared
Error vs OFDM symbols with ρ = 50, f = 10, g = 50, antenna elements = 2 &
4 and Eb/No = 8 dB.
its long term prediction error. For this, we plot in Fig. 7.10 the MSE of the
proposed beamformer against Eb/No. What we observe is again a similar trend
as to that in the case of the full-adaptive BF. With increase in antenna elements,
the MSE reduces due to superior interference mitigation. Moreover as the level
of disturbance reduces in the system, a lower MSE valuable is achieved. Hence
irrespective of the number of antenna elements or the Eb/No value, the proposed
algorithm shows promising results.
We have seen so far that the proposed algorithm performance is promising both in
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Figure 7.10: Beamforming prediction error in terms of Mean Squared Error vs
Eb/No with ρ = 50, f = 10, g = 50 and antenna elements = 2 & 4.
terms of potential computation saving as well as BF performance. To gain com-
plete insight into the performance of the proposed algorithm, we need to compare
the results with the full-adaptive BF approach. Using the same parameters, we
employ full-adaptive BF which is governed by (7.36)−(7.37) mentioned in Sec-
tion 7.3.2.1. First we compare the MSE performance of adaptive and proposed
semi-adaptive beamformer against Eb/No and the result is plotted in Fig. 7.11.
For the case of S = 2, we see that irrespective of the Eb/No, the performance of
both the schemes are almost identical. Hence there is no performance degrada-
tion for this particular case. When the number of antenna elements are increased
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Figure 7.11: Beamforming prediction error in terms of Mean Squared Error vs
Eb/No for full-adaptive and proposed semi-adaptive BF with ρ = 50, f = 10,
g = 50 and antenna elements = 2 & 4.
to 4, we can observe that up to Eb/No = 4 dB, the MSE curves for both the
schemes overlap. After this point, we observe a sightly better performance by
the full-adaptive case. At 8 dB Eb/No, the semi-adaptive beamformer’s perfor-
mance is degraded by only 0.37 dB. Therefore, the proposed algorithm not only
saves valuable computation resources, it does this elegantly by ensuring almost
no degradation in performance.
The 0.37 dB is such a minimal degradation that it would inevitably have almost
no eﬀect on the BER performance. In order to verify this hypothesis, we compare
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Figure 7.12: Bit Error Rate vs Eb/No for full-adaptive and proposed semi-
adaptive BF with ρ = 50, f = 10, g = 50 and antenna elements = 2 & 4.
the system performance in terms of BER in Fig. 7.12. Interestingly we can see
that irrespective of the available Eb/No or the antenna elements employed, the
semi-adaptive performance is almost identical to the full-adaptive case. Moreover,
the general trend observed is consistent with results recorded in earlier chapters
i.e. improved BER with higher available Eb/No as well as with more antenna
elements. This result is encouraging as it can pave the way for eﬃcient adaptive
processes on an “if and when” required basis.
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7.5 Conclusions
Work in Chapter 6 suggested that adaptive BF may not be required at all times.
Building on the observation in this chapter, we proposed a novel semi-adaptive
BF employed onboard the satellite. The semi-adaptive BF is based on a novel
switching mechanism that enables coexistence of adaptive and non-adaptive BF.
The switching mechanism is based on a Beam Switching Metric (BSM) which
triggers the adaptive to non-adaptive BF and vice versa. The BSM is moni-
tored using MMB which takes into account any disturbance in the system. With
more noise in the system, BSM delays the switching whereas for lower levels of
noise, the switching is triggered sooner. The algorithm is also robust to False
Switching (FS) due to the MMB processing. The design parameters f and g give
more control over BF processing. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm has the
capability of switching adaptive BF “if and when” required. On performance
comparison with full-adaptive the proposed semi-adaptive approach can save up
to 98% of ﬁlter computing power without any degradation in system performance.
This clearly highlights the advantage of the proposed approach in terms of com-
plexity reduction and its potential to huge computing power saving for onboard
processing when considering BF onboard the satellite. The approach has all the
ingredients that can pave the way for the evolution of onboard BF by signiﬁcantly
reducing the associated energy requirements. Apart from providing more ﬂexi-
bility onboard the satellite, onboard BF shifting from gateway to satellite is also
a key enabler of ‘green satellite’ communication systems as the primary source of
energy is solar. Such a step would also reduce the CO2 footprint associated with
satellite systems.
Chapter 8
Summary and Future Work
8.1 Conclusion
In this thesis we have studied BF for an OFDM based hybrid system of satellite
and terrestrial networks. Speciﬁcally, we aim to propose a hybrid architecture
where satellite and existing terrestrial networks work in conjunction to fulﬁl the
aim of global coverage, enabling more capacity and reduced costs. We further
intend to develop BF strategies with enhanced convergence, robustness, perfor-
mance as well as reduced complexity for the hybrid architecture. The thesis
presents the theoretical framework of the research validated through simulations
and supported by relevant references, where deemed necessary. The scope of the
work was limited to adaptive BF for HTSMS system for the uplink scenario only
and the work does not address the downlink case. In this thesis we employ a 32
sub-carriers OFDM system with Cyclic Preﬁx and assume no time or frequency
oﬀsets in the system. For the interference model, we considered randomly dis-
tributed DOA corresponding to the desired and interferes signals. Total J users
were considered in the system with one desired and J − 1 interferes sources. For
the study, we modelled multi-tap time selective wireless channel. The channel
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parameters were speciﬁc to terrestrial-satellite scenario and were measured as
part of the EU project MAESTRO. The signal bandwidth and centre frequency
were 5 MHz and 3 GHz respectively. At the satellite end, we assumed a Uniform
Linear Array with S antenna elements having λ/2 inter-element spacing. Adap-
tive BF was performed at the satellite end and we assumed adequate processing
capability onboard the satellite to support such operations.
Following the objective in Section 1.3, the achievements of the work can be con-
cluded as follows:
HTSMS
In the quest of global connectivity and integration of satellite and terrestrial net-
works, we ﬁrstly proposed an OFDM based Hybrid Terrestrial-Satellite Mobile
System (HTSMS). HTSMS aims to serve users in urban areas through terres-
trial cellular Base Stations (BTSs) while satellite links provide service in rural
areas in a seamless manner. The service provisioning by two diﬀerent technolo-
gies should be transparent to the end-user, in the sense that the same mobile
terminals should work with both terrestrial and satellite networks. In the sys-
tem, terrestrial and satellite networks will reuse the spectrum dedicated to each
other and hence increase the overall capacity. The reuse of spectrum induces Co-
Channel Interference (CCI) by the terrestrial users at the uplink of the satellite
and we employ adaptive BF onboard the satellite to mitigate it.
We investigate the system performance in realistic mobile satellite scenarios and
also study the interaction between BF and CE. At ﬁrst we found that although
the beamformer tries to mitigate interference using pilots, it is unable to compen-
sate for the channel distortions. Thus with interference in the system, channel
estimation is essential on top of a beamformer in the presence of the satellite
wireless channel. Secondly, we observed that an error ﬂoor existed in BER re-
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sults independent of the channel condition or mobile speed. On investigation, we
found that the system performance was sensitive to the convergence period or
transient state of the beamformer and this was the reason behind the error ﬂoor.
Even in the case of no interference, the error ﬂoor still persisted.
Preamble based Beamforming
From previous work we noted that during BF convergence, CE is forced to be
carried out on non-interference free pilot sub-carriers. Accurate CE requires an
interference free signal at its input. This however is not available until after BF
convergence. Hence this concurrent processing of BF and CE leads to degradation
in system performance. In order to enhance BF convergence as well as solving
the concurrent BF and CE problem, we proposed a preamble based transmission
strategies where the main idea was to disperse pilot sub-carriers from OFDM
symbols to form a preamble at the beginning. We proposed FDP, PDP and RLP
as three possible preamble based schemes and showed that such an approach could
improve both BF convergence and CCI mitigation as well as system performance.
Iterative Turbo Beamforming
In light of the fact that BF was sensitive to reference signals, we proposed a novel
ITBF algorithm that used both pilots and data in parallel to perform BF. The
algorithm formed a distinctive three stage beamformer that was based on turbo-
like principles. On performance comparison with the non-iterative approach,
results showed that considerable gains in terms of BER could be achieved via
ITBF.
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Ground vs Onboard Beamforming
We followed up the work based on OBBF-A to investigate the applicability of
onboard, gateway and hybrid BF solutions in more depth. We then proposed an
onboard based non-adaptive BF mechanism called OBBF-SS. The methodology
proposed incorporation of a BCC circuitry onboard the satellite which computes
BF weights based on beam orientations transmitted from the gateway. In this
way, beam patterns are less prone to amplitude and phase distributions. More-
over, OBBF-SS reduces feeder link bandwidth requirements. This made OBBF-
SS a potential alternative to existing non-adaptive BF approaches especially for
satellite systems oﬀering broadcasting services. We then compared full-adaptive
BF to non-adaptive OBBF-SS to establish performance advantages. We also for-
mulated an OBBF-ERC scheme which was unaware of interference as well as
desired user for the purpose of performance comparison. Results showed that
overall full-adaptive BF was superior, however at low Eb/No as well as with lower
antenna elements to user ratio, the performance of non-adaptive was comparable.
Semi-adaptive Beamforming
Based on our analysis of adaptive and non-adaptive BF as well as considering
onboard complexity associated with the full-adaptive BF, we proposed a novel
semi-adaptive BF algorithm. The proposed approach was based on a novel gradi-
ent based switching mechanism which enables co-existence of adaptive and non-
adaptive BF. The switching mechanism was based on monitoring of the BSM
metric via MMB processing. The algorithm was shown to be robust to both
FS or spurious switching as well as changes in noise level in the system. On
performance comparison with full-adaptive BF, results showed that the proposed
algorithm could result into ﬁlter computing power reduction of up to 98% without
any degradation in system performance. Such an approach has profound impli-
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cations as it can signiﬁcantly reduce the complexity requirements of onboard BF
by reducing energy consumption. The approach can also be considered as strong
enabler of onboard BF architectures.
8.2 Implications of Research
In this thesis we have proposed a Hybrid Terrestrial-Satellite Mobile System that
combined advantages of both terrestrial and satellite networks. Hybrid archi-
tectures are already a reality with operation of systems such as of MSV. Hence
the proposal of an OFDM based HTSMS with integrated terrestrial and satel-
lite framework is an intuitive extension to the existing hybrid topologies and
can be foreseen as a possible future Mobile Satellite System. In the study of
the HTSMS, we incorporated an interference scenario with randomly distributed
users and to mitigate the interference, proposed several ﬂavours of onboard based
adaptive BF. As adaptive BF requires high complexity, we have also proposed a
novel semi-adaptive beamformer and have shown that in speciﬁc scenarios, the
ﬁlter computing power consumption for interference mitigation process can be
reduced upto 98%. Current generation of satellite systems have recently intro-
duced adaptive ground based BF for interference mitigation as it enables simpler
satellite payload design. However with advancements in technology and with the
availability of more power onboard the satellite, a shift from complete ground
based to Hybrid ground/onboard BF can be envisioned in near future. Within
the hybrid framework, work is already in progress in the EU project “Hybrid
Space-Ground Processing” under the ﬂagship of SatNEx and European Space
Agency (ESA). Following similar roadmap, the “Dream Payload” with full digi-
tal payload architecture encompassing features such as onboard digital processor
with re-programmable components, transmit and receive digital beamforming,
channel level control, demodulation/decoding may well be a reality within the
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next 10 years. The work carried out here would speciﬁcally apply to networks
with digital satellite payloads.
The thesis focuses on adaptive BF onboard the satellite to mitigate interference
with speciﬁc assumptions as stated in Section 8.1. When considering a real sys-
tem, some of the assumptions need to be revisited to make the HTSMS model
more practical. As the system is based on frequency reuse, hence it would be
important to consider factors such as coverage area, frequency reuse pattern and
the population statistics of the aimed coverage area. Furthermore, the interfer-
ence model would have to be modiﬁed to account for such details. The OFDM
frame structure would have to be speciﬁc to a standard such as 3GPP-LTE and
parameters such as total number of sub-carriers, number of pilot sub-carriers and
their arrangement would need to be retuned. Capability of Adaptive Coding and
Modulation (ACM) would also be highly desirable as it would increase the system
capacity depending on Channel State Information (CSI). Another important fac-
tor in a MSS system is management of inter-system users and thus employment of
appropriate multiple access scheme and resource allocation strategy will also be
necessary. In case the system does not have a centralised resource allocation, ap-
propriate Multi-User Detection (MUD) techniques would need to be investigated
to extract all the desired users in the system.
8.3 Future Work
As a consequence of the study, the following areas are identiﬁed for further im-
provement:
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Downlink Beamforming
In the thesis we have only considered uplink interference mitigation using adap-
tive BF. However, to ensure functionality of a system as a whole we must also
consider the downlink scenario. Hence further work needs to be done in the direc-
tion of downlink interference mitigation. The possible solutions include downlink
transmit BF [22–24], joint transmit and receive BF [25], linear pre-coding tech-
niques [72] (in both cooperative and non-cooperative scenarios) such as Maximum
Ratio Combining [105] and Zero Forcing [106], Dirty Paper Coding [107], to name
a few.
Scalability Issues
In our work we have assumed a maximum number of 9 antenna elements onboard
the satellite. In an actual satellite system covering a large geographical area, the
number of antenna elements would be much higher. With more antenna elements,
not only the system becomes complex but the convergence of BF process would
signiﬁcantly reduce. Further works needs to be done in this direction to reduce the
latency involved in BF process when large array of antenna elements is considered.
Possible solutions include optimisation of number of antenna elements processed
as a function of the interference scenario. Another solution as pursued in [108]
is a proposal of a reduced-rank adaptive beamformer that the author proposes
for a GEO satellite with high number of antenna elements. Scalability issues
may also arise in case of large number of users. In such case, techniques such as
one proposed in [38] for RADAR systems can be perused which only processes
interference subspace and hence reduces the adaptive processing time.
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Other Beamforming Algorithms
Throughout the thesis we have focused our eﬀorts towards symbol-level LMS BF
and some variants of LMS such as NLMS and VSS-LMS. Further performance
improvement can be achieved by employing less complex Post-FFT approaches
such as Multi-Stage Beamforming [68] and sub-carrier clustering based BF [67].
Furthermore, as OFDM transmission in actual systems take place in block form,
hence the possibility of Least Squares (LS) BF needs to be be explored which has
far less complexity to LMS and is also more viable for packet based transmission.
Improvements in ITBF
ITBF provides signiﬁcant performance gains in terms of both BF prediction er-
ror as well and BER. This is attributed to its use of both pilots and data to
perform BF following the turbo-principle. The following improvements are sug-
gested within the ITBF framework:
1. As data is being utilised for BF, further work can be done to study the
impact of reduction in pilot sub-carriers on BF. Reducing the pilots can po-
tentially translate to increased data throughput while maintaining superior
interference mitigation due to the use of soft data symbols.
2. The reliability of extrinsic information being exchanged between compo-
nents of ITBF is susceptible to changes in the wireless channel. Therefore,
more robust channel tracking mechanisms can be introduced within the it-
erative framework and the operability of ITBF validated for such scenarios.
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Joint Iterative Beamforming and Channel Estimation
Just as BF, channel estimation can also be performed iteratively to enhance sys-
tem performance as is done in [87]. Hence an intuitive extension to the iterative
framework is the proposal of a joint iterative beamformer and channel estimator.
Hence a turbo-like channel estimation can be introduced and combined with itera-
tive BF. This will eﬀectively result in a receiver that is both robust to interference
as well as frequency and time selectivity.
Investigation of OBBF-SS
We have used OBBF-SS to establish performance comparison between adaptive
and non-adaptive approaches for the MSS scenario. Work can be done to investi-
gate advantages of OBBF-SS in terms of bandwidth saving as well as robustness to
channel distortions as compared to conventional non-adaptive BF architectures.
Improvements in Semi-Adaptive Beamforming
The semi-adaptive algorithm signiﬁcantly reduces the computational requirement
of the interference mitigation process. In one of the scenario’s studied, the pro-
posed semi-adaptive algorithm exhibited ﬁlter computing power reduction of up
to 98% without any performance degradation. Based on this result and the poten-
tial semi-adaptive approach exhibits, the following improvements are suggested:
1. Signiﬁcant computational gains are achieved using the semi-adaptive ap-
proach as reported in Section 7.4.3. We have also analysed the complexity
of the proposed algorithm and show that the MMB processing has very
low ﬁlter computing power requirements. Further work needs to be done
to analyse sensitivity of the semi-adaptive beamformer to parameters such
fm, Ls, ρ, g, f , to name a few.
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2. As semi-adaptive reduces complexity, a comprehensive solution of iterative
BF, channel estimation and semi-adaptive approach can be envisioned. A
receiver that is eﬃcient in use of resources by having switching capability
and is robust due to iterative processing.
Ground and Hybridised Beamforming
Throughout the work, our study focused on adaptive BF onboard the satellite as
a solution towards CCI mitigation. As ground and hybrid BF can have profound
implications in the near future, further work can be pursued to investigate BF
processing with gateway and hybrid space/gateway approaches. Furthermore,
eﬀort can be made to introduce the aforementioned proposed improvements to
ground/hybrid topology.
Advanced Traﬃc Modelling
To improve the interference model, advanced traﬃc modelling of interference
sources can be incorporated. Moreover, we can also redesign the interference
model so that it is mapped to a particular geographical location and is also based
on population statistics. Furthermore, investigation can be carried out on their
impact on performance w.r.t the above proposed schemes.
Appendix A
Soft Input Soft-Output (SISO) Decoder
The Soft-Input-Soft-Output (SISO) decoder computes soft outputs based on the
estimation of the probability of the information bit (denoted by u) is ‘1’ to the
probability that the information bit is ‘0’. This ratio is referred to as Log-
Likelihood Ratio (LLR) which is an estimation of the a posteriori probability
(APP) of the transmitted bit (denoted by x), given the observation of the re-
ceived sequence of bits (denoted by r). Assuming a typical communication system
composed of encoder, decoder, modulator, demodulator and an AWGN channel
∼ CN (0, σ2). For generality, we take the case of BPSK in which LLR for the
assumed communication set up can be expressed as:
Γ(uˆ) = Γ(u|r) = ln P (u = 1|r)
P (u = 0|r) = ln
P (x = +1|r)
P (x = −1|r) = Γ(x|r) . (A.1)
The sign of the LLR value corresponds to the hard decision of the transmitted bit.
A positive sign indicates transmission of bit ‘1’, otherwise if it is negative, then
bit ‘0’ is assumed to be transmitted. The magnitude of Γ in (A.1) is reliability
indicator of this decision and is a measure of certainty of “what was transmitted”.
The output of the demodulator in the soft form is thus based on the APP of the
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Figure A.1: Schematics of a SISO decoder
transmissible bit. From (A.1) and using Bayes’ rule, we have:
Γ(x|r) = ln P (x = +1|r)
P (x = −1|r) ,
= ln
P (r|x = +1)P (x = +1)
P (r|x = −1)P (x = −1) ,
= ln
1√
2πσ
exp
{
−1
2
(
r−1
σ
)2}
1√
2πσ
exp
{
−1
2
(
r+1
σ
)2} + ln P (r|x = +1)P (r|x = −1) ,
=
2
σ2
+ ln
P (r|x = +1)
P (r|x = −1) ,
= Γc r + Γ(u) ,
(A.2)
where Γc = 2/σ
2 is called the channel reliability value and the term Γ(u) is the
a priori LLR value corresponding to the bit u. The inclusion of encoder and
decoder in the system yields beneﬁts on decision making [109]. For the case of
systematic code, the soft decoder output takes the following form:
Γ(uˆ) = Γ(x|r) = Γc r + Γ(u) + Γe(uˆ) . (A.3)
The new term Γe(uˆ) w.r.t (A.2) is called the extrinsic LLR. It represents an
extra estimation on the LLR of the information bits. It is independent of both
the a priori and channel LLR values corresponding to the information bits. A
schematic diagram of the LLR values used in a SISO decoder from (A.3) is shown
in Fig. A.1. In the iterative decoding process, the extrinsic LLR is fed back to
the input of another component decoder to serve as a priori information of the
data bits for the next decoding iteration.
Appendix B
Proof of βSA
Proof of βΨ:
Variance is computed once every MMW. With ρ as the length of MMW, the
variance Ψ can be presenting generically as,
Ψρ =
(ρ− 1)×Ψρ−1 +
{
wρ −
(
1
l
∑ρ
l=1wl
)}2
ρ
(B.1)
The complexity of (B.1) lies at 4M + (ρ+ 2)P . For the computation of variance
over all MMWs, we need to evaluate the total MMBs to be processed. As the
MMB moves over g OFDM symbols after ρ × f symbols have elapsed, the total
number of MMBs during transmission of L OFDM symbols can be presented as:
| MMB |= L− ρf
g
+ 1 (B.2)
The complexity associated with variance computation is critically inﬂuenced by
the parameter g. With g = aρ corresponds to the less complex and practical
case where length of g is scalar multiple of the length of MMW. This means that
after MMB moves over g symbols, the variance for overlapping MMWs will remain
unchanged. The Ψ would be computed for only a non-overlapping MMWs. Hence
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with g = aρ, βΨ for the complete transmission can be presented as:
βΨ =
{
f +
(
L− ρf
g
)(
g
ρ
)}
× {4M + (ρ+ 2)P}
=
(
L
ρ
)
× {4M + (ρ+ 2)P}
(B.3)
Proof of β∇Ψ:
When considering the 1st and f th MMW of the 1st MMB, only 1 adjacent Ψ
value for slope calculation is available. Therefore, computation lies at P for each
of them. For the rest of f − 2 MMWs, operations lie at M + P as 2 adjacent
values are available. Furthermore, just as was the case of Ψ, there are overlapping
MMWs for which slope is not required to be recomputed. After the MMB slides
over g symbols, the last MMW of the MMB has only one Ψ for slope calculation
whereas a have 2 adjacent Ψ values. Hence the computation for all possible MMB
can be given as:
β∇Ψ = [2P + (f − 2){M + P}] +
[(
L− fρ
g
)
P +
(
L− fρ
ρ
)
{M + P}
]
(B.4)
Proof of βs and βΩ:
Switching can potentially take place once every MMB. Hence the number of MMB
is the complexity factor and hence βs can be given by:
βs =
(
L− fρ
g
+ 1
)
P (B.5)
For the case of βΩ, complexity is directly porportional to the number of times Ω
needs to be re-evaluated due to change in system noise disturbance in accordance
with (7.19). If available SNR does not change, Ω will be computed once, as in
our case. Therefore, βΩ can be expressed as:
βΩ = γsM (B.6)
Here γs is the number of times Ω needs to be evaluated.
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